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1 INTRODUCTION
The interaction of light field with matter is one of the most general and
fundamental problems in physics. Thanks to many practical applications,
activity in this branch of physics has continuously maintained a very high level.
A practical outcome of these investigations, namely lasers, is now a powerful
tool in science and technology. The experimental possibilities have grown still
further through the appearance of the ultra-short pulse lasers, which enables an
even deeper understanding of many important and interesting aspects of the
interaction of light with matter.

1.1 Secondary emission in the case of luminescence centres
The optical response of a material to incident light field is often called
secondary emission (SE). In this notation the primary emission would be the
oncoming light.
The secondary emission can be non-resonant and resonant. Non-resonant SE
occurs when primary light does not excite any electronic states in the material.
Non-resonant SE contains different scattering components, such as Raman and
Rayleigh scattering, which are spectrally far from material resonance.
When a light pulse overlaps spectrally with the absorption band of the crystal,
resonant secondary emission (RSE) may arise. Here the term resonant indicates
that the exciting light generates real (not virtual) electronic transitions.
The RSE of impurity centres was theoretically analysed in [1-5]. The secondorder perturbation formulae, obtained in [l, 3, 4] describe RSE as a
superposition of two spectra: (l) a zero-phonon (Rayleigh) line of scattering and
its vibrational replicas; (2) a zero-phonon (pure electronic) line of luminescence
and its vibrational replicas [5].
From the point of view of relaxation criteria, the physical differences between
the components of RSE are quite obvious. Scattering is part of the RSE emitted
before the transverse relaxation, i.e. before the phase correlation with the
excited light vanishes. Hot luminescence arises at the next relaxation stage, i.e.
during the energetic relaxation towards the thermal equilibrium in the excited
electronic state. Ordinary luminescence is an emission from the state, where
both transverse and longitudinal relaxation are fully completed [4], The
transversal and longitudinal relaxation time constants (T2 and Tj, respectively)
will depend on the physical processes involved. The simplest case is an
impurity in the crystal, which has one single local mode, but where an
interaction with the lattice exists, and the vibrational relaxation processes are
rapid in comparison with the optical lifetime of the electronic state. In this case
T 2 is determined by the interaction with the thermal bath only, and Ti is the
vibrational relaxation time.
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In a simple case all impurity centres can be treated independently. The overall
crystal RSE is just an incoherent superposition of individual centres. In the case
of exciting a crystal with luminescence centres with a low intensity light (when
emission from individual centres remains linear), the T2 and T ( are independent
of the intensity, and the RSE may be concerned linear — excited centres do not
feel each other. An interaction between the impurities starts from a
concentration of about 10 18 cm' 3 [6].
Under certain limiting conditions the phenomenological time constants T 2 and
Ti are directly measurable from the experimentally registered RSE. In most
practical cases the RSE has a more complicated time-frequency kinetics that
involves T 2 , T| and excitation conditions as parameters [7].
Although RSE may have a greater magnitude in the vicinity of crystal
resonance, it is important to bear in mind, that a non-resonant SE will always
exist, and may have an interference with the coherent part of RSE.

1.2 Secondary emission in the case of exciton resonance
A theory of RSE of the excitons weakly coupled with phonons is developed in
[8, 9]. Phenomenological T 2 and T] times, which play a decisive role in
describing the RSE in localised systems, are replaced by the lifetime of the
polariton states (with a fixed wave number k) and the decay time of the
polariton distribution function at the corresponding energy. A frequency- and
geometry-dependent radiative process replaces the radiative decay constant,
which characterises electronic transition in the impurity case.
The processes responsible for phase and energy relaxation are quite different
from the impurity centre, and are generally not exponential. The kinetics of the
RSE (including both scattering and luminescence) of polariton systems can be
regarded as a unique optical process resulting from multiple scattering of
photon-coupled excitons by vibrations.
An important feature is that in the exciton case, the Rayleigh' scattering forms
only reflected (back scattered) and transmitted (forth-scattered) beams; in all
other directions the interference is destructive. This is explained by the fact that
exciton is a collective excitation of the crystal, with the translational symmetry,
and is, thereby, characterised by a good wave number; as opposed to the
impurity centre case. Generally, a strict physical distinction of scattering from
the rest of RSE at exciton resonance is often difficult or even meaningless.
However, RSE in the form of reflection results from pure (Rayleigh') scattering,
giving us information about the processes leading to a phase coherence loss
[l°].
As in the case of impurities in a crystal, the frequency-dependent kinetics of
RSE of exciton resonance reveals information about the material parameters. A
major difference lies in the fact that some processes in exciton kinetics are
essentially non-linear. The polariton propagation and the radiation from the
crystal surface are some examples. Exciton energy exchange with other excitons
8

in GaAs has been found to be important already at concentrations of 10 14 cm" 3
[11]. And last but not least, exciton creation from charge carriers has a
bimolecular character (proportional both to electrons' and holes' concentration)
with a quadratic dependence on the particle number. Thus the understanding of
all the processes involved is still qualitative, and is under continuing
investigation.

1.3 Excitations generated by light in a pure crystal
An absorbed photon in a pure non-metallic crystal generates a free electron-hole
pair or an exciton. Due to the energy and momentum conservation law the
initial excess energy (relative) shares of electron and hole are inverse
proportional to their masses. At this point the relaxation starts. In the course of
the relaxation other excitations may arise, such as phonons, excitons etc.
As mentioned earlier, the process of excitation evolution has several non-linear
aspects already at low excitation intensities. However, if the initial light
excitation is strong, various additional essentially non-linear effects may take
place. These non-linear effects are out of scope of the present work, but let us
mention them and give some relevant scale for estimating their importance.
• If the exciting light field is very strong (about 10 9 W/cm 2 ), the dynamic
Stark' effect takes place. In this case the electromagnetic field modifies the
crystal resonance itself. When the field disappears, the shift caused by the
dynamic Stark' effect also disappears, indicating to the generation of virtual
excitations (real excitations would have lifetime) by the light field. For the
exciton line it is only the shift caused by the dynamic Stark' effect that is
registered (first observation reported in [12]), the splitting of the line is not
observed [13].
• If the concentration of the created electron-hole plasma is in the order of, or
higher than the Mott' density then the conduction band re-normalisation
takes place shifting the band-gap energy due to a reduced screening length.
At the Mott' density screening length is equal to 0.84 excitons Bohr' radius,
band-gap is shifted to exciton energy and exciton becomes metastable.
However, the energy of exciton line does not shift [14, 15], even for
densities significantly greater than Mott' density. The Mott' density
depends strongly on the temperature of the excited plasma and for GaAs at
KT=E B T?MoW=3*1016 cm"3 [15] (K - Boltzmann coefficient, E B - excitons
Bohr' energy).
• If the exciton concentration is high, biexcitons may form. When two
excitons are close together, the two-exciton wavefunction can be either a
symmetric or anti-symmetric combination of exciton wave-functions. The
symmetric combination has a lower energy and forms the bound state of
biexciton. In GaAs, however, the biexciton binding energy is extremely low
(0.13 meV [16]), and biexcitons do not play a major role in the secondary
emission.
3
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In the current work only low intensity excitations are regarded and these effects
are not considered.

1.4 Relaxation dynamics of optical excitations
If a semiconductor crystal is at a thermodynamic equilibrium, its excitation by a
short light pulse is followed by several stages of relaxation before it regains its
thermodynamic equilibrium. The carrier relaxation can be classified into four
temporally overlapping regimes (in growing order of characteristic time-scale)
[13]:
a) Coherent regime. An ultra-short laser pulse creates an excitation in the
semiconductor with a well-defined phase relationship within the excitation
and with the electromagnetic field that created the excitations. The laser
pulse can create either real or virtual excitations. The scattering processes,
which destroy the coherence, are extremely fast in semiconductors, and
pico- and femtosecond techniques are required to study this regime. Typical
scattering processes are carrier-carrier scattering, intervalley scattering
(R->L, X) and hole-optical-phonon scattering.
b) Non-thermal regime. In most cases of excitation the crystal by light, the
distribution of the free electron-hole pairs or excitons after the destruction
of coherence is very likely to be non-thermal, i.e. the distribution function
of excitations can not be characterised by a temperature. Investigation of
this regime provides information about various processes (such as carriercarrier or exciton-exciton and electron-optical-phonon scattering) that bring
the non-thermal distribution to a hot, thermalised distribution.
c) Hot-excitation regime. Carrier-carrier (or exciton-exciton) scattering is
primarily responsible for a redistribution of the energy within the carrier
(exciton) system, and leads to a thermalised distribution. The temperature is
usually higher than the lattice temperature, and may be different for
different sub-systems (electrons, holes, excitons). The thermalisation times
depend strongly on many factors including the carrier density. Typically,
the electrons and holes thermalise among themselves in hundreds of
femtoseconds, while the electrons and holes achieve a common temperature
in a couple of picoseconds. These times depend strongly on the
concentration of charge carriers ( T ~ri 2 ). The thermalised electron-hole pairs
reach lattice temperature in hundreds of picoseconds, through interaction
with various phonons in the semiconductor. This time does not depend on
the carriers' concentration, at least in the low concentration limit.
d) Isothermal regime. At the end of hot-excitation regime, all the carriers,
phonons and excitons are in equilibrium with each other, i.e. can be
described by the same temperature, that of lattice. However, there is still an
excess of excitations as compared to the thermodynamic equilibrium. These
excess electron-hole pairs (or excitons) recombine either radiatively or non-
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radiatively, and the semiconductor returns to the thermodynamic
equilibrium.
The time-scales for the above-mentioned regimes depend on various conditions,
especially on the crystal temperature and the subsystem considered (charge
carriers or excitons), and therefore are not provided here.

1.5 Main objectives of the present study
The main objectives of the present study were (in bold):
For the purposes of investigating the coherent stage of the resonant secondary
emission (RSE) of semiconductor crystals by means of picosecond timeresolved spectroscopy,
• To study the reflection of light from the surfaces of semiconductor
crystals at exciton resonance; to analyse the dynamical processes
leading to the loss of the phase coherence of polaritons and other
mechanisms of polarisation decay.
To understand the sophisticated interaction between various excitations in
crystals in the process of the energy relaxation and to distinguish between
different contributions of exciton photoluminescence (PL) kinetics
• To study the low-temperature exciton PL kinetics in semiconductor
and other monocrystals with picosecond time-resolution; to analyse the
dynamical processes governing the exciton formation and PL.
To estimate the applicability of the models used, to get some feedback from the
other groups concerned with a similar research, and to add some quantitative
information to otherwise a very qualitative picture of the processes involved
• To relate the material exciton-resonance parameters to the results of
experimental measurements.
For the purposes of gaining some new knowledge from experiment by using
novel experimental methods
• To develop experimental techniques for investigating the dynamics of
low intensity optical excitations

ll

2 THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Basic concepts
2.1.1 Excitons
At a low temperatures in pure crystals excitons constitute the final state in the
energy relaxation of the photo-excited crystal.
The concept of the exciton as a quantum of excitation propagating in an
insulating crystal originated with Frenkel (1931) and Peierls (1932). Frenkel
considered N identical atoms in a crystal, in which one atom is raised to an
excited state of energy Ei. In the absence of inter-atomic coupling, the wave
function of the crystal is
= Afa</t2...(Pj...4>N, where (pt represents the ground
state of atom /, (pj its excited state, and A is the antisymmetrization operator.
Clearly O y is N-fold degenerate, since the excitation can be on any atom.
Introduction of inter-atomic coupling lifts this degeneracy. The problem is
analogous to that of N coupled oscillators and has a well-known solution: a
band of N normal modes with Bloch-type wave functions.
Frenkel's model is appropriate in the limit when both excited electron and hole
are located in the same atom. In the opposite limit, when the electron and hole
are separated by many inter-atomic spacings, we can use the effective mass
approximation (EMA), as was first shown by Wannier (1937).
In the ordinary single particle band theory, the lowest excited state of an
insulator consists of an electron at the absolute minimum of the (normally
empty) conduction band and a hole at the-absolute maximum of the (normally
filled) valence band. This state is at the energy E g , the bandgap, above the
ground state. Near these extrema, the kinetic energies of the electron and the
hole are positive quadratic functions of the change in momentum t i ( k — k m ) ,
where tlk is the momentum at the extremum.
The electron and hole attract each other. If they are so far apart that the atomic
structure of the crystal can be ignored, their mutual potential can be written

V(p)= —

wh ere P is the electron-hole separation and s is the

macroscopic dielectric constant. The Coulomb potential gives rise to an infinite
series of discrete hydrogenic bound states, with energies given by
"V ;
2h s n
where n= l,2,...,co,

2M
M=fiie+m h \ m * and mh* are effective

masses of the electron and hole, fiK is the momentum of the center of mass,
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and EN is measured from the band edge E . The analogy with H atom lets us
use "exciton Bohr radius" a x = ^ £ /[ie 2

aiK *

" exc ' ton Rydberg energy"

In conclusion an exciton forms a resonance lying energetically below the
conduction band and being the final point of optical excitation, and having
essential oscillator strength. Wannier excitons are well described by H-atom
model.

2.1.2 Polaritons
The interaction of light (photons) with material resonances (excitons) brings
about the formation of new excitations called polaritons [18, 19, 20]. In
classical electrodynamic theory, light in a homogeneous dielectric medium is
described by the dielectric constant s, which can be calculated from microscopic
theory. In the case of excitons 8 is well modelled as a response of a set of
Lorentz oscillators and one has
4nacol
/ .
e(co) = e 0 + —
co0 - CO -IO)Y

(1)

where s 0 is the dielectric constant due to higher lying resonances, a the
polarizability, © 0 the frequency, and T the phenomenological damping rate of
the material resonance [21]. If coupling of the local oscillators (spatial
dispersion) is relevant, co0 is replaced by
hk 2
*> 0 =^0°+—
(2)
2m*

where m* is the effective mass of excitons, and s is , hence, wave vector
dependent £ = e(co,k ) [22]. By solving the homogeneous wave equation

s(a),k) = c 2 k 2 / co 2 one gets the dispersion curve of the new normal waves in
the medium; the polaritons.

4
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Quantum theory regards polariton as a
superposition of a photon state and an
exciton state with a common wave
vector k, which forms an eigenstate of
the
coupled
exciton-photon
Hamiltonian. The general shape of the
polariton dispersion curve is given in
figure 1. The splitting of the dispersion
curves
at
exact
resonance

3
2V

/

k = k0 — ^£0co0 / c is given by
k

Figure 1. Schematic dispersion curve of
polaritons. coL and io T denote longitudinal and
transversal exciton frequency.

CO L — COJ = A LT —

and reflects the coupling strength of
excitons
and
photons.
Another
important parameter is the LT-splitting
(the width of the stop band)

4 naco^

(4)

which is proportional to the polarizability a of the resonance. The oscillator
strength F and the dipole moment D, which are often used to characterise the
resonance, are related to the polarizability by the following relations

(5)

a = —^— F = ——— D2
coQmv
3hco0v

where v is the volume of the unit cell.
A notable consequence of spatial dispersion, compared to the case of local
media, is the presence of additional (polariton) waves propagating in the crystal
at given co. If the system is infinite (no boundary), any linear combination of
polariton waves can be taken as a propagating excitation in the crystal. If the
system is bounded, the amplitudes of each component of reflected and
transmitted waves are found by solving Maxwell equations using conventional
Maxwell boundary conditions for the dielectrics. With an additional polariton
wave propagating in the crystal one needs an additional boundary condition
(ABC). Most frequently the Pekar ABC is used, which assumes that polarisation
vanishes at the surface: P(r,t) | = 0 [23]. Generally, a microscopic calculation
of ABC is needed.
The polariton description is useful regardless of the exciton mode (WannierMott or Frenkel).
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2.2

Transient reflection of light

The term transient reflection in the current work denotes transient phenomena
at reflection and not transient reflectivity, which ordinarily denotes transients
arising due to a non-linear modification of the reflectivity itself (e.g. see [24]).
Reflection is a constructive interference of Rayleigh' scattering, therefore it
may also be considered from the viewpoint of the secondary emission (SE). If
the spectrum of the oncoming light covers exciton-resonance of the crystal, then
both resonant and non-resonant terms of the SE are present. The resonant terms
of the reflection depend on particular exciton-resonance parameters. We can
talk about reflection as long as a coherent ensemble of polaritons is present near
the surface of the crystal.
To understand the way a resonance modifies the temporal shape of a reflected
light pulse to the best of advantage, one should consider the processes in the
spectral domain. The temporal and spectral representations of the light pulse are
connected by Fourier' transforms [25]:
oo

(6)

F(m) = Jf(t)e'""dt
-co

f{t) = ~]F{co)e M do}

(7)

— CO

where f(t) and F(<a) are temporal and spectral representations of the light pulse.
Reflection spectra of crystals are generally understood proceeding from the
Fresnel formula for the reflection coefficient r(co). For right angle reflection:
r(«) =l^
1 + n{co)

(8)

where n(co) is the complex refraction index of the material. In the vicinity of a
resonance the reflection should show transient behaviour for pulse excitation as
a straightforward consequence of the frequency dependence of the reflection
coefficient. In the linear approximation, the reflected pulse E R (t) is related to the
initial pulse Ej(t) through the Fourier integral:
E

R (t) =

~ \e~'co'Ej(co)r((D)dco

(9)

where ER(co) is the spectrum of the initial pulse.
Due to large size of Wannier-Mott excitons, at the crystal surface an interface
layer (with a characteristic thickness in order of the exciton radius) should exist,
where exciton population "feels" the surface. The most illustrative explanation
of the effect is that excitons can not go closer to the surface than their radius.
This exciton-free or "dead" layer effect is found to play an essential role in
steady-state light reflection experiments from semiconductor surface in the
vicinity of exciton resonance [26], This dead layer effectively adds another
boundary to the crystal, and the resultant reflection coefficient will have
15

additional terms. Fortunately, in the case of Brewster' angle incident beam

(a = a r c t a n , p a r a l l e l p o l a r i s e d b e a m ) , a t t h e v a c u u m - d e a d - l a y e r b o u n d a r y
no reflection remains at all, and at the dead-layer-bulk-crystal boundary it is the
exciton resonance alone that determines all the reflection (if there is no exciton
then there is no reflection, due to Brewster' condition). Or in other words, under
the Brewster' angle only the resonant part of reflection persists, whereas the
non-resonant component is eliminated.
Following formula (9), the transient properties of reflection were first analysed
by Elert in ref. [27] for the case of a local media and for a truncated sinusoidal
waveform as the incident pulse. It was shown that the transients generated by
the fast front of the incident wave appear at early times in the reflected
waveform; however, they do so with a characteristic duration, comparable with
the light period. Later, transient reflectivity was analysed in [28] for a spatially
dispersive media, but again with a truncated waveform. The observability of
transient reflection under experimentally available conditions (realistic incident
light pulses) was analysed in [29], The analysis has revealed that transient
behaviour of coherent polarisation can be observed on a 1 ps time scale, both in
transmission and reflection, provided that the exciting pulse possesses sharp
temporal structures (leading or trailing edges), which are shorter than the
characteristic reaction time of the system.

2.3 Samples
In the present study the following samples were investigated experimentally.
InP and CdSe
The epitaxial InP sample (FS920, 2.3 |iim thick) revealed a characteristic
excitonic reflection dip and the luminescence spectrum of the sample exhibited
a well-pronounced free-exciton emission band. The sample was obtained from
J. Kuhl at Max-Planck-lnstitut für Festkörperforschung, Stuttgart.
The vapor grown thin platelets of CdSe exhibited well-pronounced steady-state
reflection and polariton emission spectra. The sample was obtained from
V. Travnikov at Institute of Physics and Technology, S.-Petersburg.
GaAs
The sample R560 used in reflection experiments was a liquid phase epitaxy
grown bulk crystal with an impurity concentration of about 10 l4 cm" 3 . The
sample was obtained from J. Kuhl at Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Festkörper
forschung, Stuttgart.
The sample G13 used in luminescence experiments was an ultra pure vapour
phase epitaxy grown GaAs bulk crystal with a residual donor concentration of
about 10 12 cm"3 [30]. The sample was obtained from V. Travnikov at Institute of
Physics and Technology, S.-Petersburg.
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Solid Xe
The crystal was grown directly at the experiment site (at HASYLAB, Deutsches
Elektronensynchrotron, Hamburg) under nearly thermal equilibrium conditions
at T=118 K with a growing rate of «10 3 nm/min, the preparation time was up to
18 hours. The crystal-growth set-up is described in detail in [31]. As a result, a
bulk clear sample with a thickness up to ~1 mm, was obtained.

2.4 Experimental
Time-resolved reflection experiments on InP, GaAs and CdSe.
The experimental set-up was based on a synchronously pumped dye laser:
Styryl-9M, average power 10 mW, pulse duration At=3.6 ps (FWHM of the
autocorrelation function ACF), spectral width Av=6 cm"1 at v L = 12221.5 cm"'.
The reflected pulses were analysed by measuring their cross-correlation
functions (CCF) with the incident pulses using synchronous detection
technique. The experiment was performed by J. Aaviksoo and J. Kuhl at MaxPlanck-lnstitut für Festkörperforschung, Stuttgart. The experimental for the case
of GaAs is published in [32].
Luminescence experiments on GaAs
The excitation source was a mode locked Kr + or Ar + ion laser (Spectra-Physics
Model 171-01 or -09 with a mode locking rate/=41 MHz and an average power
P av == l W), which pumped the Styryl-8 dye laser (Spectra-Physics Model 375).
The dye laser emitted pulse train with a repetition rate/=82 or/=4 MHz (cavity
dumping) and it was frequency tuned by a 2-plate Lyot' filter. The laser
linewidth AX i r = 0.2 nm and pulse length Al=3 ps (measured by using auto
correlation technique). The pulse mean power was measured by a Newport
power meter (model 880) and regulated by a variable optical density neutral
filter. Both focused and unfocused beams were used in experiments.
The sample was immersed into liquid Helium in a cryostate UTREKS at a
temperature below He A-point (T«2 K).
The emission kinetics was measured through a monochromator pair (MDR-23)
in the subtractive dispersion mount. For temporal resolution the time correlated
single photon counting technique was used (photomultiplier Hamamatsu R928,
constant-fraction discriminator ORTEC M583 and time-to-amplitude converter
(TAC) ORTEC M567). An analog signal was digitised for a pulse-heightanalysis by a data-acquisition computer board (Meilhaus Electronic PC26AT,
with self-made add-ons for featuring pulse amplitude analyse). The apparatus
function of the total experimental set-up was Zl/=200 ps and AX=0A nm.
In the experiments with an additional laser excitation a modulated (quasi-CW)
diode laser of A=670 nm or X=S\5 nm illuminated the sample. The modulation
was meander-like with rate /= 50 kHz, which exceeds the maximum photon
count rate, allowing us to disregard the influence of dead times dependent on
ase

5
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the modulation phase. Two luminescence kinetics were recorded simultaneously
for both cases: with and without an additional CW excitation. In this experiment
the laser beams were focused to a slit-like profile with dimensions
0.04 x 0.9 mm 2 . The scheme of the experiment is shown in fig. 2.
To our best knowledge, no one has reported using an such experimental set-up
to investigate exciton luminescence. The novelty of the scheme is in joining the
time-correlated photon-counting (TCPC) method with the modulation. This set
up allows us to investigate the difference of two TCPC profiles (corresponding
to the phases of modulation) with reduced noises, compared to simply
subtracting two separately measured profiles.
\
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Figure 2. Experiment scheme. 1 - picosecond pulse laser, 2, 4, 6, 12 - mirrors, 3, 8 - shutters, 5,
9, 13, 16 - lenses, 7 - meander-like modulated diode laser, 10, 11 - grating and slit for purifying
the diode laser spectrum, 14 - cryostat, 15 - the sample, 17 - a pair of monochromators, 18 photomultiplying tube. Schematic time profiles of exciting light are drawn at laser beams (see text
for timing parameters). In computer screen typical luminescence kinetics are shown: upper curve
- diode lasers

on phase, lower curve - diode lasers off phase.

Luminescence experiments on solid Xe
The experimental set-up is based on the pulsed nature of synchrotron radiation
(pulse width zl/=130ps). Spectrally, the incident beam was selected by a
primary monochromator with AAM).25 nm. For temporal resolution the timecorrelated single photon counting technique was used. The spectral and
temporal resolution (FWHM) of the registering system was AA,=1.5nm and
A/=0.4 ns, respectively.
The experiment was performed by D. Varding, G. Zimmerer et. al. at
HASYLAB, Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron (DESY), Hamburg.
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3 COHERENT OPTICAL RESPONSE OF LIGHT
FROM SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACES
3.1 Theoretical considerations
The optical properties of the crystal in the vicinity of exciton resonance are
described by a dielectric function s(co,k ) [22, 33], written in the form:

s(a>,k) = £ 0 +

eo]

- co2

471-aco\
+ hco0k2 /m*

(10)

which accounts for the actual resonance at co() with the polarizability 4na, the
dephasing rate r, and the effective mass m*. The influence of higher-lying
resonances is included through e0.
The reflection coefficient can be calculated proceeding from the dielectric
function and making use of appropriate boundary conditions. In the general case
of oblique incidence, three waves (two transverse and one longitudinal) are
excited in a nonlocal medium [34]. The explicit expression for r(co) has been
calculated for Pekar ABC in [35]. The reflected pulse amplitude from the
material surface is given by formula (9).
So, a good knowledge of the material parameters (co0, 4na, r, m* and s0) allows
us to calculate the reflected pulse in quite a straightforward way. However, from
an experimentalist viewpoint, there is no straightforward way of getting
material parameters from an experimentally recorded reflection.
For explaining the measured reflection pulses, the Resonant Secondary
Emission (RSE) concept can be used. In this concept the reflected pulse is, in
fact, a constructive interference of resonant Rayleigh Scattering. The crystal is
emitting the (reflected) beam as long as a coherent ensemble of polaritons exists
in the surface layer of the crystal. The processes leading to the loss of such an
ensemble are: polariton transforming to photon at the crystal boundary
(characterised by the oscillator strength or polarizability), moving of a polariton
package into the crystal (characterised by the exciton effective mass) and a
dissipative interaction with the lattice (characterised by the damping factor).
Thus in formula (10) the corresponding parameters contemplate the influence of
distinct processes. We can make an attempt analysing the effects of these
processes (parameters) on the temporal shape of the reflected pulse.
To extract the analysis from the exact form of an incident pulse it is beneficial
to consider the material response:
(11)

Under reasonable assumptions (the higher-lying resonances determining the eq
term in (10) are well separated from exciton resonance), it can be shown that it
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is possible to separate the resonant and non-resonant parts of a material
response (for details see ref. IV):

r ( t ) = r 0 ( t ) S ( t )+ J e - " " R ( c o ) d m .

(12)

Here r0(t) is the non-resonant response depending only on s(h and R(co) is the
resonant part in the spectral domain, vanishing far from resonance, R(t) will be
the resonant part of the material temporal response. We will look for the
envelope function R '(t), which will be the absolute value of R(t) without the fast
oscillating term like cos(co0t).
In order to relate the experimental features to the elementary processes
responsible for the transients in the reflection we analysed the limiting cases for
the Brewster angle incidence, each of which demonstrates a specific decay
mechanism:
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r* o . 2 i cm-1

1.06

000. 1
0033

000.1

i) Radiative decay of the polarization
due to 47ra^0 (m*—>oo, r=0). For a
normal angle incidence and £ 0 =1, the
analytical solution is
R'(t) = 2J | ( Ä / J / 2 )
(13)
t
where «// is the first-order Bessel
function. For an arbitrary s 0 and angle
of incidence no closed form expression
for R'(t) can be obtained, however the
decay always shows the same
oscillatory features. The time-scale of
the decay can be characterised by a
time constant found as the first
momentum of R '(t)2:
\R\tftdt

(14)

m-0.4m,

For InP (6-0=12.1)
(£//=12.1) a
calculation
*
0.01

numerical
yields

polarisation dephasing (47ra-»0, m *-»oo), (b)
radiative decay (m *-»oo, r =0), and (c)

f A (ps) = 20.9A 7 j (cm'1).
The
proportionality constant varies between
15 and 23 in the region £0=\ to £()=\5.
ii) Dephasing of the polarisation due to
T*0 (47ia—>0, m *->oo). Within this
limit an analytical solution can be
reached [29].
R(CO)=^L?± -1(co0 -co-iT/2)-1

polarisation propagation (47ia->0, T=0) for
s 0 =12.1, o) 0 =l 1441cm" 1 , and (p=cpB.

giving us a purely exponential response

000.1

10

15

20

TIME (ps)
Figure 3. Characteristic decay curves of the
reflection response in three limiting cases: (a)

Ä'(0 = — s 0
'

1

exp (-r//2)

iii) Spatial dispersion due to nwco (4na—»0, T=0). No analytic solutions can be
obtained. A set of computed response functions in dependence on m* are
depicted in figure 3c. The response is decaying non-exponentially and the first
momentum f m is proportional to the effective mass of the excitons. The
proportionality factor depends weakly on
f m (ps) ~ 30.3nu (free electron masses).
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£ 0 and for £ 0 =12.l

(InP)

If these limits do not apply, the reflection response is a complicated interplay of
all the three decay mechanisms. In general, they are not independent. However,
these mechanisms can be regarded as quasi-independent as far as the first
momentum f of response is calculated. To characterise the intermediate
situations simulated by computer calculations, the following empirical formula
has been found:

r1 (ps)

CO 10*

1
A „(cm"')
+ T (ps~') +
20.9
30.3m*(me)

(16)

Some examples of the calculated
kinetic curves in the case of the
intermediate situations are depicted in
figure 4. A comparison of the
approximated values according to (16)
is given in [IV].

In conclusion, it can be shown
theoretically that the non-resonant
terms in crystals dielectric permeability
cause an extremely fast component in
TIME (ps)
the reflection response. The resonant
is influenced by three
Figure 4. Calculated transient reflection for response
processes, dependent on
intermediate situations. A: Dependence on r physical
for case m*= oo, B: Dependence on m* for case appropriate resonance parameter: (i)
polarization
r=0. Other material parameters are taken from dephasing of the
GaAs.
characterised by the damping factor T,
(ii) radiative decay characterised by the
polarizability 4%a and (iii) polarization propagation characterised by the
effective mass. By means of numerical modelling has been concluded that these
processes can be regarded quasi-independent and a simple phenomenological
formula gives a fairly good estimate to the duration of experimentally measured
reflection response.
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3.2 Experimental results and discussion
3.2.1

GaAs

The measured temporal shape of the
normal incidence reflected pulse from a
GaAs crystal, is shown in figure 5. The
> -10
1—
general shape of the reflected pulse
CO -20
«£
profile
can be divided into a nonUJ
1- -30
resonant contribution, which follows
2
o>
the
exciting pulse, and a resonant
-4.0
NORMAL
_o
ANGLE
reflection,
which is responsible for the
-5.0 INCIDENCE
delayed tail. We have tried to model
-fiO
the observed decay by making use of
-10
I
10
20
30
40
the two sets of material parameters,
TIME {ps)
which were used in [36] to fit the
Figure 5. Experimental Cross-Correlation
steady-state reflection spectrum (fig. 5
Function (CCF) of reflected and incident
dotted and dashed
lines). An
pulses for a GaAs (solid lines: upper - weak
overestimation (three times) of the long
pulse, lower - high intensity excitation).
scale intensity of the pulse tail is
Dotted line - theoretical fit neglecting spatial
evident.
Comparing the two models,
dispersion; dashed line - fit including spatial
we
can
see
that the model with no
dispersion. Straight solid line -slope of 5.4 ps.
The sharp peak is the coherence peak of the spatial dispersion predicts a "concave"
nature of the non-exponential decay,
correlation signal.
which is not observed experimentally
and cannot be altered by varying the parameters of the model. The inclusion of
spatial dispersion predicts a "convex" shape of the non-exponential tail and is
evidently more appropriate for describing the observed transients. The fit of the
experimental curve can be considerably improved by a slight increase of the
damping parameter. The strong dependence of the transients on the incident
intensity is evidently caused by the increased damping due to induced excitonexciton collisions.
00

GaAs
R 560
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The measured time resolution of the
Brewster angle incidence reflected
pulse from an InP crystal is shown in
figure 6. The measured CCF show
clearly that the reflected pulses are
delayed and have tails which extend
several
picoseconds beyond the
exciting pulses. The reflected pulse
shape and delay depends also on the
incident pulse intensity. In the fitting
procedure the following InP parameters
5
10
15
were taken from literature: e(j=12.1,
DELAY (ps)
ö*f=11441 cm"' and 4/ra=2.3*10" 3 [37].
The damping constant T and the
Figure 6. Experimental CCF of the reflected effective mass of excitons m* were
pulses (dotted) and theoretical fits to the data varied in the curve fitting procedure.
at two excitation intensities (30 jiW upper
The fitting yielded two results: 1) No
curve, 1000 jiW lower curve) for InP under
reasonable fit could be reached
Brewster angle incidence.
neglecting spatial dispersion, whereas
the inclusion of spatial dispersion provided a good fit over three orders of
magnitude of the reflection decay. 2) At higher excitation intensities the decay
curves could be modelled by increasing the dephasing rate, however, the fit was
clearly worse than in the low intensity limit.

3.2.3

S

-6

CdSe

i

0
DELAY

4

8

12

(ps)

Figure 7. Experimental CCF of the reflected
pulse from a CdSe crystal under normal-angle
incidence. Straight line - the slope of 1.2 ps.

A CdSe crystal was studied near the
lowest
exciton
resonance
at
1
CÖO=14729 cm" .
The time-resolved
normal-angle
incidence
reflection
curve is presented in figure 7. The
incident
laser
pulse
had
a
autocorrelation FWHM of 650 fs. The
reflected pulse includes an ultra-fast
response at zero delay (non-resonant
part of the reflection response), and a
long non-exponential tail. Using
formula (16) with material parameters,
taken
from
literature
(so = 8,
Alt"1-3...0.5 meV and T=0.05 meV)
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[38] the estimate

f = l p s , which is close to the experimental value of

T = 1.2ps(plotted in the figure too). Spatial dispersion seems to be responsible
for the strongly non-exponential character of the decay.
In this chapter, for the first time experimentally observed time-resolved
reflection from GaAs, InP, and CdSe, revealing distinct material-dependent
temporal features has been analysed and interpreted. We have observed the
reflection time of light, lying in the picosecond timescale.
In the limit of our experiment, these material- dependent features may be
described by the formula (16).

7
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4 DYNAMICS OF OPTICAL EXCITATIONS IN GaAs
AND SOLID Xe
4.1 Theoretical considerations
At low temperatures in pure crystals excitons constitute the final state in the
energy relaxation of the photo-excited crystal.
According to the energy and momentum conservation rules on excitation at a
given excess energy (relative to conduction band energy) Eexcess, the electrons
and holes (with effective masses m e and /;//,) get an initial kinetic energy E e and
Ei„ respectively
•
(17)
m e + m„
An intuitive and commonly accepted picture of this process is that very early on
in the semiconductor-light interaction, the e-h pairs coherently oscillate between
their respective bands. Then they start to scatter among themselves and with
other elementary excitations of the crystal. As they lose coherence they form
non-equilibrium distributions which eventually evolve into thermalised ones,
following a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with a temperature that depends
on the initial excess energy. Finally the hot carriers cool down to the lattice
temperature and, later on, recombine. In intrinsic semiconductors, two dominant
scattering mechanisms are involved, carrier-carrier scattering (CCS) and carrierphonon scattering (CPS). The former conserves the e-h total kinetic energy, but
redistributes it. The latter allows an energy exchange with lattice, and plays a
major role in the cool-down process [39].
Shortly after the generation, (in case of GaAs faster than lOOfs [40]) an
energetically broad distribution of charge carriers is formed. At this point of
particle evolution the processes cannot be described using Boltzmann rate
equations. It is only for times much longer than an oscillation period of the
elementary excitation involved in the interaction, when the reaction of the
"reservoir" can be described by the Fermi's golden rule. For GaAs the
respective response times are in order of 100 fs [39]. However, within the first
picoseconds a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is formed with a characteristic
temperature (T e ,h electron and hole temperatures, respectively) [41] and, from
this point on, the processes may be described by the Boltzmann rate equations.

4.1.1 Boltzmann rate equations
On the picosecond time-scale like in our experiments, a system of electrons,
holes and excitons we can describe by their respective concentrations nejljX and
temperatures Te,h>x.
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Here T g is the charge carrier temperature at excitation and T B is the temperature
corresponding to the exciton Rydberg' energy, y stands for the exciton
probability to lose energy by colliding with a charge carrier (we considered
thermal exchange, not exciton dissociation). For y we used the hydrogen-

h

electron collision efficiency y0 =20a0 —, taken from [42], multiplied by the
me
mean energy exchange fraction at a collision
An
y = 40a
0

h
me + mx

2m,
-—.
me + mx

,

a 0 is the Bohr radius of the excitons.

\~dE
dt

is particle's total mean energy loss rate in all the scattering processes
ph

on phonons. For charge carriers we considered deformation potential and
piezoelectric LA phonon and polar LO phonon scattering, for excitons
deformation potential LA scattering, the corresponding rates were taken from
literature [43 ,44].
2
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ldE\
\ * L
4 ^ T, 4p
Tx •
Here subscripts op, pe, ac denote optical phonon, piezo-electric, and acoustic
deformation potential scattering processes, respectively; £() and e«, - high and
low frequency dielectric permeabilities, hcou) - optical phonon energy,
piezoelectric constant, a - geometric factor of the order of unity, D deformation potential, T L - lattice temperature, p - mass density of the crystal.
The hole temperature rates can be found, replacing the corresponding
subscripts.
For the bimolecular coupling constant o we used a formula from Ref. [45],
which we modified for the case when the charge carriers have a temperature,
different from the lattice temperature:
1 6^/2D2e6ml

34^h A ps y sm x

1

(kT,) 0S (kTj 5

To our knowledge this is the only model describing the exciton creation cross
section depending on the (carriers effective) temperature. In our calculations the
essential feature was the temperature behaviour of the cross section

(a oc T~ 1 ' 5 ), which follows from the acceptable assumption of charge carriers
Boltzmann' distribution. For 2D case in QW, the dependence a oc T ~ x is used
[46].
To simplify the set of equations we will take n h - n e . This is justified while the
creation of charge carriers by photons as well as exciton generation from charge
carriers is a pair-wise process (the ciystals under the investigation are
compensated as well).
Next, we will take 7},=7/,. This is justified while under our experimental
conditions (exciting well below the optical phonon energy) the main energy loss
rate is due to acoustic phonon scattering. The corresponding rate is proportional

y

to m / 2 . If holes are significantly heavier than electrons (in case of GaAs
me=0.06 and W7/,=0.54 free electron masses), then the holes are relaxing in
temperature significantly faster than electrons. For GaAs the holes energy
relaxation time will be smaller than our experimental time resolution allowing
us to perform the above-mentioned simplification.
We will use this set of Boltzmann' equations in interpreting some experimental
results of exciton PL kinetics. The model has too many parameters and too
heavy simplifications to enable quantitatively matching fits. However,
qualitatively this model is able to explain most of the features, registered by us
experimentally.
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4.1.2 Monte-Carlo calculations
An approach allowing a detailed treatment of individual processes (in contrast
to Boltzmann rate equations operating with parametrised distribution functions)
is the Monte-Carlo simulation. The Monte-Carlo method is a technique which
obtains a probable approximation to the solution of a problem by using
statistical sampling techniques [47]. Knowing the probabilities of possible
individual events, this method constructs a lot of possible life-stories of
excitations. The exact event is always chosen randomly (as in roulette, that is
why the method is named after Monte-Carlo) according to given probabilities. If
the number of calculated life-stories is sufficiently large, we get a statistical
behaviour of an ensemble of excitations.
To author's knowledge, the most comprehensive free-carrier and exciton
relaxation simulation in optically excited semiconductors is given in [48]. The
processes included into the model are carrier generation from light pulse,
carrier-carrier-, carrier-phonon-, exciton-phonon-scattering, and exciton
creation from carriers. However, it is worth noting that the results concerning
the exciton luminescence rise time in GaAs, given in [48, figure 8], are neither
observed in our experiments nor have been reported in literature. This fact
indicates that even such a sophisticated calculation does not model all the
processes, and the method should be used with a more focused problems,
having a specific goal in mind.
We used Monte-Carlo simulations for
vacuum
sample
describing the diffusion-like movement
of thermalised exciton-polaritons in
solid Xe in case of excitation into
3'
exciton
band. An assumption is made
hv.
>
that excitons relax to the crystal
temperature with a in a period of time,
shorter than our experimental temporal
resolution. The x-axis is perpendicular
to the sample/vacuum interface. At
time zero, a bottleneck excitonpolariton was created at a certain depth,
x, below the surface (A in fig. 8). The
damping of the exciting light along the
x-axis according to Beer's law was
b
taken into account as a weight function
o
x—» for the individual events. Then, the
Figure 8. A schematic model of exciton
transport to the sample/vacuum interface and

P article

wi,! move with

g rou P

ve,0city

<*n arbitrary direction { ( p - the
angle between the moving direction of
polariton and x-axis). After a scattering
length Z„„ the direction was changed arbitrarily. Trapping and non-radiative

transmission into vacuum. For details see text,
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loss processes were taken into account by an appropriate life-time (probability
to survive is exp(-t/r)). If (p is smaller than the angle of total reflection, then the
polariton close to vacuum-crystal interface has a probability to leave the crystal,
equal to the reflection coefficient R. All the exciton-polaritons decaying in this
way at the crystal surface were registered including their time-correlation to
time zero (excitation process). In this way, the decay curves of free exciton
luminescence were constructed. The resultant fits (fig. 16) are shown and
discussed in the section of experimental results.

4.2 Experimental results
Experimentally exciton photoluminescence (PL) kinetics was registered at low
temperatures in two systems: GaAs and Xe. Excitation into the exciton band as
well as into the conduction band was considered.

4.2.1

Exciton luminescence kinetics of GaAs
The time-integrated exciton lumines
D*,x
w
cence spectra and the corresponding
kinetics of different GaAs samples at
T-2 K are depicted in figure 9. The
kinetics was measured at the energy of
I
_1_
lower and upper polariton branches
(b)
f
(denoted by arrows). In all the samples
<5
a slowing of the onset with decreasing
polariton luminescence energy is ob
served. The onset of the polariton lu
minescence depends essentially on the
(e)
impurity concentration. It is usually
assumed [49] that the energy relaxation
I
(X
of electrons in GaAs with energy
smaller than the energy of optical
1.512 1.514 1.516 1.518 0
phonon is governed by an emission of
Energy (eV)
Time (ns)
acoustical phonons. This process, how
Figure 9. Time-integrated PL spectra (left) ever, is rather slow because of the
and corresponding kinetics (right) of different small value of the electron effective
GaAs samples, (a) n°-GaAs, N D ~10 14 cm" 3 , (b) mass (according to the calculations
p°-GaAs, N A ~10 14 cm" 3 , (c) sample Gl3,
carried out by Ulbrich [43] the energy
N D ~10 12 cm" 3 . The dashed line represents the
relaxation rate via the emission of
excitation pulse. The excitation energy is
acoustical phonons for the electron
1.554 eV. Traces 1 and 2 correspond to the
temperature r e =10K is determined to
luminescence energies denoted by arrows on
be S-0.1 meV/ns). The observed impu
the spectra.
rity concentration dependence in our
experiments clearly points to the role of extrinsic processes in the electron
energy relaxation. A noticeable decrease in At max and the appearance of a fast
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initial rise with an increasing impurity concentration is caused by an
enhancement of the electron energy relaxation rate due to inelastic impurity
scattering.
The dependence of the delay time of
the pulse maximum At max on the
luminescence energy of sample G13 is
shown in figure 10. This dependence
reveals the effect of a polariton
bottleneck due to a reduced energy
relaxation rate in the vicinity of the
exciton resonance [50]. Unlike the
E, Et El
E{
results concerning the polariton
0
bottleneck in CdS [51, 52], the decay
1.5145 1.5150 1.5155 1.5160
Luminescence energy (eV) time here depends weakly on the
luminescence energy. In the ultra-pure
sample G13 this decay time reaches the
value of 4-5 ns. A weak dependence of
the luminescence onset on the
luminescence energy was earlier
reported in [53] and attributed to an
energy-dependent
diffusion
of
polaritons from the bulk to the surface.
To determine the contribution of the
1.57 polariton diffusion to the observed
E 1.53
Excitation
delayed onset of the polariton
luminescence
we measured
the
Figure
10. The dependence of the
temporal evolution of the exciton
luminescence maximum time delay on (a) the
luminescence accompanied with LO
luminescence energy and (b) excitation energy
phonon emission. Because of the small
for sample Gl3. (a) The excitation energy is
absorption coefficient and high group
1.554 eV; the dashed line represents the
velocity,
spatial
distribution
of
polariton
luminescence
spectrum.
(b)
polaritons
should
not
affect
the
time
Luminescence energies correspond to those
of this emission. No
denoted in (a). E L and E T are longitudinal and behaviour
essential difference in the onset of the
transverse exciton energies, respectively.
luminescence at the exciton resonance
and corresponding energies of the LO-phonon replica was found in sample G13.
This fact rules out the contribution of the polariton diffusion to the observed
delayed onset of luminescence.
The luminescence onset essentially depends on the excitation energy, so that
At max is increased (approximately 2 ns) with increasing the excitation energy
above the band gap for all the luminescence energies (fig. 10b). It is natural to
attribute this part of the delay time to the energy relaxation of electrons.
However, we could not resolve the process of exciton formation from cold
f
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electrons and holes (the values of the delay time are practically the same for the
excitation at the band edge and n=2 excited state of free exciton.
In this section the luminescence time evolution of the ultra pure GaAs exciton
luminescence was investigated experimentally as a function of excitation
density and energy. For the first time rise-time of bulk GaAs exciton PL has
been registered.

4.2.2 Exciton interaction with hot electrons in GaAs
The rise of PL is a sophisticated interplay of excitation relaxation populating
luminescent excitons, and exciton heating processes by interaction with charge
carriers depopulating luminescent excitons. If the next exciting light pulse
generates hot charge carriers before the exciton PL of the previous pulse decays,
a quenching of PL may take place (fig. 11). This effect of luminescence
quenching in GaAs was for the first time reported in our paper [VI].
To investigate the exciton-chargecarrier interaction, an experiment was
performed with an additional (step-like
modulated) CW background excitation,
generating
a
stationary
exciton
luminescence. PL kinetics curves were
recorded simultaneously for cases
without and with a background
excitation, corresponding to the phase
of modulation.
In figure 12 luminescence kinetics
curves have been shown for three
different pulse intensities. The pulse
photon energy is E g +15meV, well
below
the
optical
phonon
(E =36 meV) replica of the band (E electron conduction band energy). The
solid line marks the temporal
dependence of the luminescence when
both (diode and pulsed) lasers are
0
4
8
12
exciting the crystal. The dashed line
Time (ns)
marks the luminescence for the case
Figure 11. Time behaviour of the polariton when the crystal is excited only by a
luminescence of sample Gl3 at a high pulse-laser.
repetition rate. Excitation energy is (a) At the lowest pulse intensity (part a) of
1.520 eV, equal to the energy gap and (b)
10mW/cm 2 (about 10 14 excited
1.554 eV. The dashed curves represent the
electrons per cubic cm per pulse) a
excitation pulses. Traces are measured at the
stationary luminescence is emitted by
luminescence energies denoted in Fig. 9.
the crystal until the pulse fires. In
LO
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response to the pulse, the luminescence momentarily (below the temporal
resolution of the experiment) decreases and afterwards slowly relaxes to a
stationary one. The integral of "hole" in luminescence is approximately 80% of
the integral of luminescence in case the exciting is performed only with the
pulsed laser. In other words, the amount of excited electrons, being able to
create one registered exciton is able to "kill" 1.8 otherwise registered excitons.
The difference kinetics is shown in the upper part of fig. 13.
It is remarkable feature is that no maximum appears in kinetics, although
additional excitations were injected by pulse. Where do the excitons disappear?
It is possible to show that if the excitons were destroyed forever, the time
constant x, fitted from difference kinetics, has to be equal with the exciton decay
(losses) time x x . In fact, x=2 ns and x x =4 ns (measured by exciting excitons
directly). Consequently, excitons were not destroyed forever but just excited to
higher-energetic states and they will later also be involved in luminescence.
A qualitative analysis says that if the
losses during the round trip are smaller
than in the stationary case, then the PL
kinetics excited by both lasers will
always have a maximum. The absence
of a maximum in luminescence (at the
excitation of both lasers) lets us to
conclude that the averaged losses (both
non-radiative and radiative) at these
upper states are bigger than in the
stationary case.
At an intermediate intensity of
0.2 W/cm 2 (fig. 12 b) when excited
both by a diode and pulsed laser, at the
moment of pulse excitation the
stationary luminescence also decreases,
but later the luminescence grows
5
10
1
higher than the stationary one. For the
Time (ns)
pulsed-only excitation, a steep rise of
luminescence occurs followed by a
Figure 12. Temporal behaviour of PL of GaAs slower component. Often this steep
for excitation by pulsed laser with (solid line) step-like or even spike-like behaviour
and without (dashed line) CW laser
in luminescence kinetics is attributed to
illumination in case of three pulsed laser
an experimental artefact (scattered
intensities: a - 0.01 W/cm , b - 0.2 W/cm and
exciting laser pulse), but in the current
c - 1 W/cm . The incident pulse is depicted by
experiment we do not see the feature in
dots on part a.
the other simultaneously registered
kinetics - indicating to the real nature of the effect. We think that the step-like
behaviour may be caused by a small fraction of excitons created by a LO2

2

2

9
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phonon mediated process (the initial hot distribution of charge carriers
generated by photons with an excess energy of 15 meV may have enough a
high-energy tail). The relative share of the step-like feature increases with the
pulse intensity, as it should be in a bimolecular process, confirming the
interpretation. The LO-mediated exciton generation is important in GaAs QW
structures [54, 55]. Monte-Carlo calculations made by Selbmann et ai. [48]
predicted an essential share of the LO-process in exciton creation also in bulk
GaAs. In an earlier experiment of ours [VI] we, as well as the authors of ref.
[56] have not seen a distinct evidence of LO-phonon mediated exciton
generation in bulk GaAs. This may be caused by the fact that in the experiments
of [VI, 56] the excitation intensity is about an order of magnitude lower and the
bimolecular process (depending on the carrier concentration as n 2 ) had too small
probability. In our earlier unpublished measurements, we often saw this spike
like behaviour, but attributed it to a scattered laser light.
The difference kinetics in the case of
an intermediate pulse intensity is
a
1500
shown in the lower part of fig. 13. A
1000
two-component structure is clearly
If
500
seen. At the moment of excitation, a
similar luminescence quenching is
0.
1
-10
-5
0
5 10 15 20 25 30
going on as in the low-intensity case.
^ 1500Later on, another component, roughly
\ .•
•Š 1000proportional
to
the
exciton
'<C/> 500luminescence
signal,
also
reveals
itself.
\m
aj
1
c
We
interpret
the
further
component
as
0- —•—I—•—I— —I—•—I—*—I—•—I— —I— —I
a
contribution
of
a
smaller
exciton
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
Time (ns)
coupling with photons due to an
exciton temperature change (photons
Figure 13. Solid lines: temporal behaviour of
can be emitted only at k~0, at an
PL difference kinetics at low (0.01 W/cm2 elevated temperature the share of such
upper part) and intermediate pulse intensity
excitons
decreases).
The
other
(0.2 W/cm2 - lower part). Dotted line ~ the
component
is
possibly
due
to
a
contribution of reduced exciton coupling with
photons due to an exciton temperature change, changed exciton generation rate with
dashed line - contribution of reduced exciton an electron temperature increase.
generation rate due to electron temperature At a high pulse intensity of 1 W/cm
(fig. 12 c), no initial decrease takes
change.
place. Instead, at the first moment a
step-like rise in luminescence is found for both cases. A striking fact is that the
maximum luminescence intensity, if exciting with both light sources, is smaller
than if exciting only with a pulsed laser. There are no changes in the character
of difference kinetics (not shown), compared with the intermediate pulse
intensity, except that the slower component reveals a different (slower) shape
than the corresponding pulsed-only luminescence. This seems to be natural,
-

"

-

V
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•

1
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considering the bimolecular process of exciton formation and the reduced
exciton generation rate at a higher carrier temperature.
In figure 14 the number of lost
excitations (N| 0St ) depending on N pu | sed
• a
is shown, calculated by the formula:
tp ö
N,ost — ^stationary Impulsed "Nboth
where Nstati0na.y is the integral of
stationary luminescence when excited
o
Pa'
only with a diode laser, NpiliSed is the
integral of luminescence when excited
10000
only with a pulsed laser and Nboth is the
N„pulsed
integral when both excitations are used.
Figure 14. Open squares: fraction of excitons We do not have an explanation to the
"getting lost" when an additional CW dependence, but it is interesting to note
excitation is present compared to the that Niost depends on N pu | sed as square
luminescence intensity for a pulsed excitation. root. The dotted line in fig. 14 marks
1/2
With the dotted line a fit q oc ^N puheJ is the dependence N
)ost = a + b*(N pu i sed ) .
For checking the interpretation, model
shown.
calculations according to rate equations
(18)-(21) were performed. As already mentioned in section 4.1.1 no quantitative
fit is achievable. However, the model qualitatively explains the experimental
features (fig. 5 in [XII]). At a low pulse intensity no maximum appears in
luminescence with a CW background excitation. At a high excitation the
luminescence without background CW excitation has a higher intensity than the
luminescence with that. As we could not find a good possibility for the model to
take into account the proposed LO phonon mediated exciton creation
mechanism, it does not reproduce initial steep rise.
.ti'

.••*

D

In this section the time evolution of the exciton luminescence from an ultra-high
purity GaAs crystal has been investigated as a function of excitation density and
energy. The effect of quenching of exciton luminescence by light has been
found experimentally. For investigating the quenching effect, special
experiments with additionally excited charge carriers were performed. The
analysis of the results indicates clearly the importance of considering exciton
creation from hot charge carriers and exciton-carrier heat exchange effects.
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4.2.3

Exciton luminescence kinetics in solid Xe
The decay of excitons in solid Xe was
hu (eV)
investigated recording time- and
one decade
spectrally resolved photoluminescence
(PL) as a function of temperature and
photon energy of excitation. In figure
15 the experimental decay curves of
the free exciton PL in solid Xe are
presented at fixed temperature of
4.7 K. The photon energy of excitation
is varied between 8.86 and 10.33 eV.
Below
the
band-gap
energy
Eg=933 eV, excitons of the F(3/2)
series are created. Above 9.33 eV, the
situation is not so clear because the
9.29 continuum (free electron-hole pairs) of
9.25 5
the F(3/2) series overlaps with the
T(l/2) exciton series. Starting from
8.86 eV, with increasing photon energy
time (ns) of excitation, the non-exponential
Figure 15. Decay curves of the free exciton in decay behaviour gets more and more
solid Xe, measured at different photon pronounced. Above 9.3 eV, the overall
energies of excitation. The values are given at decay is slowed down, and with a
further increase in the photon energy of
each curve. T=4.7 K.
excitation, a cascade-like temporal
behaviour develops additionally to a spike-type luminescence signal displaying
the apparatus function.
No rise-time in the luminescence was detected in case of exciting below the
band-gap, indicating that exciton-polaritons reach thermal quasi-equilibrium in
the bottleneck of the dispersion curve already within an apparatus temporal
resolution. For modelling the experimental results a Monte-Carlo simulation
was performed, described in section 4.1.2. The group velocity of polariton was
substituted by the exciton one v =

3kT
m.

The material parameters Lsc, R, a

(absorption coefficient), mx = me + mh, used by simulation were taken from
literature [57, 58, 59]. The only fitting parameter remained was the (trapping
and non-radiative) loss rate P=l/r.
The simulation gives remarkably good fits with the experimental data for all the
measured curves depending on the excitation energy (below band-gap). The
fitted value of the trapping rate F=4.5x 10 8 s" .
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In figure 16 the experimental decay
curves of the free exciton are presented
(the dotted line) with the Monte-Carlo
simulated fits (the solid line). The
photon energy of excitation was fixed
to hv=8.86 eV. The temperature varied
between 4.7 and 60 K. The fit is good,
however, an adjustment of T was
necessary
for
modelling
the
experiment. The T dependence on the
Figure 16. Measured exciton PL in Solid Xe temperature can be attributed to the
at different temperatures (dots) and according dependence of non-radiative processes
Monte-Carlo simulations.
(see [VIII]).
For modelling the experimental data
with an exciting photon energy above the band-gap the charge-carrier relaxation
and exciton formation was modelled by Boltzmann rate-equations (18)-(21).
Then the evolution of excitons was calculated by the equation
r-fiOK

on« decode

time (TUI)-

E

=1.45 eV

Solid Xe

0 mev
Excitation

delay (ns)
Figure 17. Decay curves of free exciton line
of solid Xe at T=5 K, excited with different
photon excess energies (indicated on each
curve). The dotted lines are measurements, the
full curves are the result of model calculations.
The apparatus function is marked with open
circles.

10

^L = a(Te)Wr<!l(Te)-R(t), (27)
at
The R(t) follows from the Monte-Carlo
simulation for the case when the was
luminescence excited with a photon
energy 9.29 eV (just below the bandgap value). In this way, all further
relaxation processes within the exciton
manifold
including
non-radiative
decay-channels are taken into account.
The model was solved numerically and
the results are plotted in figure [17].
In spite of many simplifications we can
conclude that our measured free exci
ton decay curves can be fitted by model
calculations taking into account only
scattering on acoustic phonons. The
evolution of the electron temperature in
time governs the observed kinetics
through the strong variation of the
recombination
cross-section.
Our
results on thermalization of hot photoelectrons agree with findings of earlier
investigations using other methods
(conductivity measurements).
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5 SUMMARY AND THE MAIN THESES PROPOSED
In accordance with the main objectives of the present study, the resonant
secondary emission of excitons was investigated experimentally and
theoretically.
The main results of the study can be summarised as follows (the main theses
are presented in bold).
Time-resolved reflection of light from the surfaces of semiconductor crystals
has been studied:
1. For the first time, experimentally observed time-resolved reflection
from GaAs, InP, and CdSe, revealing distinct material-dependent
temporal features, has been analysed and interpreted. We have
observed the reflection time of light.
2. By theoretical analysis, it has been demonstrated that the non-resonant
terms in the crystals dielectric permeability cause an extremely short
component in the reflection response while the resonant terms
correspond to the longer component.
3. The resonant contribution of the reflection can be described by three
distinct physical processes, dependent on the corresponding excitonresonance parameter: (i) dephasing of the polarization characterised by
the damping factor T, (ii) radiative decay characterised by the
polarizability 4na and (iii) polarization propagation characterised by
the effective mass. A simple phenomenological formula incorporating
these parameters allows a fairly good reproduction of the duration of
the experimentally measured reflection response.
Time evolution of the exciton luminescence from an ultra-high purity GaAs
crystal has been investigated as a function of excitation density and energy:
4. For the first time, rise times of exciton photoluminescence signal of
bulk GaAs have been registered.
5. The effect of quenching of exciton luminescence by light has been
established experimentally.
For investigating the quenching effect, special experiments with additionally
excited charge carriers were performed. In order to analyse the results, a model
based on Boltzmann kinetic equations is proposed, which gives a qualitative
description of the experimental effects.
6. The analysis of the results clearly indicates to the importance of
considering exciton creation from hot charge carriers and excitoncarrier heat exchange effects.
The decay of excitons in solid Xe was investigated by registering the time and
spectrally resolved luminescence as a function of the temperature and photon
energy of the excitation. For interpreting the results Monte-Carlo type
simulations were performed:
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7. The free-exciton luminescence decay curves are of non-exponential
nature and indicate to the importance of phonon scattering at excitonpolariton transport to the sample/vacuum interface. The analysis of the
formation kinetics of exciton luminescence also indicates (as in the case
of GaAs) to the importance of considering exciton creation from hot
charge carriers.
In general, our analysis of the results of exciton photoluminescence shows that:
8. In contrast to luminescence kinetics from colour centres, already in the
case of low excitation intensities (in the order of 1014 cm"3) the PL
kinetics is essentially non-linear. Thanks to these photonic non-linearity
possibilities, a low intensity light-by-light gate can be developed.
In the experimental aspect of the work:
9. A novel time-resolved dual channel modulated luminescence
correlation technique method was worked out for investigating
interaction between excitations. On the one hand, this method has the
typical advantages of modulation schemes (such as eliminating the
effects of dead time and slow time-scale drifts), and, on the other hand,
the typical advantages of time-correlated single photon counting (such
as registering the signal in the time domain and having the best possible
noise characteristics).
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7 SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN
GaAs ja teiste eksitonsüsteemide optiliste ergastuste
pikosekundiline dünaamika
Kokkuvõte
Käesolevas töös on teoreetiliselt ja eksperimentaalselt uuritud eksitonide
resonantset sekundaarkiirgust (põhitulemused on esitatud poolpaksus kirjas).
Ajalise lahutusega valgusimpulsside peegeldumise uurimisel pooljuhtide pinnalt
saime järgmised tulemused.
1. Esimest korda on analüüsitud ja interpreteeritud katses ajalise
lahutusega registreeritud valgusimpulsside peegeldusi GaAs, InP ja
CdSe pinnalt, millel on uuritavast ainest sõltuvad iseärasused. Me
oleme näinud valguse kristallilt peegeldamise aega.
2. Teoreetilise analüüsiga on näidatud, et kristalli dielektrilise läbitavuse
mitteresonantne osa põhjustab peegelduse koste äärmiselt kiiret
komponenti, resonantne osa vastab koste aeglasemale komponendile.
3. Koste resonantne osa määratakse kolme füüsikalise protsessi poolt, mis
sõltuvad vastavatest resonantsi parameetritest: (i) polarisatsiooni
defaseerumine, mida iseloomustab kustumistegur T; (ii) kiirguslik
kustumine,
mida
iseloomustab
polariseeritavus
4na;
ja
(iii) polarisatsiooni levimine, mida iseloomustab eksitoni efektiivne
mass. Eksperimendis mõõdetud peegelduse koste kestust saab küllalt
hästi hinnata lihtsa fenomenoloogilise valemiga, mis sisaldab vastavaid
parameetreid.
Eksitonide luminestsentsi ajalist arengut kõrge kvaliteediga GaAs kristallis on
uuritud sõltuvalt ergastuse energiast ja tihedusest.
4. Esmakordselt on mõõdetud ja avaldatud eksitonide luminestsentsi
tõusuaeg GaAs mahulises kristallis.
5. Katseliselt on avastatud eksitonide luminestsentsi kustutamise efekt
valguskiirguse abil.
Kustutamise efekti uurimiseks on teostatud spetsiaalsed luminestsentsi uurimise
katsed kristallis täiendavalt ergastatud laengukandjatega. Katsetulemuste
analüüsimiseks on esitatud Boltzmanni kineetilistel võrranditel põhinev mudel,
mis kirjeldab kvalitatiivselt eksperimendi efekte.
6. Analüüs näitab selgelt, et protsesside kirjeldamisel tuleb arvestada
eksiltonide formeerimist kuumadest laengukandjatest ja eksitonidelaengukandjate soojusvahetust.
Tahke Xe kristallis on ajalise ja spektraalse lahutusega uuritud eksitonide
luminestsentsi kineetikat sõltuvalt kristalli temperatuurist ja ergastuse energiast.
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Katsetulemuste interpreteerimiseks on teostatud Monte-Carlo tüüpi
mudelarvutusi.
7. Vaba eksitoni luminestsentsi kustumise kineetika on selgelt mitteeksponentsiaalne. See kineetika osutab vajadusele arvestada eksitonpolaritonide hajumist foononitel nende transpordil kristalli sisemusest
pinnale. Eksitonide luminestsentsi tõusu analüüs näitab (nagu ka GaAs
puhul) vajadust arvestada eksitonide formeerumist kuumadest
laengukandjatest.
Eksitonide fotoluminestsentsi uuringute tulemused näitavad üldiselt et:
8. Erinevalt
lisanditsentrite
luminestsentsist
on
eksitonide
fotoluminestsents
oluliselt
mittelineaarne
juba
madalate
ergastusintensiivsuste korral (suurusjärgus 1014 cm"3). Tänu sellisele
mittelineaarsusele võib osutuda võimalikuks madala intensiivsusega
töötavate valgus-valgus-loogikaelementide loomine.
Töö eksperimentaalses osas:
9. Kristalli ergastuste vastasmõju uurimiseks on välja töötatud uudne
kahekanaliline moduleeritud luminestsentsi mõõtmise korrelatsšoontehnika. Sel metoodikal on ühelt poolt modulatsioontehnika tüüpilised
eelised (nagu "kadunud aja" korrigeerimine ja triivide mõju
kõrvaldamine) ja teiselt poolt tüüpilised aeglahutusega footonite
loendamise eelised (signaal mõõdetakse kohe ajaliselt, parima
võimaliku müra statistikaga).
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The reflection dynamics of picosecond light pulses is investigated under the Brewster
angle of incidence near the lowest exciton resonance in InP. The reflected pulses
acquire a nonexponential tail which follows the resonant polarization decay in the
reflecting surface layer. Both finite effective mass of excitons and dephasing must be
included in the theoretical model to yield a numerical fit of the experimental data.
The observed intensity dependence of the reflection dynamics can be understood by
an enhanced dephasing process due to exciton-exciton collisions.
" Alexander von Humboldt Fellow. Permanent address:
Institute of Physics, Estonian Acad.Sei., Riia 142, 202400 Tartu, Estonia/USSR

1. Introduction

water vapour absorption and dispersion effects, which
strongly limit picosecond pulse generation in the nearinfrared. The laser beam was focused onto the epitaxial
InP sample to a ~ 0.1 mm spot by a f=250 mm lens.
All the measurements were carried out in an immersion
cryostat below the A-point (T=2K) of liquid helium.

Reflection spectra of direct-gap semiconductors show
distinct structures near excitonic resonances. This struc
ture results in a corresponding transient behavior of res
onantly reflected ultrashort optical pulses ill the time
domain. The effect of transient reflection has been theo
retically analyzed1"3 and was recently demonstrated ex
perimentally on GaAs crystals4 . Pulsed excitation is
shown to induce resonant (and nonresonant) polariza
tion in the reflecting surface layer of the crystal, which
in turn, reemits light in the form of a reflected pulse.
Time-resolved studies of the reflected pulse shape thus
provide a direct means to follow the polarization dy
namics in the surface layer. It was shown4 that three
decay channels of the surface polarization can be dis
tinguished: pure optical dephasing, radiative decay, and
polarization propagation due to spatial dispersion. As
a matter of fact, extrinsic surface effects probably en
hanced recombination and scattering of excitons caused
by charged surface states, did not allow a numerical fit
of the experimental data for GaAs crystals, however.

The epitaxial InP samples (FS920, 2.3pm thick) re
vealed a characteristic excitonic reflection dip at
11441.7 cm-1 in accordance with earlier reflection mea-.
surements® and the luminescence spectrum of the sam
ple exhibited a well pronounced free-exciton emission
band.
3. Results and Discussion
The reflection experiments were carried out under
the Brewster angle of incidence
=arctan y 0 where
to is the nonresonant dielectric susceptibility), in order
to eliminate the nonresonant contribution to the reflec
tion amplitude. Besides getting rid of the instantaneous
nonresonant response, the Brewster angle of incidence
suppresses also the influence of the dead layer. By this
means the resonant contribution of the bulk to the re
flection could be investigated independently. The ex
perimental results are depicted in Fig. 1. The measured
CCF show clearly that the reflected pulses are delayed
and have tails which extend several picoseconds beyond
the exiting pulses. The other apparent feature is the
dependence of pulse shape and delay on incident light
intensity.

(ß

The present communication reports time-resolved re
flection measurements on InP crystals. The general fea
tures of thf; reflection kinetics of InP are similar to those
of GaAs. However, it is additionally possible to reach a
good numerical fit for InP and thus differentiate quan
titatively between the different decay channels of the
surface polarization.
2. Experimental

/e ,

The interpretation of the time-resolved data may
proceed from the Fourier analysis of the reflection spec
trum as far as linear processes are concerned1-4 . The
reflected pulse is therefore a convolution of the incident
pulse with the Fourier transform of the reflection ampli
tude r(u>). The latter may be calculated using the modi
fied Fresnel formulae* proceeding from the dielectric sus
ceptibility e(w), which includes spatial dispersion and
dephasing in the usual form. These formulae allow also
for dead layer and oblique angle of incidence. We have

The experimental set-up was based on a synchronously
pumped dye laser: Styryl-9M, average power 10 mW,
FWHM of the autocorrelation function (ACF) At =
5.2 ps, spectral width Ai/=6 cm"1. The reflected pulses
were analyzed by measuring their cross-correlation func
tions (CCF) with the incident pulses using synchronous
detection technique. The ACF of the puuses had long
tails which extended beyond the usual sech2-pulse shape
approximation. This could be traced back to intracavity
49
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DELAY (ps)
1. ACF of the incident pulses (dotted line) and CCF
of the reflected pulses at different excitation inten
sities: (a: 10/*W incident laser power, b: 100 /iW,
c: 1000 /tW angle of incidence ß — 73.96°, T=2K).
used the following values of the InP material parameters:
£o = 12.1,7 transverse exciton frequency i>o = 11441.0
cm-1, exciton polarizability5 ita = 2.3• 10-3. The ho
mogeneous linewidth T =
and the effective mass of
excitons M were varied in the curve fittir 7 procedure.
The incident pulse shapes were computed from the
measured ACF under the assumption of symmetric transform-limited pulses, and convoluted with the model re
flection response r(t) to give the reflected pulse En(t).
The corresponding CCF were then compared to the ex
perimental curves. The fitting procedure yielded two
important results: 1) no reasonable fit could be ob
tained neglecting spatial dispersion (M = oo), whereas
inclusion of spatial dispersion provided a good fit over
three orders of magnitude of the reflection decay, and 2)
at higher excitation intensities the decay curves could
be modeled by increasing the dephasing rate, however,
the fit was clearly worse than in the low intensity limit.
These facts are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The exciton effective mass, determined from the mea
surements at lowest incident laser power of 10 FIW
(1.3'109 photons/cm3 pulse) was M=(0.2±0.05)wc, where
me is the free-electron mass. This value is distinctly
smaller than the theoretical result Mth = 0.32me cal
culated with Kane's formula for the effective masses for
two degenerate exciton bands with d-like valence bands8
using the Luttringer parameters of Ref.9. Our experi
mental result coincides however, with the value deter
mined from the steady state reflection spectrum5 . For
our time-resolved experiments thespatial dispersion mo
del provides a distinctly better theoretical description
than aMassical" model without dispersion. The ho
mogeneous linewidth T = 1.5cm-1 obtained from a fit
of the time-resolved spectra with the spatial dispersion
model is considerably higher, however, than the value
r = 0.4cm-1 reported for the fit of that model to fre
quency domain spectra. In fact, our value for T is even
dose to the homogeneous linewidth determined previ
ously from the spectral lineshape with the Bclassical"
model (r = 2.6 cm-1 and T = 1.6 cm-1)5'10 .

DELAY
2. Logarithmic plot of experimental cross-correlation
functions of the reflected pulses (dotted) and the
oretical fits to the data (continuous line) at two
excitation intensites (incident laser power 30 /iW
- upper and 1000 ßW lower curves).
We have not measured the reflection spectra of our
samples under the Brewster angle of incidence and there
fore no direct comparison of the spectral curves could
be made. We note, however, two import aj 1 fe^.jres
of the transient reflection measurement which increase
the reliability of our curve fitting data. First, we could
eliminate the dead layer effect reducing the number of
free-parameters in the model, and second, the dephas
ing time Ti is directly reproduced in the decay of thv
reflected pulses making an unambiguous interpretation
much simpler.
In conclusion, in the case of InP crystals transient
reflection near the lowest exciton resonance can be welldescribed by the straightforward linear response model
proceeding from the dielectric susceptibility function in. eluding spatial dispersion. The transient reflection effect
in this case includes pulse delay and the appearance of
slowly decaying tails in the picosecond temporal range.
As noted above the observed reflection kinetics is
dependent on excitation intensity analogously to pre
vious experiments on GaAs samples4. The firsthand
model explains theincreased polarization (reflection) de
cay rate through additional dephasing of excitons due
to increased exciton-exciton collisions. The same ex
planation was used earlier for transient reflection4 as
well as for degenerate four-wave-mixing experiments11
on GaAs. Although the numerical fit of the experi
mental data is not as good as in the low intensity limit
(Fig.2), it yields some averaged dephasing rates, which
are plotted against incident laser power in Fig. 3. As one
readily sees, alinear dependence T' = T+F-I is observed,
with T — 1.5 cm-1 and 7 = 4.6 cm-l/mW. The average
incident intensity of 1 mW/2.84-10-4cmJ corresponds
to the initial concentration of excitons n=1.3- 10ucm-3,
where we have taken the absorption depth I = 10-4cm
and the spot size 2.84-10-4 cms, which gives the excitonexciton collision efficiency 7 ' = 3.5 •10 - 1 B cm a (r' = F +
7' • n). The linear dependence of I" on exciton density
supports the exciton-exciton collision model and we note
that the collision efficiency factor 7' is by a factor of 4
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4. Conclusion
First, time-resolved resonant reflection from InP crystals
reveals distinct material dependent temporal features,
secondly, the numerical modeling of the experimental
data proceeding from the dielectric permeability func
tion gives us the phenomenological damping constant
(homogeneous linewidth) T == 1.6 cm"' of excitons and
the value M=0.2me for the effective mass of excitons,
thirdly, the exciton-exciton collision efficiency is charac
terized by 7' = 3.5• 10~15cm2.

200
400
600
800 1000
PUMP INTENSITY (pW)

Finally, let us make a remark concerning terminol
ogy. Treating transient phenomena at reflection, we pre
fer to use "transient reflection" to denote linear resonant
reflection of light pulses and "transient reflectivity" to
denote transients which arise due to a nonlinear mod
ification of the reflectivity itself and which are usually
analyzed in pump-probe experiments to study the ultrafast dynamics of nonequilibrium phenomena".

3. Dependence of the phenomenological damping co
efficient r' on incident laser power.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

L i g h t r e f l e c t e d from a d i e l e c t r i c i n t e r f a c e shows d i s t i n c t s p e c t r a l
f e a t u r e s n e a r m a t e r i a l r e s o n a n c e s . P r o c e e d i n g from t h e F r e s n e l f o r m u l a
t h i s s p e c t r u m c a n b e r e l a t e d t o t h e d i e l e c t r i c f u n c t i o n e and h a s b e e n
w i d e l y u s e d t o s t u d y t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g m a t e r i a l p a r a m e t e r s . The
f r e q u e n c y dependence o f t h e r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c e n t i m p l i e s t h a t t r a n s i e n t s
s h o u l d b e o b s e r v e d i n r e f l e c t i o n i f l i g h t p u l s e s a r e i n c i d e n t on t h e
i n t e r f a c e . I n t h e g e n e r a l c a s e , we c a n c o n s i d e r a l i g h t p u l s e E ( t )
I n c i d e n t on a s e m i - i n f i n i t e d i e l e c t r i c medium, c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y a
d i e l e c t r i c f u n c t i o n e ( w , k ) , u n d e r a n g l e a , and s p l i t i n t o a r e f l e c t e d
p u l s e Ej^(t) and a t r a n s m i t t e d p u l s e Eq,(t,z) ( F i g . 1 ) . The p r o b l e m o f
transient reflection i s in relating the temporal properties of the
r e f l e c t e d p u l s e t o t h e m a t e r i a l p a r a m e t e r s o f t h e medium and l a c k s a n
analytic solution in the general case. Let us note that these transients
a p p e a r i n a l i n e a r r e f l e c t i o n p r o c e s s and a r e t r e a t e d a p a r t from
nonlinear cases where e i t s e l f i s modified by a strong (additional)
i n c i d e n t f i e l d . We p r e f e r t o c a l l t h e l a t t e r c a s e t r a n s i e n t r e f l e c t i v i t y
and t o u s e t h e t e r m t r a n s i e n t r e f l e c t i o n t o d e n o t e l i n e a r r e s p o n s e .
T r a n s i e n t r e f l e c t i o n was f i r s t a n a l y z e d b y E l e r t ^ ^ a l m o s t 6 0 y e a r s
a g o . He c o n s i d e r e d a t r u n c a t e d n o n r e s o n a n t monochromatic wave i n c i d e n t
on a s e m i - i n f i n i t e l o c a l medium and showed t h a t t r a n s i e n t s a r i s e a t t h e
l e a d i n g e d g e o f t h e r e f l e c t e d f i e l d . The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c t i m e - s c a l e o f
t h e t r a n s i e n t s was c o m p a r a b l e t o t h e p e r i o d o f t h e l i g h t w a v e .
Later,
Birman e_t a ^
^ a n a l y z e d t r a n s i e n t r e f l e c t i o n from n o n l o c a l m e d i a n e a r
DIELECTRIC
e = e ( o i ,k)
E,
r
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e x c i t o n - p o l a r i t o n r e s o n a n c e s . I t was shown t h a t t r a n s i e n t s a r e a s s o c i 
ated with the leading and trailing edges of the truncated incident field
and have a characteristic duration of ~ 0.1 ps under certain circum
s t a n c e s . S p a t i a l d i s p e r s i o n was shown t o e n h a n c e t h e t r a n s i e n t s , a n d t h e
m a n i f e s t a t i o n o f a d d i t i o n a l b o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s (ABC) w a s t r e a t e d .
In a
r e c e n t p a p e r ^ ' we h a v e c o n s i d e r e d a n a l y t i c a l i n c i d e n t p u l s e s t o c h e c k
the experimental observability of transients in transmission and
reflection. A numerical analysis predicted the appearance of extended
(over tens of picoseconds) pulse tails in the case of Gaussian incident
p u l s e s r e f l e c t e d f r o m a GaAs c r y s t a l s u r f a c e n e a r t h e e x c i t o n r e s o n a n c e .
I n t h e p r e s e n t p a p e r we g i v e a more d e t a i l e d t h e o r e t i c a l a n a l y s i s o f
the transient reflection problem, and present the corresponding experi
m e n t a l r e s u l t s f o r GaAs'' ' , InP^ ' , a n d CdSe. We h a v e f o c u s e d o u r
attention on the underlying physical mechanisms and tried to r e l a t e
material parameters to the observed transients.
2.

THEORY

The linear reflection problem can be treated by the Fourier analysis
method -- the reflected light pulse E^(t,z=0) i s the Fourier transform of
the product of the incident pulse spectrum Ej(u) and the reflection
coefficient r(w)
ER(t,z=0) =

f

E1(w).r(w)-e"lutdw.

(1)

The r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t r ( u ) c a n b e d e t e r m i n e d p r o c e e d i n g f r o m t h e
d i e l e c t r i c f u n c t i o n « ( w . k ) , w h i c h f o r a c l a s s i c a l n o n l o c a l medium i s

e(w,k) - e

+ —z

(2)

u^-u -iwr+(hwo/m)k
In the above formula e i s the background dielectric constant due to
higher lying resonances, w i s the transverse exciton frequency, hna
i s the polarizability of tfie resonance, m i s the exciton effective mass,
a n d r i s a p h e n o m e n o l o g i c a l d a m p i n g c p n s t a n t . I t c a n b e shown^ ' , t h a t
Eq. (2) can also be obtained as a special case of the quantum theory.
In
t h e f o l l o w i n g we p r o c e e d e n t i r e l y f r o m t h e s e two f o r m u l a s .
The reflected pulse can also be calculated as a convolution of the
incident pulse with the response function of the reflecting surface r ( t ) .
The l a t t e r i s t h e F o u r i e r t r a n s f o r m o f t h e r e f l e c t i o n a m p l i t u d e r ( v ) , a n d
is equal to the reflected pulse if the incident pulse is infinitely short
( E I ( t ) ~ <5 ( t ) ) .
In order to calculate the reflection coefficient for a nonlocal
medium o n e n e e d s t o s o l v e t h e ABC p r o b l e m , w h i c h we d o , f o l l o w i n g
Pekar^^, by assuming that the polarization vanishes at the crystal
surface. Additionally, dead layer effects must be considered in the case
of excitons in semiconductor crystals'
I n o u r t h e o r e t i c a l a n a l y s i s we
have avoided this problem by setting the angle of incidence a equal to
t h e B r e w s t e r a n g l e a - a r c t a n / « . By t h i s means t h e d e a d l a y e r d o e s n o t
contribute to reflection and can be neglected. Furthermore, reflection
due to higher lying resonances vanishes altogether and only the resonant
contribution to the reflection amplitude i s preserved. This makes the
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f t h e r e s u l t s more t r a n s p a r e n t . U n d e r t h e s e c o n d i t i o n s
the reflection coefficient is
r(w)

•"
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=

1-n^(")

1+n (w)

(

(3)

where n (w) i s t h e e f f e c t i v e i n d e x o f r e f r a c t i o n , which c a n b e c a l c u l a t e d
from Eq. ( 2 ) w i t h t h e h e l p o f t h e f o r m u l a s g i v e n i n R e f . 1 0 .
To g e t a n i d e a o f t h e r e f l e c t i o n k i n e t i c s we h a v e c a l c u l a t e d t h e
reflected pulse shapes (|E ( t ) | , see Fig. 2) by using the.parameters of
a GaAs c r y s t a l ( e - 1 2 . 6 , w =« 1 . 2 2 2 1 . 5 cm , and knot = 1 0
' ' ) . The
i n c i d e n t G a u s s i a n ° p u l s e h a s a FWHM o f 1 . 2 p s a n d i t s s p e c t r u m c o v e r s t h e
resonant, reflection region, i . e . i t i s short enough to introduce no
distortions to the transient response under study. I t is clearly seen
that the reflected pulses have significant tails extending over tens of
p i c o s e c o n d s d e p e n d i n g o n t h e d a m p i n g a n d t h e e f f e c t i v e mass o f t h e
excitons. Three other observations are of importance. First, increasing
the damping parameter V also increases the decay of the reflected pulse
and leads to an almost exponential decay for large T.
Second, for
negligible damping increasing the spatial dispersion (decreasing the
e f f e c t i v e m a s s m*) a l s o s h o r t e n s t h e r e f l e c t e d p u l s e .
And t h i r d , e v e n
for no damping and spatial dispersion the reflected pulse decays (in an
oscillatory manner).

•k

a . R a d i a t i v e d e c a y . I f m = « and T - 0 t h e s u r f a c e p o l a r i z a t i o n
d e c a y s o n l y due t o t h e c o h e r e n t r e e m i s s i o n o f t h e e x c i t a t i o n i n t h e form
o f r e f l e c t e d and r e f r a c t e d p u l s e s . T h i s p r o c e s s i s c h a r a c t e r i z e d by t h e
p o l a r i z a b i l i t y Una o f t h e r e s o n a n c e . I t c a n b e shown a n a l y t i c a l l y t h a t
t h e f i r s t moment o f t h e r e f l e c t i o n c u r v e i s i n v e r s e l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e
LT-splitting of the resonance

r -

- ( 27raW o /e o )1 *

(4)

From the., n u m e r i c a l a n a l y s i s we g o t t h e f o l l o w i n g e q u a l i t y r ( p s ) =
1 0 . 1 2 » A ^ T ( c m " ) . F o r GaAs t h i s y i e l d s r - 1 2 7 p s i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e
curves m Fig. 2.
b Dephasing. This process.,,is characterized by the phenomenological
damping c o n s t a n t T . I f we p u t m - <*> a n d l e t A ^ / r -+ 0 we g e t f o r t h e
Brewster angle of incidence an analytical solution*1
n -n
Trau
,

r(w) -

2

n +n

o

e

w -w-i"/2
oo

,

(5)

i.e. in this limiting case the reflection response is an exponential with
a decay constant T/2 corresponding to a decay time r - 1/T of the
reflected pulse.
c. Spatial dispersion.
I f we p u t r =» 0 and l e t a -+ 0 t h e r e f l e c t e d
p u l s e e x h i b i t s a n o n - e x p o n e n t i a l l y d e c a y i n g t a i l w i t h t h e f i r s t moment r
p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e e f f e c t i v e mass o f t h e e x c i t o n s . The n u m e r i c a l m o d e l 
i n g y i e l d s t h e ^ f o l l o w i n g p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y f a c t o r ( f o r GaAs p a r a m e t e r s )
T ( p s ) - 32.5*m ( f r e e e l e c t r o n m a s s e s ) .
The o b s e r v e d d e c a y i n t h i s c a s e
i s c l e a r l y r e l a t e d t o e x c i t o n p r o p a g a t i o n - - t h e c a l c u l a t e d "time r i s
c r u d e l y e q u a l t o A /TT d i v i d e d b y t h e g r o u p v e l o c i t y o f t h e e x c i t o n n o r m a l
to the crystal surface

* 2

r - X/nv

8

Vo

m c (1+e ) / 2
2— .
r

hj «
o

(6)

o

S o , t r a n s i e n t r e f l e c t i o n c a n b e r e l a t e d t o c e r t a i n d e c a y mechanisms
of the surface polarization in these limiting cases.
We h a v e m o d e l l e d
t h e d e c a y a l s o f o r more c o m p l i c a t e d i n t e r m e d i a t e s i t u a t i o n s , w h e r e o n l y
one o f t h e d e c a y mechanisms c a n b e n e g l e c t e d . The r e s u l t s a r e d e p i c t e d
i n F i g s . 3 , 4 , a n d 5 , where t h e f i r s t moment o f t h e r e f l e c t i o n r e s p o n s e
7
i s plotted as a function of r(A^,r) for m -®, r(m
f°r F - 0,
*

and r(m , r ) for

•+ 0 .

T o g e t h e r w i t h t h e d i r e c t n u m e r i c a l d a t a we h a v e
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Fig. 2. Transient reflection from a GaAs crystal under Brewster
angle. A: Dependenence on
m' = «. B: Dependence on exciton
effective mass m for T - 0. The incident pulse is depicted at zero
delay by dashed curve.
plotted the r values calculated from the following phenomenological
formula
r"1 = (ALT/10.12) + T + (0.031/m*),

(7)

which relies on the assumption that the three decay mechanisms are inde
pendent. We can see that the deviation of the direct numerical data from
the estimates according to (7) is less than 20% for Figs. 3 and 4,
indicating that the corresponding decay channels are almost independent
of each other. In Fig. 5 the deviation is larger (=50%) in the inter
mediate region of parameters, where both damping and spatial dispersion
contribute to the decay. This may be understood by noticing that
increasing T also modifies the dispersion curve of polaritons and
influences (enhances) polarization propagation thereby. The increase of
group velocity with an increase of damping has been observed experiment
ally in Ref. 12. Based on our numerical anaysis we draw the following
conclusions. Transient reflection manifests the polarization decay
process in the reflecting surface layer. Three decay channels can be
distinguished --exponential decay due to polarization damping, character
ized by the damping parameter T, oscillatory decay due to reemission of
light, characterized by the value of the LT-splitting of the resonance,
and non-exponential ("convex") decay due to polarization propagation,
characterized by the effective mass of the excitons. These three decay
channels are almost independent and can be summarized by the
phenomenological formula (7).
These results can be compared to the results presented in Refs.
2,3,12. The general predictions of the two approaches coincide -transients appear as decaying tails of abrupt features of the incident
pulse. For common semiconductors these tails may extend over several
picoseconds making their experimental observation feasible in contrast
to the first treatment of transient nonresonant reflection^ '. However,
two principal differences are also evident. An enhancement of the
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Fig. 4. Decay constants of transient reflection dependent on the
effective mass of excitons and LT-splitting (T = 0).
transients is claimed to take place if spatial dispersion is included^) ,
while we observe a distinct reduction of the transients due to the intro
duction of a new decay mechanism. Second, a crossover from an
exponential to a slow inverse power law is predicted at longer times in
Ref. 2. Our analysis, on the contrary, predicts that non-exponential
(inverse power law?) decay can be observed at early times if spatial
dispersion is the main cause of the surface polarization decay. However,
at long enough times exponential decay due to dephasing must still
prevail.
Further theoretical analysis as well as experiments should elucidate
the reasons for these discrepancies.
3.

EXPERIMENTS

3.1.

Experimental

The experimental set-up was based on synchronously pumped dye
lasers. The reflected pulses were analysed by measuring their crosscorrelation functions with the incident pulses using a synchronous
detection technique. The laser beam was focused onto the samples to
a = 0.lnrni spot by an f - 250 mm lens.
All the measurements were carried
out in an immersion cryostat below the A-point of liquid
helium (T = 2K).
16
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Fig. 5. Decay constants of transient reflection dependent on the
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3.2.

GaAs<5)

The expitaxial GaAs samples (R560) showed a characteristic reflec
tion dip near the exciton frequency^ '. Time resolution of the
reflected pulse (see Fig. 6), measured at normal incidence and low
excitation densities reveals a long non-exponential tail, which starts at
about a 1% intensity level and can be detected over 30 ps beyond the
pulse maximum. The long term decay time of the tail was 5.4 ps as
depicted by the solid line. This general shape of the reflected pulse
profile can be divided into a nonresonant contribution, which follows the
exciting pulse, and resonant reflection, which is responsible for the
delayed tail. We have tried to model the observed decay theoretically by
making use of the two sets of material parameters which were used to fit
the steady-state reflection spectrum^ ', and the results are also given
in Fig. 6. Strong overestimation (three times) of the long term intensi
ty of the pulse tail is evident, i.e. the fast initial decay of the
resonant contribution is not reproduced by both models. Comparing the
two models we see that the model with.no spatial dispersion predicts a
"concave" nature of the exponential decay, which is not observed exper
imentally and cannot be altered by varying the parameters of the model.
The inclusion of spatial dispersion predicts a "convex" shape of the
nonexponential tail and we therefore prefer it as the more appropriate
one to describe the observed transients. The fit of the experimental
curve can be considerably improved by slightly increasing the damping
parameter. We note that the fast initial decay not reproduced by any of
the models, may result from additional damping processes near the crystal
surface, which has been suggested earlier^ '. The strong dependence of
the transients on incident intensity is evidently caused by increased
damping due to the induced exciton-exciton collisions. Let us add that
the long term decay time of 5.4 ps is reasonably close to the estimate of
3.8 ps from (7).
3.3.

InP

The expitaxial InP samples revealed a characteristic excitonic
reflection dip at 11441.7 cm" in accordance with earlier reflection
measurements^ '. The results of time resolved reflection measurements
are presented in Fig. 7. The measured CCF show clearly that the reflect
ed pulses are delayed and have tails which extend several picoseconds
beyond the exciting pulses. The other apparent feature is the dependence
of the pulse shape and delay on the incident light intensity. We have
modelled the experimental curves numerically (inserting the following
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fit neglecting spatial dispersion, Dashed line - theoretical fit
including spatial dispersion. The slope of 5.4 ps is given by the
straight line.

parameters for InP e - 12.1, w = 11441 cm , and Una = 2.3 • 10* ^
.
The damping constant T and the effective mass of the excitons m were
varied in the curve fitting procedure. The fitting procedure yielded two
important results: 1) no reasonable fit could be obtained neglecting
spatial dispersion, whereas the inclusion of spatial dispersion provided
a good fit over three orders of magnitude of the reflection decay, and 2)
at higher excitation intensities the decay curves could be modelled by
increasing the dephasing rate, however, the fit was clearly worse than^in
the low intensity limit. The best fitting parameters were T = 1.5 cm
and m" ••= 0.2 mQ.
3.4.

CdSe

The transient reflection of vapor grown thin platelets^of CdSe was
studied near the lowest exciton resonance at u = 14729 cm . The
crystals exhibited well pronounced steady-state reflection and polariton
emission spectra. The corresponding time resolved normal angle incidence
reflection curve is presented in Fig. 8. The incident laser pulse had an
autocorrelation FWHM of 650 fs. The reflected pulse includes an ultrafast response at zero delay, which is caused by the nonresident back
ground reflection, and a long non-exponential tail, beginning at about
the 30% level, which is related to the resonant excitonic polarization.
We can estimate the first moment of the resonant component of the
reflected pulse making use of (7) and inserting the following material
parameters for CdSe (e « 8,
= 1.3...0.5 meV and T = 0.05 meV^5^).
We get r =* 1 ps, whicfi is close to the estimate r - 1.2 ps given in Fig.
8. We may notice that in this case the radiative process contributes
significantly to the observed decay, and spatial dispersion seems to be
responsible for the strongly nonexponential nature of the decay. A more
detailed numerical fit and experiments at the Brewster angle of incidence
are needed to yield unambiguous material parameters from this transient
reflection measurement.
4CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed transient resonant reflection of light pulses and
related it to the decay of resonant polarization induced by the incident
pulse in the surface layer. Three almost independent decay mechanisms
nave been distinguished: 1) radiative decay, 2) polarization damping, and
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Fig. 8. Logarithmic plot of the experimental cross-correlation
function of the reflected pulse from a CdSe crystal atr normal
incidence. The slope of 1.2 ps is indicated by the straight line.

3) propagation of the polarization into the crystal. We have reported on
the first experimental observations of the transient reflection effect in
GaAs, InP, and CdSe. The experimental results can be described by
numerical models as well as by general predictions of the theoretical
analysis. Material parameters could be determined from the fit of the
data in the case of InP.
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npH HCCJieflOBaHHM KKHCTHKM nOJlflpHTOHHOft JllOMHHeCUeHUHH

G&Aj

o6Hapy)K£Ha

AAFLEPJWCA HMrry/ibca MxrryMeHHS, CBsmHHaa c p&naiccamieft aneiCTpoHoa M SKCHTOHOB
no 3HEPRHM. OOKAAAHO, «ITO SHEPRETHMECKAA PEJIAKCAUHU AAMEJYIAETCA c yMeHtuieHneM

KOKUeHTpaUMH MCvlKHX npHMeceft.

ripw rejiHesux TCMnepaTypax ocHoaHoe SKCHTCHHOC COCTOÄKHC sBjiaercs
KOHeiHWM oxanoM SHepreTHMecKOH pejiaKcauHH B030yjKaeHHoro Kpncrajuia. B
flaHHOH paõore HcnoabaoBajica nauõojiee npsiMOH cnocoö HCCJieaoBaHna STOH aHepRETHUECKOH PEJIAKCAUHH nyreM H3YNEHHA KHHCTHKH DKCHTOHHOH AIOMHHECIJEHIMH
npn HMNYJIBCHOM B036Y.K3.EKHH B pa3JiH'4KhJie 3HepreTHqecKHe COCTOSHHÄ.
JIioMHHecueHmH« B036y?Kaa^acb aaacpoM Ha Kpacnreae cTHpmi-9 c HaxamcoH
KpHnTOHOBHM aa3CpOM c CHHXpOHH3aUHeH MOfl.
JJjTHTejIbHOCTb HMXTV-TbCa
B036yxjieHHSt 6buia 5 nc nepwos caeaosaHHa HMiiy/ibcoB - 240 HC, noaynrapRHa an
na paTHofi (JjyHKUHH CiscxeMLi perHCTpauHH - 300 nc. CneicrpanbHaa ampiiHa JIHHHH
B036y?KfleHHH ~ 0,7 Maß h cneopajibHoe paap ernenne ~ 0,1 Maß no3BonsuH MCTKO
(JJ HKCHPOBATB K3K 3KEPRHW BOS6Y)KFLEHHFIS rax H sHeprHK) awMMHecneHUHH. HccjieÄOsanHCb MBCTHe anHTaiccHaai>HHe CJIOM GaAa c pa3a hUHhMH KOHI^CHRPAUNAMH ocTaTOtfflHX npHMeCeH H THnOM npOBOaHMOCTH. rio OI^CHKaM KOHUeHTpaUHS M&IKHX
ÄOHopoB B caMOM MHCTOM o6pa3i;e FL 3 cocrauaiuia SEAHHHHY ~ 1012 CM~ . OauHOHapHHH cneicrp aroro oõpasna oTjiHMaerca HHTCHCHBHOH anHnen noaapHronnoH
JIIOMHH£Cl{£HIPIH, CpaBHHMOH HO HHT6HCHBHOCTH C JIHHH9MH H3JiyMeHHS CB93aHHbIX
3

3KCHTOHOB

3

L

.

Ha pHc. 1 noKasaHH cnejcrpu H KHHerHica 3KCHTOHKOH JNOMHHCCI^EHUHH
paajiHMHHx oöpa3uoB npn TeMnepaType T =1,7 K. HMnyabCbi j!JOMHHecu,eHnHH
perHCTpHpoBaaHCb Ha aHepniax, O6O3HAMEHHWX crpeaicaMH 1,2 H COOTBCT-

CTByromHX H3JiyMeHHIO H3 COCTOSHHH HHXHeH H BepXHeÄ nanapHTOHHOH BCTB6H.

oopa3ixax Haöjnoaaerca YBEANNEHHE BPCMCHH HAPACTAHHA HMnyatca
jiKDMHHecuteHimM npH yMeHbineKHK aHeprHH H3aynaK>mHx ncuispnTOHOB.
Ha
pHc.
2a noKaaaHa SABHCHMOCTB BPCMCHH 3aaep^acH MAXCHMYMA HMny/ibca
jiK)MHHeci^eHimH Atmax err aHeprHH HxiyMeHHa. 3Ta aasncHMocTb orpa^aer
A4>4)EKT "ÖYTHTFIOHHORO ropaa" AJTÄ naaapHTOHOB,
BOSHHKSIOIQHH aa C*JCT
33MEA^EHHFL AHEPRETHHECKOH pejiaxcaiiHH naiapHTOHOB B6JIH3H axcHTOHHoro pe30HAHCA 3. PaHee O KHHCTHKC PEJIAKCAUHH ncuiapHTOHOB cooõmamocb B paõorax
4-e
, BbinojiHeHHHx Ha KpHCTajuiax CDS. B oraHMHe OT yKaaanHux paöoT B nameM
cjiyMae a^cfceKT "öyTuaoMHoro ropaa" npoaBaaaca B yBeaHMeHHH BpeMeHH napacTaHHa, a speina 3aTyxaHHa cocrasjisaio BeaniHHy TJ, ~ 4 -j- 5 HC (o6pa3eu FL 3) H
Bo Bcex

caa6o 3ABHCEAO OT aneprHH AIOMHHECUEHIMH. SAMETHM, «ITO yica3aHHaa BEANUHHA
Tj, npeBHraaeT

3KCHTOH3.

noayneHHoe

B

paöoTe

7

SHaMenne

"HaayMaTeabHoro" BpeneHH *H3HH

Caa6aa aaBHCHMocrb BPCMCHH HapacTanna or aHeprHH 3KCHTOHHOH
jiiOMHHecueHimH GaAs Haõaioaaaacb B 8, rae OHa csaawBajiacb c FLH(|)4)y3HeH
NOAAPHTOHOB H3 o6beMa K nosepxHOCTH. flaa
BbiacHeHHa pojiH aH(J)4)y3HH MH
18

377

HCCJienoBajiH BpeMeHHöe aaryxaHHe Many^eHH«, BosHHicaiomero npw aHHnranauHH
nOJIüpHTOHOB H3 OfWiaCTH pe30H3HCa C O^HOBpCMeKHblM HCnyCKaHMeM LO~4>OHOHa.
Ko3<j)(|)HitHeHT norjiomeHHa Ann xaKoro HanyMemia oueub MajieHbKHii, a rpynnoBaa CKopocTb BCJIHIQ, n03T0My npocrpaHCTBeHHoe pacnpeae^eHwe nanapHTOHOB
He Moacer oitasHBaTb B-IHJOIHS Ha BpeMeHHyio KHHerHKy H3JiyMeHHs. CymecTBCHHOrO OTJIHMMB B KHHCTHKC JUOMHHeCH,CHUHM HOJiapHTOHOB H3 OÕiiaCTM pe30-

naHca H H3 cooTBercTBytomux TOMCK LO-^ohohhovo noBTopeH HA cÕHapyaceHO
6tuio. 3TO no3Bonaer caenarb BUBOA O TOM, MTO flH(jxJ)y3Ha He oica3biBaeT saMCTHoro BjiHsmna Ha Ha&nioAaeMyio aanepx&y MMtiyjibcoB pesoHancHoÄ
niCWiapHTOHHOH JIJOMHHeCHeHUHH.
He

PHC. 1. CiKKTpu (cneu) M KKHCTHKA (cnpau) AIOMHHCCUCHUMH POVIHHHMX o6pui#»
a - ri3(JVjj ~ 10" CM-»); 6 - Yl(p-G*A»,WA ~ 1014 CM"»); « - K88(n—GaAi.Np

CM-*) ;

GaA*:
~ 1014

dHcpnu »036y»wcnMS - 1,554 3B; nymcTMp - HMNYJISEC jiuepa; KpHsue 1 m 2 COOTBCTcriyioT HMnyjiwaM H3JiyneHHa m ANEPRCTM^ECICKX COCTOOHHM HMJKHCM H sepxHeA ntuiaptfrOHKbtx
BERIEFT OTMCTCHHMX HI cnexTpax crpejuciMH J u 2

Sa^epxoca HMnyjibca SKCHTOHHOÄ jnoMHHeciieHUHH npw mc*30hhom Bosõy^aeHHM
Hadmoffanacb B GaAs pawee ®, oaHasco ee B£/IHMHH3 6uuia Ha nopaaox MCHbiue,
HQM B HacToameii pa6ore. B GaA> OCHOBHHM scaHajiOM oöpasosaHHa 3KCHTOHOB npw
BOSÕyxACHHH nojiynpoBOAHHica CBCTOM C SHeprweH 6ojibme uimphhu 3anpemeHHOH
30HH flBJiaerca CBasbisaHHe XOJIOÄHUX KOCMTCJICH aapaqa B SKCHTOHW 10. IToaroMy
378

3aflepaaca Moxer 6HTI. BussaHa icax aHeprenmecicoä pejiaxcauHCH B03ßyxaeHHHx
HocHTejieÄ aapaaa (TaxaA BO3MOXHOCTI> o-raeua/iacb B 9), Tax H HX caaauBaHHCM
B 3KCHTOHH.
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Phc. 2. 3aBHCMMOCTh UAepxacH MUCHMyM* KMnyjuca HuywHia ot 3hcpthm nccnenyet*oti
tomkm i cneKTpe jitOMMHecucHUMM (a, jNeprxi »aa6y*fleHH* - 1,554 3B, nymcTMp - cneicrp
nanapwroHHoft jjk>mmhccuchumm) m ot 3HCprMH BoaöyxneHH* (6, am Tpex tom« cncKTp«

JliOMMHCCUeHUHM, OTMCHCHHUX HI pHC. d)\ Et M El - 3HCprHM flH* 30H nOnCpCMHOTO M
npoAOAMioro 3kcktohoi, cootbctctichho. 06pt3eu T13

BpeMa HapacTamia HMnyjn>ca ncuiapHTOHHOH JiiOMHHeci^CHUHH cymecTBeHHMM
oöpaaoM 3ABHCHT or aneprHH B036YX#EHHA (pwc. 3). H3 p«c. 26 BH?HO, MTO
cymecTByioT nne cocraBjijnomHe 3aaepaocH MaxcHMyMa /noMHRecuenmiH. IlepBaa
NOMTH HE 33BHCHT or aHeprHH B036Y*aeHHa H CBaaaiia c pejiaxcaupeH SKCHTOHOB
no 3HEPRHH (xapaKTepHaa BEJIHMHHA At; ~ 1,5 HC). BTOpaa cocraBJisoomaa
Ata B03pacTaeT (npHMepHO Ha 2 HC) juw Bcex AHEPRHH JHOMHHCCI(CHLIHH npn
yBejiHMeHHH aHeprHH B036yxaeHHa Bhime mnpHHu 3anpemeHHOH 3OHH Eg H
orpa.*aeT pejiaKcaimio anexTpoHOB no aHeprHH. B TO ace BpeMa 3HaneHH9 At max

ÄM HMTiyJTbCa ^KDMHHeCUeHUHH nOJiapHTOHOB BepXHeH BeTBH npH B036yXAeHHH B
xpaÄ 30HH H B B036y*AEHH0E COCTOAHHE 3KCHTQH3 n = 2 (3KCNEPHMEHTAJIBHHIE
TOMKH, COOTBeTCTByiOmHe flByM MHHHMaJIbHbIM 3HaHCHHHM 3HeprHH B030y»CfleHHa
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HA pHC.

26) noHTH He OTJiHMaiOTca, MTO CBHAEREJIBCTBYER o HESHAMHTEJIBHOCTH

Bioiaaa npouecca HenocpeacTBeHHoro 0Öpa30BaHna
nCUlJipHTOHHOH JIIOMHHßC U6HUHH.

3KCHTOHS B

3azjep:*cKy HMnyjibca

n
a;
33

H

C

0

4

8

12

T, HC

PHC. 3. KHMCTHKÄ JUOMHHeCUeHUHH KJ COCTOflHMÜ aepXHCM nOJISpMTOHHOfl BCTBH (3HCprHH
1,5156 sB) npw pa&nmHux 3Hcprmuc BoaÖyxneHiu: 2 - 1,520 sB; 3 - 1,524
3B; 4 - 1,538 aB; 5 - 1,554 aB; 7 - HMnyjibC JMuepa. 06p*3cn Tl 3
JIIOMHHGCUCHUHH

Kax BHAHO H3 PHC. 1 BpeMa HapacraHHs HMnyjibca nonspHTOHHOH
JIIOMHHECUEHLIHH MeHaerca or o6pa3ixa K o6pa3uy.
B CBCPXMHCTOM MaTepnane OCHOBHUM MEXAHH3MOM AHEPRERHNECKOH pejiaxcauHH aneicrpoHOB c aneprneH
Mem>me aHeprHH oirnmecKoro <J>OHOHa aBJiaeTca pejiaiccauHa Ha aicycnmeciaix
4>OHOHax, KOTOPAA BBIUAY Majioii acJjfJjeKTHBHož Maccw aneicrpoHOB B GaAs BECBMA
MEZUIEHHA (no OUEHICAM 11 juw TEMNEPATYPU ANEICRPOHOB Te = 10K CKOPOCTB
MX 3HepreTHMecKOH penaxcauHH Ha aicycTHMecKHX cfxmoHax B GaAs cocTasjiaeT
BEJIKIHHY S = 0,1 M3B/HC). C YBEJIH^EHHEM KOHUEHTPAIPTH MCJIKKX npHMecew
Hafruoaaerca cymecraeHHoe yMeHbmeHwe speMeHH SAAEPACXH MAICCHMYMA HVMY^bca
ncuiapHTOHHOH jiioMHHECUEHUHH.
3TO CBHfleTejibCTByeT 06 ycKopeHHH 3Hepre-

THMecKOH pejiaKcauHH anerrpoHOB, HanpHMep, BcnencTBHe Heynpyroro pacceaHHa
Ha npHMecax. OTMCTHM, MTO B o6pasue n-mna (PHC. la) BpeMa HapacraHHa
jiiOMHHecueHiiHH cymecreeHHO MeHbme, MCM B o6pa3ue p-THna co cpaBHHMOH KOH380

UCHTpauHefi MCJIKHX npHMeceH (pnc. LÖ). 3TO ecrecTBeHHO, Tax Kaie HaHÖoibniHH
BK/raa B 3HepreTHMecKyK) pe^aKcaiiHW 3/ieKTpoHOB aieayer o^uwaTb or npoueccoB
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We have analysed the temporal response function of a reflecting surface near an exciton resonance. The reflected pulse is shown
to contain an ultrafast component due to the nonresonant polarization, approximated by e 0 , and a transient response, which
follows the decay of the resonant polarization induced by the incident pulse. Three quasi-independent mechanisms are shown to
contribute to this decay: (i) polarization dephasing, (ii) reradiation. and (iii) polarization propagation. A phenomenological
model is proposed to calculate the characteristic decay constant from the material parameters.

1. Introduction
Light reflected from a dielectric interface shows
distinct spectral features near material resonances.
The frequency dependence of the reflection coeffi
cient, in its turn, implies that transients should be
observed in reflection if light pulses are incident on
the surface. The problem of transient reflection lies
in relating the temporal properties of the reflected
pulse E R (t) to the dielectric function e(co, k) of the
medium and the geometry of the experiment, as well
as elucidating the underlying physical processes.
Transient reflection was first analysed by Elert [ 1 ].
He considered a truncated nonresonant monochro
matic wave incident normally on a semi-infinite me
dium, modelled by a set of Lorentz oscillators, and
showed that transients arise at the front edge of the
reflected field. The characteristic time-scale of the
transients was less than the period of the incident
light wave and corresponded to the eigenfrequency
of the bound electrons. Under simplifying assump
tions, an analytical solution for the reflected wave
E R (t) was given in the form of a Bessel function. The
problem has been extensively revisited by Birman et
al. [2-4], who extended the analysis to resonant non
local media. It was shown, that in the case of exciton
resonances in GaAs and CdS, transients in resonant
reflection may extend several picoseconds beyond
the trailing edge of the truncated wave. Quantitative
142

differences due to various ABCs were found. In ref.
[2] the reflection response was separated into local
and nonlocal parts within the limit of weak spatial
dispersion. No closed form analytical expression ex
ists for £ r (0 in a general case.
Recently, time-resolved reflection experiments
were carried out on GaAs and InP crystals [5-7],
The reflected pulses were delayed and had a slowly
decaying tail, which extended tens of picoseconds
beyond the pulse maximum. In case of InP it was
possible to fit the experimental curves with a
straightforward numerical calculation of the tran
sient reflection effect and to determine the under
lying exciton resonance parameters.
In the present paper, we have carried out a theo
retical analysis of the transient reflection problem in
order to relate the observed transients in reflection
to underlying physical mechanisms and trying to
evaluate the role of different decay channels of the
surface polarization. Numerical calculations have
been carried out to check the applicability of a sim
ple phenomenological approach developed in the
present paper.

2. Theory
The linear reflection problem can easily be treated
by the Fourier analysis method; the reflected light

0030-4018/91/$ 03.50 © 1991 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved.
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pulse E R ( t . z = 0) is a Fourier transform of the prod
uct of the incident pulse spectrum E f (oj) and the re
flection coefficient r(a>)

£r(/.- = 0)
= •— f E,(0)) r((o) exp( — h o t ) dt o .
2n J

( 1)

In the following, we are going to analyze the prop
erties of the reflection response r(t), which corre
sponds to the reflected pulse if the incident pulse is
infinitely short (E,(t)=d(r) i.e. £i(w)= E 0 = const):

1 November 1991

€„(«;)= 1 + 4na'u>o

(4)

where higher-lying resonances are replaced with a
single reso:";in?e at «0 ( fü> ) » a\))- Analogous 1 }' with
ref. [ 1 ], we have
' • ( / )=
:

1 f 1 -n(a>)
T~ 7 1 ~ ~<—:exp(-iwt) dw
27T J l+«(w)

= 2icos[(wõ+J' LT /2)f] t - { J \ ( A ' L T t / 2 ) .
J\

is

the

first-order

Bessel

function

(5)
and

J' LT =2 nct'co'u the LT-splitting of the resonance at
r ( t ) = -p [ r ( t o ) exp( - h o t ) dio .
2n J

(2)

The reflected pulse E R (r. z=0) for an arbitrary in
cident pulse can then be found by convoluting r(t)
and E,(t. z=0).
The reflection coefficient r(co) can be calculated
proceeding from the dielectric function e(co. k) and
making use of the appropriate boundary conditions.
In the following we have put

e(co. k) = fo +

4nacol
ioi-io2-hor+h(o0k2/m* '

(3)

which accounts for the actual resonance at w 0 with
a polarizability 47ta. the dephasing rate F, and the
effective mass in*. The influence of higher-lying ma
terial resonances is included through f 0 . This model
dielectric function is generally accepted to describe
resonances in nonlocal dielectric media (e.g. excitons in GaAs, CdS, etc.) [8,3].
In the general case of oblique incidence three waves
(two transverse and one longitudinal) are excited in
a nonlocal medium [9]. The explicit expression for
r( eo) has been calculated for Pekar ABC [ 9,10]. but
due to its complexity it is not reproduced here.
Throughout this paper equations from tables 1 and
2 of ref. [10] (for nz orientation) have been used
for computations o f r(co).
For an infinitely short incident pulse one has to
take into account all the resonances of the crystal in
their explicit resonant terms, i.e. (3) cannot be used
due to the term e 0 - Therefore, let us first elucidate
the contribution of higher-lying resonances (€ 0 ) to
the reflection response in the simpliest case of nor
mal angle incidence and by putting

(o' 0 . The envelope function (with respect to io' 0 ) of
this response reveals a maximum at f=0
(/•(0) = i<d LT ) with a width
and an oscil
latory decaying tail. If we further consider incident
pulses of finite duration AT»S^ J ' L T ' and near res
onances at co 0 <koj' 0 , r(t) converges to S(t) in the
limiting process wõ->oo and, correspondingly,
€ 0 (w)->e 0 = 1 +4na'. In other words, nonresonant
polarization terms cause an ultrafast <5(f)-shaped re
sponse in reflection, which is accounted for by the e 0 term in (3).
From (3) we see that r(co) does not vanish for
(o»co n , but approaches a constant value r 0 , which
depends on the angle of incidence <p and equals
'o=(l-\/fõ)/(l+v'/«õ) for P=°- If we Put
R((o)=r(co) — r 0 , we get
r(t)=

j" R{co) exp( - i c o t ) d c o + r 0 S ( t )

,

(6)

i.e. the transient response contains besides the S ( t ) term a resonant component, which depends on the
exciton resonance parameters 4 n a , r a n d m * .
Let us now proceed by analysing the dependence
of the reflection response on the resonance param
eters. In the following analysis (as well as in the ex
periments carried out so far) the ultrafast nonreson
ant response has been suppressed by choosing the
angle of incidence <p so that r 0 =0. This corresponds
to the Brewster geometry with respect to e 0 , i.e.
^=arctan( % /^). In the latter case only the resonant
polarization induces a reflected field and the ob
served reflection kinetics can be more easily
interpreted.
In order to find out the elementary physical pro
cesses responsible for the transients in reflection, let
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us analyse first three limiting cases, each of which
clearly demonstrates a specific decay mechanism:
1. Dephasing of the polarization due to /VO
(47ra->0, m*-Kx>, (p—<pB), Within this limit an an
alytical solution can be reached [ 5 ]. One has

r((o)=

4

Co

i~ 0.1-

I£izIexp(— /7/2)exp(-ia>oO •

4

to

(?)
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Fig. 1. Characteristic decay curves of the reflection response in
three limiting cases: (a) polarization dephasing (m*—cc,
4na->0), (b) radiative decay
T=0). and (c) polari
zation propagation (T=0, 4na->0) for « a = 12.1, &»0 = 11441
cm -1 , and <p=t/> B -

(9)

!lrUH-d, •

l

"'

A numerical calculation yields for the InP crystal
(€o=12.1)

(cm -1 )

.

(10)

The proportionality constant varies between 15 and
23 in the region from e 0 = 1 to e 0 = 15. Hence, exciton-photon coupling itself also damps the surface po
larization due to coherent reradiation of photons in
the form of reflected and refracted pulses. The in
creasing of f for higher e 0 indicates to a reduction of
the radiative decay at higher nonresonant polarizabilities. The characteristic reflection kinetics in the
144

000.1

(8)

which is determined by the damping rate r of the
material polarization. In other words, in this limit
the reflected pulse "reflects" the polarization decay
due to the dephasing of the material excitations.
2. Radiative decay of the polarization due to
4na¥=0 (m*-*oo, r=0, and <p-ipB). For normal an
gle of incidence and e 0 = 1 we end up with (5),
(where CD' must be changed with w), i.e. an oscil
latory decay in the form of the Bessel function. The
oscillation period equals the inverse LT-splitting J LT ,
which determines the width of the band gap with
|r(<y)| = 1. For arbitrary t 0 and <p no closed form
expression can be obtained for r(t), however, the de
cay shows always the same oscillatory features. The
time scale of the decay can be characterized by a time
constant found as the first momentum of |r( /) | 2 ,

fj (ps) = 20.9JcV

5.31
00. 1

This purely exponential response, depicted in fig. la,
decays with a time constant

fr=r->,

,1.06

4-1

C-

L (cüo-öJ-i/72)--1 ,

a

21 cm-1

OJ

(for e 0 » 1 this coincides with formula (13) in ref.
[ 5 ]) and, correspondingly,
r(0=i^
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case of purely radiative decay is depicted in fig. lb.
3. Spatial dispersion of the polarization due to
m*#oo (r= 0, 4na->0 and <p=<pB). A set of com
puted response functions in dependence on m* is de
picted in fig. lc. The response is decaying non-exponentia'ly and the firs' momentur 1 f 'S proportional
to the effective mass of excitons. The proportionality
factor depends weakly on e 0 and for e 0 = 12.1
f,„ (ps) = 30.3m* (free electron masses) .

(11)

The observed kinetics in this case is clearly related
to exciton propagation. We can make an estimate of
f from the following argumentation. The incident
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light pulse excites excitons with the wavevector
which propagate away from the
surface at the group velocity v . The propagation time,
/= (A/7r)/i>gCos((/>'), where <p' is the refraction angle,
yields

"•0.01 cm - 1

k 0 -co 0 c~'/-^/To,

A ON

g

fico se0

t-

ä 50 ps

m* ( ps ) ,

(12)
0.001

which is in good correspondence with the numerical
result (11). (e 0 = 12.1, cu 0 = 11441 cm" 1 ). The pres
ent limit applies if the damping rate Fand the LTsplitting J LT are less than the kinetic energy of ex
citons at exact resonance aj kin =fi€ 0 (O5/2m*c 2 . Birman et al. [4] have assumed oj kin <A LT (or/?»<? in
their notation) and therefore the spatial dispersion
effect appears only as correction to the local reso
nance model.
4. If these limits do not apply, the reflection re
sponse is a complicated interplay of all three decay
mechanisms. In general, they are not independent.
However, we suggest that they can be regarded quasiindependent as far as the first moment f of the re
sponse computed proceeding from (2 and 3) is con
cerned. In other words, we propose a phenomeno
logical formula, which related f to three material
parameters. J LT , fand m *, of the reflecting medium:
r - (ps)= ^T(cm-')
iP

'

20.9

+r+

l
30.3 m*(m c )

'

(13)
We checked the model numerically for interme
diate situations where only one of the decay mech
anisms can be neglected. The results are depicted in
figs. 2a, 2b and 2c as f(m*, T) for 47ta-»0, f(m*,
4m) forT=0, and f(47ta, T) for m*->oo. Solid lines
are computed from (13). The deviation of the direct
numerical data from the estimates according to (13)
is less than 20% for figs. 2b and 2c, which indicates
that the corresponding decay channels are almost in
dependent of each other. In fig. 2a, the deviation in
the intermediate region of parameters is somewhat
larger (»50%). In this region both damping and
spatial dispersion contribute to the decay. This may
be understood by noting that an increased r modi
fies also the dispersion curve of polaritons and in
fluences (enhances) therefore the polarization decay
propagation. The increasing of the group velocity of

m (mj
.0001
0.001

0.01

0.001

m" (m_)

r-o.oi cm-'

0.00001

0.001

Atta.

0.1

Fig. 2. Dependence of the computed decay time f of the reflec
tion response on resonance parameters (empty squares) (.a)
f a i 4 / r a - » 0 , (b) i(m*,4xa) at.T=0,and (c) f(4na,F)
at m*-too. (e 0 = 12.1, tp=ip B ). Solid lines correspond to the phe
nomenological formula (13).

polaritons at higher damping has been observed ex
perimentally in ref. [11].
Let us finish the analysis of the reflection kinetics
with the InP crystal (experiment see ref. [7]), and
put 4m=0.0023 [12], r =1 .5 cm -1 and m*=0.2m e
[7]. In this case all three decay mechanisms con
tribute, f r =3.5 ps, fj = 19 ps and f m =6.1 ps, and
finally, following (13), f=2.0 ps. The direct nu
merical computation yields f—1.3 ps and the cor
responding reflection response is plotted in fig. 3A
together with those due to separate decay mecha
nisms (B, C, D). The first momentum f given by the
proposed phenomenological model (13) is also
shown on curve (A).
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merical modelling we have checked the applicability
of this formula and concluded that these processes
are only weakly dependent on each other and may be
treated separately. The experiments [6,7] have sup
ported the given approach to the transient reflection
problem.
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3. Conclusion
We have treated the transient reflection problem
relating it to the dynamics of resonant polarization
in the crystal. It has been shown that nonresonant
terms cause an infinitely fast component in the re
flection response. The resonant response is influ
enced by three physical processes: (i) dephasing of
the polarization, (ii) radiative decay and (iii) po
larization propagation. These processes can be re
garded quasi-independent and a simple phenomenological formula gives a fairly good estimate to the
duration of the reflection response. By means of nu
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rAIEEHHE 3KCHT0HH0H JIK)MHHECIJEHIJHI1
rOPHHHMH 3JIEKTPOHAMH B GaAs
H. 10. Aaeuncoo, H. H.

PeÜMand,

B. B. Poccun, B. B. Tpaenunoe

npH HCCJie^OBaHHH KfflieTHKir nOJinpiITOHHOÜ (|)OTOJIIOMJIHeCHeHIJ,IIH B CBepXIHCTBIX

9NUTAKCHA^I>HHX CJIOHX GaAs oÖHapyjKeH a^eKT rauieHiia jnoMHnecu;eHn;nii CJieayiommi
HMIiyJII.COM (|)OTOB036y>KfleHHH. 3aBHCHMOCTH 3<|)<|)CKTa OT OIieprHH JIIOMlIHGCL^GimEII, 3Heprnii ii nHTeHCHBHocTii BoaöyjKflemiH yKasbiBaioT na TO, HTO s^eKT CBH3an c pa3orpeBow
noJifipnTonoB 3A CHOT HX B3aHM0fleHCTBiiH c ropaniiMH ajieKTpoHawH, B03HHKai0miiMJi

npn 4>0T0B036y>KAeHnn.

B KpacTajiJiax GaAs npn (|>0T0B036y>Kja;eHira cßeTOM c aneprneä öojibme
RANPHHH 3anpem,eHHOH 3OHH POŽKFLAIOTCH HepaBHOBecHHe HOCHTENII 3apH«a,
KOTOPBIE nocjie SHEPRETIIQECKOÄ PEJIAKCANNN CBH3HBAIOTCH B SKCHTOHH. 3TOT
KAHAJI 06PA30BAHHH SKCHTOHOB B GaAs HBJIHGTCH NPEOÖJIA^AIOMNIM [X].
TaKHM 00pa30M, npn $0T0B030y}KAeHHH MoryT ojjHOBpeMeHHO cymecTBOBaTb
HepaBHOBecHue nocHTean 3apafla n BKCHTOHM II BsaHMOAeöcTBOBaTB MOKAY

COÖOH. B [2' 3] OTMe^iaJIOCb, ^TO 3KCHT0H-3JieKTp0HH0e B3aiIMOfleHCTBIie M0>K6T
0Ka3HBaTB BJiHHHiie Ha (Jiopiuy cneKTpa nojiapHTOHnofi nioMHHecneHniiii GaAg.
B [4] yflajiocb onncaTt (Jopaiy cneKTpa HOJIHPHTOHHOH jiioMHHecn;eimHii npn
MaJIHX HHTeHCHBHOCTHX B030y>KfleHHH /B030 CBepXTOCTblX 313HTaKCHaJIbHbIX
cjioeB GaAs, ywrbiBan B3anM0ßencTBHe HOJIHPHTOHOB c (JoHOHaMH n npnivieCHMH. B TO
BpeMH HaÖJIIOAaeMHH C yBeJIHneHHeM /B08Ö AJIHHHOBOJIHOBblÜ
CÄBHT MaKCHMyMa H3JiyqeHHfl H3 COCTOHHHH HH>Kneä HOJIHpilTOHHOH BeTBH
B paMKax no*rra ynpyroro pacceHHnn nojiapnTOHOB Ha aKycTiriecKHX (|>OHOHax
OÖBHCHHTB HGBO3M0/KH0. npeßnojiarajiocb, HTO on CBH3aH c cymecTBeirao
HeynpyrHM 3KCHT0H-3neKTp0HHHM pacceHHHeM. B [5] coo6in;ajiocb o BJIIIHHIIH
MaraHTHoro HOJIH Ha SHEPRETH^ecKyro (JyHKnnio pacnpeAejieHHH HOJIHPHTOHOB
B GaAs. Ilpn 3TOM AJIH oÖT>HCHEHHH 3<|xf)eKTa CYNJECTBEHHAA pojib TAK>Ke
OTBOAHJiaCb 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOMy paCC6HHHK). IJeJIbK) HaCTOHIII,eH paöoTbi
HBUHJIOCb BbIHCHeHHe pOJIH HpOUecCOB 3KCHT0H-3JieKTp0HH0r0 paCCeHHHfl
B KHHeTHKe HeCTaii;HOHapHOH nOJIHpHTOHHOH $OTOJIH)MHHeCH,eHIJHH GaAs.
JIiOMHHecn;eHi(iiH B036y>KAa.n:acb nepecTpanBaeMHM jia3epoM Ha KpacnTe/ie
CTHpHJI-9 C HaKaiKOH KpHnTOHOBbIM Jia.3epOM C CHHXpOHH3ai^HeH MOfl. AJ111TEJIBHOCTB HMnyjiLca (|)0T0B036y}KAEHHH 5 nc, nepno# cJießOBaHHH 12.2 HC.
nojiyninpinia annapaTHOH (|»yHKiiHH cncTeMbi peracTpaipiH 300 nc. CneKTpajibHan miipiiHa JIHHHH B036y>KJ;eHHH (~0.7 MSB) II cneKTpajibHoe pa3penienne
(—0.1 M3B) n03B0JIHJIH qeTKO (|)HKCI'ipOBaTb KaK 3HepniI0 B036y5KJ];eHHH, TaK
H snepraio jiiOMimecn;eHHHH. Oöpa3Hbi npeACTaBJiHJin COÖOH CBepxHiiCTbie
CJIOH GaAs, n3roTouneHHbie METOFLOM ra304ia3H0H 3HHTAKCHH B xjiopnunofi
CHCTeaie. ITo oneiiKaM, KOHHeHTpau,HH MejiKnx npnMecen B HHX cocTaB^fljia
BejiiiiHHy ~1012 CM_3[6]. CTau;iiOHapiibiH cneKTp <|)OTOJIK)MiiHeci];eHn;nii STHX
OÖpa3H,OB OTJIHHaeTCH HHT8HCIIBHOH JIHHHeÖ HOJIHpHTOHHOH JIK)MIIHeCIjeHI];Hn,
CpaBHHMOH no HHTeHCHBHOCTH C JIHHnflMH HSJiy^eHIIH CBH3aHIIbIX 3KCHT0HOB f 4 ].
Ha pnc. 1 npeacTaBJieH KBasncTanHOHapnbiH cneKTp (JiOTOJiiOMHHecneH'
D,HH o6pa3ii;a GaAs npn TeMnepaType 1.7 K h HHT6HCHBHOCTH B036y>KaeHnn
^•O«FI~2.4 BT/CM- (KBa3iicTan;H0HapHbrä cneKTp OTJinqaeTCH OT OÖUTOORO CTa2408
22

rjiionapHoro Ten, HTO npe ^CTABJIHET COÕOH BPEMEHHÖÄ HHTerpa;i jiioMHnecneHijHH npn yKa3aHHOM Btime HMnyjiBCHOM BOSöy/KAeHnn). Ha pnc. 2 noKa3aHLi HMnyjiBCBi nojinpiiTOHHOH jiiOMHHeciieHHHn, 3aperncTpnpoBaHHbie B rpex
xapaKTepHBix TOiKax cneKTpa: SHeprnii MaKCHMywa nojinpirroHHon jiiOMiraecu;eHHHH, cooTBeTCTByroin;EH H3Jiy^eHHio mrameü nojiapiiToiiHOH BeTBii (7);
oneprini KopoTKOBOJiHOBoro njiena, cooTBeTCTByiom,eH oHeprmi npoAOJiBiioro
3KCHTona Ei (2); aHeprnn 03 oöJiacTH nsjiy^eHiiH BepxHeü nojiapiiTOinioH
BeTBii (3). OöpamaiOT Ha ceön BHiiManne ^Be xapaKTepiiLie ocoöeiiiiocTii IIMnyjiBCOB jnoMHHecn;eHn;HH: 3aAepHÄKa MaKCiiMyivia HMnyjiBca nojiHpirroiinoH
JiK)MHHecn;EHI^HH OTHOCHTGJIBHO HMnyjibca B036yjKAeHiiH, CBfl3aHnaa c snepreTHHecKon pejiaKcan;HeH HOCHTejiež 3apnfla [ ] H HOJIHPHTOHOB L ], II rarne7

HH6 HOJIHPHTOHHOH JIIOMHIieCIjeHHHH
9(|)(J»eKT rameHHH Hcne3aeT npn
npnöJiHJKeHHH aneprHH B036y®AeHUH K Kpaio 3anpeni;eHHOH 3OHH
(pnc. 2, 6). 3$$eKT rameHHH HaÕJiiOAaeTCH TaK>Ke h B KHHeTHKe
JIIOMHHeCH;eHI^HH CBH3aHHHX 3KCHTOHOB. Ilpn DTOM Hanöojiee apKO
OH npOHBJiaeTCH B KHHeTHKe JIHHHH (D°, a;)-3KCHTOHa, CBH3aHHOTO
Ha HeÖTpajiBHOM AOHope.

PHC. 1. KBA3HCTAI;NOHAPHBIH cneKTp
<J>OTOJIK)MHHECIJEHIJHH
OÕPA3UA
RI3.1.
/.0I6=2.4 BT/CM2, 3Hepma B036Y3KFLGHHH
1.554 3B.

8,

CJieAyK)HI,HM

9

HMHyjIBCOM B036y>KfleiIHH,

1.51Z
£ 7sB

1.516

KaK BHAHO H3 pnc. 2, a, 3<|)<|)eKT rameHHH TeM 6ojiBine, neM MeHBine 3HepTHH JIIOMHHECNEHI^HH. ,IJJIH KOJIH^ECTBEHHOH OIJEHKH 3(J)$EKTA rameHHH MO>KHO
BBecTH BejiHHHHy Rd, xapaKTepH3yioni;yio rjiyõimy npoBajia HMnyjiBca JIIOMHHecijeHijHH H paBHyio oTHomeHHio HHTeHCHBHOCTH JiK>MHHecu;eHn;Hn B Haiajie
HMnyjiBca B030yH<AeHHH B MOMeHT f x , KOR ^a HaõjiiOAaeTCH pe3Koe H3MeneHHö
BpeMeHHÖH npOH3BOflHOH, H B MaKCHMyMe HMnyjIBCa B036y ;KfleHHH B MOMeHT

t 2 : R d =I(t l )/I (t 2 ) (Ha pnc. 2, a 3HaneHHH H ž OTMeaeHU CTpejiKaMii). 3HaneHHe R d <i 1 cootbeTCTByeT B03pacTaHHK) JnoMHHecn;eHii;iiH npn npnxoAe
onepeAHoro HMnyjiBca B030y>KAeHHH.
Ha pnc. 3 NPEACTABJIEHA 3ABHCHMOCTB BSJIHHHHBI R d OT aneprnn jiioMHHecHfiHTTTTTT. BHAHO, HTO rjiyÖHHa npoBajia MaKCHMajiBHa B oÕJiacTii SKCHTOHHOTO
2

pe30HaHca.

3<|)<J)eKT rameHHH

HOJIHPHTOHHOH JIIOMHNECNEHIJHH CHJIBHO 3ABHCHT

OT HHTeHCHBHOCTH (|)0T0B036y/KAeHHH (pHC. 4). MaKCHMaJIBHOe
raeTCH npn cpeAHHX /B08(5 =~2.4

BT/CM2.

rameHHe AOCTH-

TOT <§aKT, HTO npn Majibix siiepranx JiiOMHHecneHii,HH npn npnxoAe oiepeAHoro HMnyjiBca B030y)KAeHiiH HaÕJiiOAaeTCH yMeHBmeHiie HHTGHCHBHOCTH
jiK)MHHecneHii;HH, a npn õojismnx sHeprnax, HaoöopoT, B03pacTaHHe, HO3BOjiaeT cAejiaTB BHBOA, ITO nponcxoAHT pa3orpeB HOJIHPHTOIIOB. MLI npeAJiaraeM cjieAyioin,ee B03M0>KH0e oÖBHCHeHHe HaõjiioAaeMoro a^eKTa. üpn BO36yH?AeHHE cym;ecTBeHHO BBime Kpaa 3anpein,eHH0H 3OHH po>KAaioTCH ropsine
ajieKTpoHH. 3KCHT0H-3JieKTp0HH0e B3aHMOAencTBHe npHBOAHT K pa3orpeBy
nojiapnTOHOB, T. e. K pacceHHHio HOJIHPHTOHOB, HaKonHBrnnxca B COCTOHHHHX
c MajioS BHeprnen, B COCTOHHHH C 6ojiBmoH suepraeö. B pe3y;IBTATE II HaßjiioAAETCH rameHHe JuoMHHecnenii,HH HOJIHPHTOHOB C Majion sHeprneö, ocTaBmnxcH
OT NPEAHAY^
HMnyjiBca B030Y?KAEHHH. üpn STOM MaKciiManBHoro. 3$1,0

(|)EKTA CJIEAYET OHTHAATB B OÕJIACTH WAKCHMYMA 3HEPRETHHECKOH $YHKN;HH
pacnpeAejieHHH HOJIHPHTOHOB B paüoHe SKCHTOHHOTO pe30HaHca. Pa,3orpeB;
HOJIHPHTOHOB HpHBOAHT H K yMeHBmeHHK) KOHHeilTpaHHH CBH3aHHBIX SKCH
TOHOB H3-3a TOTO, 1TO BepOHTHOCTB CBH3HBaHHH yMeHBHiaeTCH C yBeJMIHeHHeM;
3 HeprHH HOJIHPHTOHOB [10]. E[PH B030y)KAeHHH B KPAH 30HLI PO^A^WTCH;
x ojioAHHe SJIEKTPOHH H pa3orpeBa HOJIHPHTOHOB He nponcxoAHT.
2409 <

SaBHCHMOCTB 3<J)$eKTa rameHHH HOJIflpHTOHHOH JIK)MHHeCIi;eHIJ,HH OI HH
TaK }Ke KRieeT pa3yMHoe oÕT>HCHeHHe. BepoHTHoeTb
3KCHT0H-9JieKTp0HH0r0 paCCeHHHH HpOHO PHHOHaJIBHa KOHIjeHTpaipiH 3JieKTpOHOB n e . IloOTOMy npn MaJIblX HHTeHCHBHOCTHX B030yjKAeHHH nponeCCH
3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOrO paCCeHHHH HecymeCTBeHHbl H 3(f)<|)eKT OTCyTCTByeT.
IIpH ÖOJIbHIHX HHTeHCHBHOCTHX B03Öy/KAeHHH 3$<|>eKT H6 3aMeTeH Ha <|)OHe B03paCTaHHH HHTeHCHBHOCTH HOJIHpHTOHHOH JIK )MHHeCIl ,eHD[HH 3a CHeT 06pa30BaHHH HOBKEX 3KCHT0H0B. ^eŽCTBHTeJIbHO, paCCMOTpHM, HeM OHpeAeJIHeTCH Bpe-

TeHCHBHOCTH B030y>KAeHHfl

0.5

0.5

Pnc. 2. KnHeTiiKa nojifipnTOHHoü JHOMHireci^eni^im GaAs.
3Hepnm noaõywfleinifl (3B): a — 1.554, 6 — 1.520,
2.4 BT/CM 4 . nyHKTnp — HMnyjibc Jia3epa;
LOKjjphl y KpiIBHX COOTBCTCTByiOT TOIKaM CneKTpa pnc. 1. CTpejIKaMII yKa3aHbI TOHKII, OTHOmeHIie IIIITeHCHBHOCTeft B KOTopwx onpejiejiHeT BejiHiiiHy Rd.

MeHHaH

HHTeHCHBHOCTH nOJIHpHTOHHOH JIIOMHHeCHeHHHH Hpil
B03Öy/KAeHHH. JfyiH npocTOTbi He 6yn;eM ynn9KCHT0H-(f)0T0HH0e B3aHMOAeŽCTBHe, KOTOpOe RJIH. KaieCTBeHHOTO

3aBHCHMOCTb

npnxoae onepeAHoro HMnyjibca
THBaTb

paccMOTpeniiH HecynjecTBeHHO. IIpeAnojio}KnB MaKCBejiJiOBCKoe pacnpeAeJie-

HHe

DKCHTOHOB ÜO

HOCTH

3H6prHH C 3(j)(|»eKTHBH0H TeRHiepaTypOH T*, RJW
na gnepniH E nojiynHM

HHTeHCHB

JIIOMHHECHEHHHH

U ( t ) ~ n x { t ) e K p ( - E l k B T * ( t ))ir{ t ) ) \

(1)

rAe n x — no .uian KOHHENTPAHHH DKCHTOIIOB. TorAa np0H3B0AHan no Bpe\ieHii
HHTeiiciiBHocTii üKCHTOHHOH JiioMiiHecijeimHJi onpeAejiHGTCH Bbipa>Keime.M
d I

dt

( 1

dnx

l n x dt

3/2 . k B T * - E 1

kBr

dT

*\

T* dt ) F "

W

HapacTaiine nojiiioü KOHHeiiTpau;iin DKCHTOHOB BO BpeMH HMnyjibca B03Öy/KAeiiHH nponopunoiiajibiio KBaApaTy KOHNEIITPANIIH DJieiiTponoB ne, a CKO2410

POCTB yBeJIHieHHH 3<|><J>eKTHBH0H TeMHepaTypH 3KCHTOHOB 3a CieT 3KCHTOH3JieKTpOHHOTO paCCeHHHH JIHHeHHO 3aBHCHT OT Tl
dnjdt ~ n*, dT*jdt — n e .
(3)
t

A
2.0

ffa.

tr'

A

2.0

1.0

\°
\

01.51U5

\°

1.0

1.5155

0.1

E 7 3ß

1.0
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P HC. 3. 3aBHCHMOCTb BejiiraiHM Rd OT

PHC. 4. 3ABHCHMOCTB BEJIERHHH Rg, OT

3HeprHH JiK»MHHecu;eHii;HH.

HHTeHCHBHOCTH B03Öy >KfleHHJJ

9HeprnH
B030y>KHeHHH
1.554 aB,
J 10a «=
=2.4 BT/CM*. CTpejiKaMH OTMeieHti SHeprHH,
ynaaaHHtie Ha cneicrpe PHC. 1.

SHepnifi

BCAÖYWBEHRFL I.554F3B, SHepnur JIBMHHECUEHHHH 1.5149ABB.

Ü3 BKtpa>KeHHH (2), (3) BHflHO, ^TO HpH MaJIHX E H He CJIHHIKOM 60JIBUIHX
HHTeHCHBHOCTHX

B03Õy)KAeHHfl B03M0JKHBI

OTpHHaTeJIBHHe 3Ha*ieHHfl BpeiweH-

HÕH npOH3BOAHOH HHTeHCHBHOCTH JHOMHHeCljeHIJHH, HTO COOTBeTCTByeT rame
HHH) JiK>MHHecn,eHn;HH HMnyjiBCOM
B036y>KAeHHfl.
IIpH
ÖOJIBIHHX
/S0J0 CKOpOCTB pOJKAeHHH 3KCHTOHOB Ha^HHaeT npeBHmaTB HX
CKOPOCTB pa3orpeBa.
Cjie^yeT OTMCTHTB,
^ito AJIH
B03M0JKH0CTH

HaÖJIIOßeHHH

3<J>-

$eKTa cymecTBeHHH ssa O6CTOHTejiBCTBa. Bo-nepBHX, BpeMH 3aTyxaHHH HOJIflpHTOHHOH JIIOMH- <
ÖHTB flOCTa-

HeCHieHHHH flOJI/KHO
TOHHO

ÖOJIBIHHM

HO

CpaBHeHHIO

c nepHOflOM cjieflOBaHHfl iiMnyjiBCOB, ^TO6h K npHxo^y o^epeaHoro
HMnyjiBca B036y>KAeHHH
ÕHJI 3aMeTHHH CHTHaJI JIIOMHHeCijeHipra. BO - BTOPHX , HeoöxoßHMa

1

PHC. 5. CNEKTPA H3JIYNEHHH 3KCHTOHOB c HCNYCKAHHEM LO <J>OHOHa.
j
SHcpnifl

B03Öy>«HeHHH (aB):
2 — 1.554.

l — 1.520,

1A79

1.481

E,3B

3HA^HTEJIBHAFL 3AAEP>KKA ME»AY POJKAEHNEM ROPN^NX 3JIEKTP0H0B H O6P$3ORßa. yCJIOBHH y^aeTCfl BHHOJIHHTB B H^MNX
KOTOPBIX BpeMH 3aTyxaHHfl HOJIHPHTOHHOH
jiiOMHHecn,eHU,HH AOcraraeT 3HaneHHH % d —4-j-5 HC, a sa^epiKKa MaKCHMyMa

BaHHeM HOBHX 3KCHT0H0B. 3TH
CBepxHHCTBix cuoflx GaAs, B

HOJIflpHTOHHOH JHOMHHeCIjeHHHH OTHOCHTejIBHO HMHyjIBCa Jia3epa COCTaEjJIHeT
BeJIHHHHy Atmx~& HC.
2411

9KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOe B3aHM0ßeHCTBHe HpOHBJIHeTCH H B 3KCIiepHMeHTe
HCCJieAOBaHlIIO <J)OpMH JIHHHH (fjOHOHHOrO nOBTOpeHHH KBa3HCTaE(H0HapHQH
HOJIflpHTOHHOH JIIOMHHedjeHIJHH B SaBHCHMOCTH OT 3HeprHH B030y>KHeHHH.
KaK BH3110 II3 pnc. 5, c yBejuraemieM aHeprnu B030yjKfleHHH B03pacTaeT
9$$eKTii]majT TeMnepaTypa HOJIHPHTOHOB, KOTopafl onpeflejifieT KOPOTKOBOJIHOBBIH cnaji (j)0H0HH0r0 noBTopeHHH. 9TO npaMO yKa3BiBaeT na HENOCPEFLCTBEHno

Hyio CBH3b 9(|)(|)GKTIIBHHX TeMnepaTyp HOJIHPHTOHOB H 9JieKTpOHOB.
06pam;aeT Ha ceõn BHHMamie TaKHte, ITO (|)opMa cneKTpa KBa3HCTan ;HOHapHOH HOJIflpHTOHHOH JIIOMHHeCIjeHIUHH OTJIH^aeTCH OT CTaiJHOHapHOH npn
HHTeHCHBHOCTH B03Õy>KfleHHH.
B HOCJieflHeM CJiynae
B panone 3HeprnH npofloJibHoro 3KCHTOH3 HaÖJiroflaeTCH npKO BupaJKeHHHŽ
npoBaji B cneKTpe, OTcyrcTByiomHH Ha pnc. 1. flejio
B TOM, HTO B cjiyiae
HMHyjIBCHOrO B036yHCfleHHH BpeMeHHHe MaKCHMyMH KomjeHTpaijHH ropHTOX
3JieKTp0H0B H HOJIHPHTOHOB OKa3bIBaK)TCfl pa3H8C8HHBIMH, HTO OÖyCJIOBJIHBaeT
He CJIHHIKOM CIIJILHblH pa30rpeB HOJIHPHTOHOB 3a CTOT BSaHMOfleHCTBHfl C ropflIHMH 3JieKTponaMH II OTpajKaeTCH B OTcyTCTBHH npoBajia B cneKTpe.
,D,JIfl 3(|)^eKTHBHOrO 3KCHT0H-3JieKTp0HH0r0 B3aHMOA6HCTBHfl CymeCTBeHHO
TaKJKe coBnafleHiie npocTpaHCTBemibix pacnpe^ejieHHH ropniHX 3JieKTpoHOB
H HOJIHPHTOHOB, flaiOIipiX
BKJiafl B H3Jiy?eHHe. H3-3a HeBHHOJIHeHHH 3TOTO
ycjiOBiiH npn HccjieAOBaHHir KHHGTHKH juoMHtiecijeHUHH HOJIHPHTOHOB C HcnycKaHHeai LO (|)OHOHa He HaÖJiioAaeTCH rameHHH JiioMHHecii.eHi^HH npn npnxofle
HMnyjibca <J>0T0BÖ36y ;KfleHHfl. B OTJIH*IHe OT pe30HaHCH0H HOJIHPHTOHHOH
JIK)MHHeCI];eHHHH ^)OHOHHOe HOBTOpeHHe CBH33H0 C H3JiyieHHeM H3 Bcero
oö-beMa. K MOMeiiTy npuxo^a o^epennoro HMnyjibca $0T0B036y5K,neHHfl nojinpiiTOHH fliK^^yHfliipyioT
B rjiyöb KpncTajuia, me OHH He MoryT B3aHM0,n;eHCTB0saTb c ropnqHMH 3jieKTpoHaMH=
COOTBeTCTByiOmeH

TaKHM 00pa30M, HOKa3aHO, iTO npn npnxoAe HMnyjibca <f)0T0B036y>KAeHiifl
npoHcxofliiT pa3orpeB nojinpnTonoB ropniHMH 3JieKTpoHaMH, TTO HPOHBJIH-

ercH B Ha6JIK)AaeMoM 3<|)(|)eKTe rameHHH JHOMHH6CH6HH;HH B panoHe SKCHTOIIHoro pesoHanca.
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Exciton-polariton photoluminescence kinetics under short-pulse excitation in nominally undoped
GaAs has been investigated. A delayed onset revealing the energy relaxation of electrons and polaritons has been observed. In an ultrapure sample (A^—IO 1 2 cm - 3 ) the maximum luminescence is
reached after a considerable delay of 4 ns. Energy relaxation speeds up with an increase in impurity
concentration and depends on the type of conductivity. At a high repetition rate, the next excitation
pulse causes fast quenching of polariton luminescence in the vicinity of exciton resonance because of
heating of excitons by photoexcited hot electrons.

At low temperatures excitons constitute the final state
in energy relaxation of the photoexcited crystal. In GaAs
the main channel of exciton formation after excitation
above the energy gap Eg is binding of thermalized elec
trons and holes. 1 Various processes are involved in exci
ton kinetics: energy relaxation of the photoexcited charge
carriers, electron-hole binding, energy relaxation and
trapping of free excitons, spatial diffusion, etc., and also
polariton effects. 2-3 A direct way to determine the contri
bution of the mentioned processes is to study the time be
havior of free-exciton luminescence at different lumines
cence energies after pulse excitation at variable photon
energy. In previous papers devoted to free-exciton lu
minescence kinetics in GaAs most attention was paid to
the luminescence decay 4 and timc-resolved spectra. 2 We
have focused on the luminescence onset as in Ref. 5; how
ever, better spectral resolution and variation of the excita
tion energy were obtained and ultrahigh-purity samples
were used.
Luminescence was excited by a synchronously pumped
mode-locked StyryI-9 dye laser. Optical pulse duration
was Aip^S ps, and cavity dumping rates
and 4.1
MHz were used. The average excitation power density
/ aY ~l W/cm 2 . Photoluminescence was measured at
7"~ 1.7 K by a time-correlated photon-counting system
with a time resolution of 300 ps (FWHM). The spectral
linewidth of excitation (—0.7 meV) and spectral resolu
tion (—0.1 meV) permitted tunable excitation and lu
minescence energies. The samples were pure epitaxial
layers grown by vapor phase epitaxy in a chloride system
with various residual impurity concentration and conduc
tivity types. In the purest sample Gl3 (Refs. 6 and 7)
shallow-donor concentration was estimated to be —10' 2
cm ~ 3 , 6 whereas reference samples with No
10 M cm
and a «= 10 14 cm ~ 3 were also measured. A characteris
tic of the low-temperature photoluminescence spectrum of
the ultrapure sample obtained under cw excitation is a dis
tinct exciton-polariton line, with an intensity comparable
to the bound-exciton lines usually dominant in the spec
trum. 7
Time-integrated luminescence spectra and the corre

N
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sponding luminescence time behavior of different samples
are depicted in Fig. I. The latter were measured at ener
gies denoted by arrows 1,2 and correspond to the emission
from lower and upper polariton branches. In all samples a
slowing of the onset with decreasing polariton lumines
cence energy is observed. The dependence of the delay
time of the pulse maximum At mM on the luminescence en-
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1.514

1.516
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FIG. I. Time-integrated photoluminescence spectra (on the
left) and corresponding time behavior (on the right) of different
GaAs samples, (a) /»"-GaAs, yv 0 ~-IO M cm -3 , (b) YI, p°GaAs, N*~ I0 U cm ~ 3 . (c) Sample GI3, yVo~10 l2 cm ~ 3 . The
dashed line represents the excitation pulse. Excitation energy is
1.554 eV. Traces I and 2 correspond to the luminescence ener
gies denoted by arrows on the spectra.
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ergy of sample Gl3 is shown in Fig. 2(a). This depen
dence reveals the effect of a polariton bottleneck due to a
reduced energy relaxation rate in the vicinity of the exci
ton resonance. 8 Unlike the results concerning the polari
ton bottleneck in CdS, 9- " the decay time here weakly
depends on the luminescence energy. In ultrapure sample
Gl3 this decay time reaches the value of 4-5 ns. It is
worth noting that this value exceeds the radiative exciton
lifetime in GaAs obtained by 't Hooft et al. A A weak
dependence of the luminescence onset on the exciton
luminescence energy in GaAs was observed by Steiner et
ai. 2 and attributed to energy-dependent diffusion of polaritons from the bulk to the surface. To determine the con
tribution of the polariton diffusion to the observed delayed
onset of the polariton luminescence we measured the tem
poral evolution of the exciton luminescence accompanied
with LO-phonon emission. Because of the small absorp
tion coefficient and high group velocity, spatial distribu
tion of polaritons should not affect the time behavior of
this emission. No essential difference in the onset of the
luminescence at the exciton resonance and corresponding
energies of the LO-phonon replica was found in sample
Gl3. This fact rules out the contribution of the polariton
diffusion to the observed delayed onset of luminescence.
The luminescence onset essentially depends on the exci
tation energy, so that A/ n m is increased (approximately
by the value 2 ns) with increasing excitation energy above
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the luminescence maximum time
delay on (a) the luminescence energy and (b) excitation energy
for sample Gl3. (a) Excitation energy is 1.554 eV; the dashed
line represents the polariton luminescence spectrum, (b) Lu
minescence energies correspond to those denoted in (a). £/. and
E t are longitudinal and transverse exciton energies, respectively.
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the band gap for all luminescence energies [Fig. 2(b)], It
is natural to attribute this part of the delay time to the en
ergy relaxation of electrons. At the same time we could
not resolve the process of exciton formation from cold
electrons and holes since the values of the delay time are
practically the same for the excitation at the band edge
and rt™2 excited state of the free exciton [experimental
points corresponding to two smallest values of excitation
energy in Fig. 2(b)],
As it is seen in Fig. I, the onset of the polariton
luminescence depends on impurity concentration. It is
usually assumed that the energy relaxation of electrons
in GaAs with energy less than the energy of optical pho
non is governed by the emission of acoustical phonons.
This process, however, is rather slow because of the smali
value of the electron effective mass (according to calcula
tions carried out by Ulbrich 12 the energy relaxation rate
via emission of acoustical phonons for the electron tern
perature T t . 130 10 K is determined to be 5~0.l meV/ns)
The observed impurity concentration dependence in our
experiments clearly points to the role of extrinsic process
es in the electron energy relaxation. The noticeabie de
crease in A/ m; „ and the appearance of a fast initial rise
with increasing impurity concentration is caused by an
enhancement of the electron energy relaxation rate due to
inelastic impurity scattering. Furthermore, in the n-type
sample [Fig. 1(a)] the luminescence onset is considerably
faster than in p-type sample [Fig. 1(b)!, with a compara
ble total impurity concentration. This appears reasonable,
since inelastic scattering by neutral donors is mors prob
able because of the smaller binding energy.
All the experiments described above were performed at
a low repetition rate of excitation pulses
1 MHz. At
/"•82 MHz the polariton luminescence signal of the. ul
trapure GaAs sample does not decay completely during
the time interval between two successive excitation pulses
At ™ 12.2 ns. In this case we observed interaction of newly
created excitations with those left from the preceding
pulse. Figure 3 presents the luminescence kinetics of sam
ple Gl 3 at different energies, Ei, Et, and Er (see also Fig.
2). It is seen in Fig. 3(b) that at luminescence energies in
the vicinity of the exciton resonsnce the next excitation
pulse causes a fast luminescence quenching. This effect
disappears when the excitation energy approaches the
band gap [Fig. 3(a)], Luminescence quenching is also ob
served in the boundexciton luminescence kinetics, espe
cially in"the case of (D°,x) line (exciton bound to neutral
donor).
The magnitude of the dip in the luminescence kinetics is
the greatest in the vicinity of the exciton resonance. At
the same time at higher luminescence.energies the expect
ed rise of the luminescence intensity after the excitation
pulse is observed. We propose the following explanation
of the observed phenomenon. Photoexcitation with pho
ton energy well above the band gap leads to creation of
hot electrons. Exciton-electron interaction causes scatter
ing of the polaritons accumulated in the states with small
energies to the states with higher energies. Due to this
heating effect the thermalized population of excitons
around £> is reduced, which is reflected in the lumines
cence kinetics. The greatest effect should be expected at
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FIG. 3. Time behavior of the polariton luminescence of sam
ple Gl 3 at a high repetition rate. Excitation energy is (a) 1.520
eV, equal to the energy gap and (b) 1,554 eV. The dashed lines
represent the excitation pulses. Traces are measured at the
luminescence energies denoted in Fig. 2(a).

the energyof the maximum of the polariton distribution
function in the vicinity of the exciton resonance. Polariton
heating also causes a decrease in bound-exciton concen
tration, because the exciton trapping probability decreases
with increasing polariton energy. 13 (n the case of excita
tion close to the band edge cold electrons are created and
polaritons are not heated.
The proposed interpretation requires a dependence on
the excitation density. Such a dependence really exists.
The magnitude of the dip in the luminescence kinetics is a
function of excitation density with a maximum at the
average density — 2.5 W/cnf. A decrease in the magni
tude of the dip at lower excitation density is natural due to
a reduced rate of exciton-electron scattering. At higher
excitation densities the effect is not observed because of an
increase in the electron energy relaxation rate (due to the
same processes of exciton-electron interaction) and a con
current fast increase in exciton population.
Exciton-electron interaction was already considered to
influence the polariton luminescence line shape under cw
excitation. !4 ' 1 The importance of exciton-electron scat
tering to exciton dephasing at comparable, moderate exci
tation level was shown by Schultheis et at. 16 Excitonelectron interaction also was revealed in our study of the
line shape of the time-integrated phonon replica of the po
lariton luminescence at different excitation energies. As it

1.478 1.479 1.480
Energy (eV)

1481

FIG. 4. Time-integrated LO-phonon replica of exciton emis
sion of sample Gl 3. Curves I and 2 correspond to excitation en
ergies 1.520 and 1.554 eV, respectively.

i? shown in Fig. 4 the effective polariton temperature
determined from the high-energy tail of the phonon repli
ca increases with an increase in excitation energy. This
result directly indicates the close relation between electron
and exciton temperatures.
It is important to note that efficient exciton-electron in
teraction implies coincidence of excitons and electrons in
time and space. Under pulse excitation concentration
maxima of excitons and hot electrons are separated in
time. This is the reason why the dip, usually observed at
longitudinal exciton energy in the polariton luminescence
spectrum under cw excitation, 7 is absent in the ultrapure
sample even at rather high excitation densities. Due to
spatial separation of excitons and electrons luminescence
quenching by the next excitation pulse is not observed in
the kinetics of LO-phonon replica of exciton emission.
Unlike the resonance polariton luminescence its LOphonon replica originates from the bulk. During the time
between two succeeding excitation pulses polariton spatial
distribution shifts inside the crystal due to diffusion, while
hot electrons are created at the surface.
In conclusion, we have shown that the maximum of po
lariton luminescence from high-purity GaAs is reached
after a considerable delay (up to 4 ns) from the excitation
pulse. This delay is caused by the energy relaxation of the
photoexcited electrons and slow thermalization of excitons
around a polariton bottleneck. The energy relaxation rate
in samples with higher impurity concentration is increased
due to inelastic impurity scattering. The electron-exciton
interaction provides another channel of electron cooling
and is evidenced by a quenching of the polariton lumines
cence by the next excitation pulse.
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Kinetics of exciton formation and relaxation in GaAs
J. Aaviksoo a, I. Reimand a, V.V. Rossin
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and V.V. Travnikov

b

" Institute of Physics, EE 2400 Tartu, Estonia
" A.F. loffe Physico-Technical Institute, 194021, Leningrad, Russia

Exciton-polariton photoluminescence kinetics under short-pulse excitation in nominally undoped GaAs has been
investigated. A delayed onset revealing energy relaxation of electrons and polaritons has been observed. Energy relaxation
speeds up with an increase in impurity concentration and depends on the type of conductivity. At high repetition rate the
next excitation pulse causes a fast quenching of polariton luminescence in the vicinity of exciton resonance due to heating of
excitons by photoexcited hot electrons.

At low temperatures excitons constitute the
final state in energy relaxation of the photoex
cited crystal. In GaAs the main channel of exci
ton formation after excitation above the energy
gap g is binding of thermalised electrons and
holes [1]. Various processes are involved in exci
ton kinetics: energy relaxation of the photoex
cited charge carriers, electron-hole binding, .en
ergy relaxation and trapping of free excitons,
spatial diffusion, etc. We also have to take into
account polariton effects [2j. A direct way to
determine the contribution of the mentioned pro
cesses is to study the time behaviour of free
exciton luminescence at different luminescence
energies after pulse excitation at variable photon
energy. We have focussed on the luminescence
onset as in ref. [3], however, a better spectral
resolution and variation of excitation energy were
applied and ultrahigh purity samples were used.
Luminescence was excited by a synchronously
pumped modelocked Styryl 9 dye-laser. Optical
pulse duration was Afp = 5 ps, cavity dumping
rates /= 82 MHz and 4.1 MHz were used. The
average excitation power density Im~ 1 W/cm2.
Photoluminescence was measured at
1.7 K by
a time-correlated photon-counting system with a

E

T=

Correspondence to: Dr. J. Aaviksoo, Institute of Physics, Riia
142, EE 2400 Tartu, Estonia.

time resolution of 300 ps (FWHM). Spectral line
width of excitation (~ 0.7 meV) and spectral res
olution (— 0.1 meV) allowed to tune excitation
and luminescence energies. The samples were
pure epitaxial layers grown by vapor phase epi
taxy in chloride system with various residual im
purity concentration and conductivity type. In the
purest sample G13 shallow donor concentration
was estimated to be iVD = 1012 cm-3, whereas
reference samples with
D 1014 cm-3 and A
» 1014 cm-3 were also measured. Characteristic
to the low-temperature photoluminescence spec
trum of the ultra pure sample obtained under
cw-excitation is a distinct exciton-polariton line,
with an intensity comparable to bound exciton
lines usually dominating in the spectrum [4],
Time-integrated luminescence spectra and cor
responding luminescence time behaviour of dif
ferent samples are depicted in fig. 1. The latter
were measured at energies denoted by arrows
1, 2 and correspond to the emission from the
lower and upper polariton branches. In all sam
ples a slowing of the onset with decreasing polari
ton luminescence energy is observed. The depen
dence of the delay time of the pulse maximum
Armax on the luminescence energy of the sample
G13 is shown in fig. 2(a). This dependence re
veals the effect of polariton bottleneck due to
reduced energy relaxation rate in the vicinity of
the exciton resonance [5]. Unlike the results con-
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The luminescence onset essentially depends on
the excitation energy, so that Afmax is increased
(approximately by the value of 2 ns) with increas
ing excitation energy above the band gap for all
luminescence energies (fig. 2(b)). It is natural to
attribute this part of the delay time to the energy
relaxation of electrons. At the same time we
could not resolve the process of exciton forma
tion from cold electrons and holes since the val
ues of the delay time are practically the same for
the excitation at the band edge and n — 2 excited
state of the free exciton (experimental points
corresponding to two smallest values of excitation
energy in fig. 2(b)).

1.512

1.514 1.516 1.51B
Energy (eV)

Tin«; (ns)

Fig. 1. Time-integrated photoluminescence spectra (on the
left) and corresponding time behaviour (on the right) of
different GaAs samples, (a) K88, A^ D = 10 14 cm -3 , (b) Yl,
p-GaAs, N a = 10 14 cm -3 , (c) G13, N D = 10 12 cm -3 . The
dashed line represents the excitation pulse. Excitation energy
is 1.554 eV. Traces 1 and 2 correspond to the luminescence
energies denoted by arrows on the spectra.
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cerning polariton bottleneck in CdS [6-8], the
decay time weakly depends on the luminescence
energy. A weak dependence of the luminescence
onset on the exciton luminescence energy in GaAs
was observed by Steiner et ai. [2] and attributed
to energy-dependent diffusion of polaritons from
the bulk to the surface. To determine the contri
bution of the polariton diffusion to the observed
delayed onset of the polariton luminescence we
measured temporal evolution of the exciton lumi
nescence accompanied with LO-phonon emis
sion. Because of the small absorption coefficient
and high group velocity, spatial distribution of
polaritons should not affect the time behaviour of
this emission. No essential difference in the onset
of the luminescence at the exciton resonance and
corresponding energies of the LO-phonon replica
was found in the sample G13. This fact rules out
the contribution of the polariton diffusion to the
observed delayed onset of luminescence.

E| E T E,

'
1.57

E x c i t a t i o n e n e r g y (eV)
Fig. 2. The dependence of the luminescence maximum time
delay on the luminescence energy (a) and excitation energy (b)
for the sample Gl3. (a) excitation energy is 1.554 eV, dashed
line represents the polariton luminescence spectrum, (b) lumi
nescence energies correspond to those denoted in (a). E L and
E r are longitudinal and transverse exciton energies, respec
tively.
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As it is seen in fig. 1 the onset of the polariton
luminescence depends on impurity concentration.
It is usually assumed [3] that the energy relax
ation of electrons in GaAs with energy less than
the energy of optical phonon is governed by emis
sion of acoustical phonons. This process, how
ever, is rather slow because of the small value of
electron effective mass (according to calculations
carried out by Ulbrich [9] the energy relaxation
rate via emission of acoustical phonons for elec
tron temperature 7"e = 10 K is determined to be
S ~ 0.1 meV/ns). The observed impurity concen
tration dependence in our experiments clearly
points to the role of extrinsic processes in the
electron energy relaxation. Essential decrease in
Afmax and the appearance of a fast initial rise
with increasing impurity concentration is caused
by an enhancement of the electron energy relax
ation rate due to inelastic impurity scattering.
Further, in n-type sample (fig. 1(a)) the lumines
cence onset is considerably faster than in p-type
sample (fig. 1(b)), with comparable total impurity
concentration. It appears reasonable since inelas
tic scattering by neutral donors is more probable
because of smaller binding energy.
All above described experiments were per
formed at low repetition rate of excitation pulses
/= 4.1 MHz. At /= 82 MHz polariton lumines
cence signal of ultra pure GaAs sample does not
decay completely during the time interval be
tween two successive excitation pulses A/= 12.2
ns. In this case we observed interaction of newly
created excitations with those left from the pre
ceding pulse. Figure 3 presents the luminescence
kinetics of sample G13 at different energies
£j, EL, E2 (see also fig. 2). It is seen in fig. 3(b)
that at luminescence energies in the vicinity of
exciton resonance the next excitation pulse causes
a fast luminescence quenching. This effect disap
pears when the excitation energy approaches the
band gap (fig. 3(a)). The magnitude of the dip in
the luminescence kinetics is the greatest in the
vicinity of exciton resonance. At the same time at
higher luminescence energies the expected rise of
luminescence intensity after excitation pulse is
observed.
We propose the following explanation of the
observed phenomenon. Photoexcitation with pho-
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Fig. 3. Time behaviour of the polariton luminescence of the
sample GI3 at high repetition rate. Excitation energy is 1.520
eV, equal to the energy gap (a) and 1.554 eV (b). The dashed
lines represent the excitation pulses. Traces are measured at
luminescence energies denoted in fig. 2(a).

ton energy well above the band gap leads to
creation of hot electrons. Exciton-electron inter
action causes scattering of the polaritons accumu
lated in the states with small energies to the
states with higher energies. Due to this heating
effect the thermalised population of excitons
around ET is reduced, which is reflected in the
luminescence kinetics. The greatest effect should
be expected at the energy of the maximum of the
polariton distribution function in the vicinity of
exciton resonance.
In conclusion, we have shown that the maxi
mum of polariton luminescence from high purity
GaAs is reached aft^r a considerable delay (up to
4 ns) from the excitation pulse. This delay is
caused by energy relaxation of the photoexcited
electrons and slow thermalisation of excitons
around polariton bottleneck. Energy relaxation
rate in samples with higher impurity concentra
tion is increased due to inelastic impurity scatter-
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ing. Electron-exciton interaction causes a
quenching of the polariton luminescence by the
next excitation pulse.
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Time-Resolved Luminescence of Exciton-Polaritons
in Solid Xenon
By
D. VARDING (a), I. REIMAND (b), and G. ZIMMERER (a)
The decay of excitons in solid Xe is investigated with time and spectrally resolved luminescence as a
function of temperature and photon energy of excitation. The luminescence of free excitons exceeds
the self-trapped exciton luminescence by a factor of 50 (peak-to-peak:). The FE-decay curves yield a
non-exponential behaviour. They can be reproduced with Monte-Carlo simulations of the excitonpolariton transport to the sample/vacuum interface, takinginto account phonon scattering and trapping.
A new upper limit for the intrinsic self-trapping rate in the lower 107 s"1 range and a surprisingly
large experimental value for the scattering length (% 100 nm at T = 5 K) are deduced. It is indispensable
to discuss the decay of excitons in solid Xe in terms of the exciton-polariton model.

1. Introduction
The onset of optical absorption of solid xenon in the vacuum ultraviolet spectral range is
governed by excitations consisting of a hole in the p-type valence band (total angular
momentum j = 3/2) and an electron in the s-type conduction band [1]. Whereas the energetic
positions of the higher members of the T(3/2) exciton series are reasonably well described
by the Wannier formula, E n = E g — B/n 2 (band gap energy E s = 9.33 eV, binding energy
B = 1.02 eV; n is the main quantum number), the energy of the strongest line, n = 1,
deviates considerably from the Wannier formula. This is a consequence of the small exciton
radius [1], The n = 1 exciton has a large oscillator strength (F = 0.16 [2]) which causes a
large longitudinal-transverse splitting of the order of 100 [2] to 170 meV [3]. Then it is
indispensable to take into account explicitly the exciton-polariton nature of the excitation.
This has been amply demonstrated by, e.g. Kink and Selg [3], who calculated reflectivity
spectra and the spectral shape of excitonic luminescence within the framework of
exciton-polariton theory, and by Fugol et al. [2] who treated the transmission of solid xenon
and spatial dispersion effects.
The radiative decay of the n = 1 exciton of solid xenon displays some peculiarities. It
consists of a rather narrow line which stems from exciton-polaritons in the bottleneck
region of the dispersion curve (so-called free-exciton line (FE line) at 8.359 eV), and broad,
strongly Stokes-shifted bands originating from trapped excitons indicating a strong coupling
with the lattice [1]. The bands are ascribed to the radiative decay of intrinsically trapped
excitons or to excitons trapped on defects in a molecular-type configuration (self-trapped
exciton, STE) [4 to 6].
') Luruper Chaussee 149, D-22761 Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany.
) Tähe 4, EE-2400 Tartu, Estonia.
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7.5

photon energy (eV)

Fig. 1. Luminescence of solid Xe at T = 4.7 K, excited with synchrotron radiation (photon energy
8.86 eV). The inset shows a time-resolved spectrum of the FE line at 8.359 eV. The spectral resolution
intervals are given in the text

The strength of the FE line in the luminescence spectra sensitively depends on sample
quality [6]. In earlier investigations, the FE line was only a faint contribution to luminescence
[1]. However, contradictory to all the results before, Varding et al. [6] recently proved that
the FE line can exceed the STE band by a factor of 50, the ratio of the wavelength-integrated
luminescence intensities, / FE // S TE being of the order of unity. A typical luminescence spectrum
of solid xenon of [6] is reproduced in Fig. 1. The most dominant feature is the narrow FE
line at 8.359 eV and the STE bands around 7.2 eV are only weakly indicated.
The strength of the FE line enabled the first precise time-resolved measurements. As an
example, in the inset of Fig. 1, the decay curve of the FE line is included. Note, the huge
dynamical range of about five orders of magnitude, exceeding the dynamical range in earlier
measurements [7] by about a factor of 100. The most interesting observation is the
non-exponential behaviour of the decay curve. As will be shown below, the details of the
decay curves depend on the photon energy of the primary excitation as well as on the
temperature of the sample.
The most important information hidden in the decay curves is the trapping probability
of excitons due to exciton-phonon interaction. In a crude approximation, Varding et al.
[6] tried to deduce this information with a model which did not take into account the
exciton-polariton nature of the excitation. The decay of excitons created somewhere in the
crystal was described by a trapping probability and a radiative decay rate. The nonexponential nature of the decay curves was ascribed to a superposition of the dynamical
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behaviour of hot arid thermalized excitons. In the present paper, a more refined model will
be proposed. It explicitly takes into account the exciton-polariton nature of the excitation.
In other words, the decay of the n = 1 exciton consists of three steps, (i) population of the
bottleneck region of the exciton-polariton dispersion curve, (ii) transport of the excitonpolariton to the surface, and (iii) transmission from the crystal to the vacuum.
In Section 2, the essential experimental details will be sketched. Experimental results
which were not included in [6], will be presented in Section 3 which also contains the
description of the theoretical model and a comparison between experiment and theory.
Finally, in Section 4, the parameters deduced will be analysed.
2. Experiment
The experiments were performed at the SUPERLUMI station [8] of the Hamburger
Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at DESY. The main parameters of the experiment
are (i) selective photon excitation (8 eV fS hv fS 20 eV) with A/A/, fg 10 4 , (ii) spectral
analysis of luminescence in a wide spectral range (1 eV
hv ^ 20 eV) with A/A A ^ 10 4 ,
and (iii) time resolution from the sub-ns to the ms range. All results to be presented
were obtained with a resolution interval AA = 0.25 nm in excitation. Luminescence analysis
was performed with a high-resolution 1 m VUV monochromator. In combination with a
position-sensitive detector, the resolution interval AA = 0.8 nm was used. For the timeresolved measurements (decay curves), a medium-resolution high-flux VUV monochromator
was used. The resolution interval then was AA = 1.5 nm. The basis of time resolution is
the pulsed nature of synchrotron radiation. At the storage ring DORIS in Hamburg,
the light pulses have a FWHM of 130 ps. The convolution of the temporal behaviour
of the excitation pulse, the response of the detector, and of the electronics used was
0.4 ns.
The crucial part of the experiment was sample preparation. With the set-up described
in [9], samples were grown under nearly thermal equilibrium conditions at T = 118 K. The
growing rate was «10 3 nm/min, the preparation time was up to 24 h. In this way, bulk,
clear samples were obtained with a thickness up to a few mm. The background pressure
in the sample chamber was in the 10" 8 Pa range.
3. Experimental Results and Monte-Carlo Simulations
3.1 Experimental results
Whereas in [6] results have been presented only for T = 4.7 K, one of the additional aspects
in the present paper is the temperature dependence of the FE luminescence of solid xenon.
In Fig. 2, at set of FE-luminescence spectra measured at different temperatures is given.
The photon energy of excitation was 8.86 eV which is well below the energy of n = 2
excitons (9.07 eV [1]). The upper limit of T (60 K) arises from the vapour pressure of the
sample (sublimation temperature « 65 K). The spectra were measured for increasing and
decreasing temperature because annealing can lead to irreversible changes if the spectra
stem from defect-rich samples. The data of Fig. 2 amply demonstrate that the samples
obtained with the preparation method described exhibit reproducible results. The peak
positions (accuracy ±5meV) are in agreement with [2]. The intensity scale (given in
arbitrary units) is the same for all curves. Up to % 50 K, the wavelength-integrated intensities
are nearly independent of temperature. Only above 50 K, a decrease is found. This behaviour
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Fig. 2. FE luminescence of solid Xe for different temperatures. Photon energy of excitation 8.86 eV.
Spectra were taken for increasing and decreasing temperature to demonstrate that annealing effects
can be neglected

is shown in Fig. 3. It is in agreement with [3]. Fig. 3 also includes the wavelength-integrated
intensities of all molecular-type STE contributions. At low temperatures, there exist two
bands peaking at 7.05 and 7.25 eV, and around 50 K, an additional band at 7.6 eV appears
[4 to 6]. It is not the purpose of the present paper to discuss the various aspects of the
STE bands in solid xenon. In the context of the present paper it is necessary to show that
the increase of STE luminescence above 50 K cannot be explained by a decrease of FE
luminescence alone, but the total luminescence intensity increases. This is a clear proof
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Xe, including the so-called "7.6 eV band" which is responsible for the strong increase above T = 50 K

that the quantum efficiency at low temperatures is well below unity, indicating non-radiative
decay of the FE in competition with formation of STEs. The non-radiative processes seem
to be correlated with thermoluminescence [10].
In Fig. 4, decay curves of the FE luminescence are presented. The photon energy of
excitation was fixed to hv = 8.86 eV. The temperature varied between 4.7 and 60 K. Contrary
to what we expect, the decay is slowed down with increasing temperature up to « 50 K.
Only above this temperature, the decay speeds up. This behaviour is in disagreement with
the early results of [7]. Note, however, the results of [7] were obtained with samples condensed
onto the substrate far away from thermal equilibrium conditions. The preliminary results
of Kloiber [11] on samples grown under nearly thermal equilibrium conditions, however,
at lower temperature than in the present work, yielded qualitatively the same result. The
unexpected result has been carefully checked with different samples.
In Fig. 5, FE-decay curves are presented for fixed temperature (4.7 K). Here, the photon
energy of excitation is varied between 8.86 and 10 .33 eV. Below the band-gap energy,
£ g = 9.33 eV, excitons of the F (3/2) series are created. Above 9.33 eV, the situation is not
so clear because the continuum (free electron-hole pairs) of the T(3/2) series overlaps with
the r(l/2) exciton series. Starting from 8.86 eV, with increasing photon energy of excitation,
the non-exponential decay behaviour gets more and more pronounced. Above 9.3 eV, the
overall decay is slowed down, and with further increasing photon energy of excitation, a
cascade-like temporal behaviour develops additionally to a spike-type luminescence signal
which displays the apparatus function. These results clearly show that samples prepared
20
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sample temperature:
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Fig. 4. Time-resolved spectra (decay curves) of the FE line of solid Xe, measured for different
temperatures. Photon energy of excitation 8.86 eV. The temperatures are given in the figure

with the method described allow for a time-resolved investigation of the recombination of
free electrons and holes. They will not be discussed in this paper because the evaluation is
under way now.
3.2 Theoretical model
As already pointed out in the introduction, the temporal behaviour of the FE luminescence
is described in a three-step model. The model is sketched in Fig. 6. In the first step (1 in
Fig. 6a) it is assumed that the exciton-polaritons reach thermal quasi-equilibrium in the
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Fig. 5. Time-resolved spectra (decay curves) of the FE luminescence of solid Xe, measured at different
photon energies of excitation. The values are given at each curve. T = 4.7 K

bottleneck of the dispersion curve. This assumption is justified except within a small part
of the time interval under investigation, namely « the first 100 ps out of « 50 ns. The
second step is the transport of the bottleneck exciton-polaritons (2 in Fig. 6 b). The transport
character of the exciton-polariton decay has already been pointed out by Toyozawa [12]
and was experimentally verified in, e.g., [13]. The third step ("radiative decay") includes
two possibilities, (i) inelastic phonon scattering from the bottleneck to the photon-like part
of the dispersion curve (3 in Fig. 6a), and (ii) transmission of bottleneck exciton-polaritons
at the sample/vacuum interface into the vacuum (3' in Fig. 6 b). The phonon-scattering
process causes phonon sidebands of FE luminescence and can be pronounced in systems
with optical phonons like alkali halides [14] or in molecular crystals with their in
tramolecular modes [13]. In solid xenon, no optical phonons exist. Inelastic scattering from
20»
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0

Fig. 6. a) Schematic dispersion curves and model of the population and the radiative decay of
exciton-polaritons of solid Xe inside the solid; b) schematic model for the transport of exciton-polaritons
to the sample/vacuum interface and transmission into the vacuum. For details see text

the bottleneck to the photon-like branch of the dispersion curve requires multiphonon
scattering on acoustic phonons because the combination of small changes in the wave vector
but a sufficient change in energy is not possible in a single scattering event. Indeed, the
FE-luminescence spectra presented in this paper yield nearly no sideband emission.
Consequently, this type of decay can be neglected. The third step then is due to the
transmission of bottleneck exciton-polaritons into vacuum (Fig. 6 b). This step is complicated
by the fact that the reflectivity at the interface has to be taken into account as well as total
reflection of exciton-polaritons which reach the surface at an angle of incidence, cp, which
is larger than the angle of total reflection, (p v It is not straightforward how to proceed
because of the problem of the additional boundary conditions for exciton-polaritons.
In the calculations, the transport was simulated with Monte Carlo methods. At time
zero, a bottleneck exciton-polariton was created at a certain depth, x, below the surface
(A in Fig. 6 b). The x-axis is perpendicular to the sample/vacuum interface. Then, the particle
starts moving with group velocity, v g , into an arbitrary direction. As a rough estimate of
the group velocity, we took an average value, v g = (3kT/m ex ) 1/2 with m ex = m* + mjf (sum
of the effective masses of the electron and hole). After a scattering length, J% c , the direction
was changed arbitrarily. Trapping and non-radiative loss processes like defect formation
were taken into account in the following way. The probability for an exciton-polariton
to survive its motion along a scattering length was taken as exp {-rsejv t ). Here,
r — r ST + r n r is the sum of the self-trapping rate, r S T , and a yet not specified non-radiative
decay rate, r n r . Concerning reflection at the interface for <p < <pt, we took R = 0.3, measured
by Kink et al. [3] at the photon energy of the FE luminescence for normal incidence. The
further motion of reflected exciton-polaritons, including those which were totally reflected,
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was included in the simulations. The whole calculation has been repeated about 10 6 to
10 7 times for a semi-infinite sample (note, the actual thickness was in the mm range). The
damping of the exciting light along the x-axis according to Beer's law was taken into
account as a weight function for the individual events. Values of the absorption coefficient,
a, were taken from [15, 16]. All exciton-polaritons decaying in this way at the crystal surface
were registrated including their time-correlation to time zero (excitation process). The
time-resolution interval in the calculations was 40 ps. In this way, decay curves of FE
luminescence were constructed.
3.3 Comparison between experimental results and simulations
Before presenting the results of the model calculations, the various parameters entering ttfe
calculation must be discussed. It was not tried to deduce the variety of parameters from
fits of the experimental curves, but as much as possible parameters were taken from the
literature. The effective masses of the electron and hole constituting the exciton were taken
from [1]. Then, at T — 4.7 K, the value for the group velocity is v g — 9.2 x 10 3 m/s. The
scattering length was taken from Fugol [17] in the following way. Fugol deduced
JS^C = 46.4 nm for T = 10 K. Assuming scattering on acoustic phonons (scattering prob
ability cc T 3/2 ), the 10 K value can be scaled to 4.7 K (98.7 nm). We have to note that
Fugol used the term "diffusion length" for the scattering length [17]. From the formulae in [17],
however, the meaning of the respective quantity is beyond doubt. As will be shown below,
one of the crucial parameters is the refractive index. In the exciton-polariton model with
exciton mass being less than infinite, two polariton waves are propagating in the crystal
with the same wave vector and with the same polarization. Consequently, two refractive
indices are needed, one for each (transverse) mode. Adopting Pekar's additional boundary
condition [18], one can introduce an effective refractive index [3]. Values for this effective
refractive index have been calculated from the reflectivity value via R = [(1 — n)/{ 1 + /i)] 2 .
The only parameter then remaining open is the rate F = rST + rnr.
In Fig. 7, results of the simulations are shown. The lower set of curves was calculated
for an excitation energy hv = 8.86 eV. The penetration depth of the exciting light is here
rather large. The absorption coefficient has a value of a = 10 4 cm _ 1 . The dashed curve
was calculated for comparison purposes with r = 0 (no trapping, no non-radiative losses
inside the crystal). The full line was obtained with f = 4.5 x 10 8 s - 1 . All simulations were
convoluted with the apparatus function (convolution of the shape of excitation pulses,
detector response, and electronic response, FWHM 0.4 ns). The agreement between the full
curve and the measurement (dots) over a dynamical range of five orders of magnitude is
remarkable. The upper set of curves corresponds to a much smaller penetration depth of
exciting radiation. The photon energy of excitation was hv ex = 9.1 eV, absorption coefficient
a = 3 x 10 5 cm - 1 . Again, the dashed curve was calculated for comparison purposes with
r = 0. Apart from the value of the absorption coefficient, all parameters remained
unchanged. Nevertheless, the agreement between experiment and calculation is remarkable
as well. The influence of penetration depth is weak at longer times. It is dramatic in the
short-time region. The curve with the small penetration depth exhibits a strong spike which
is nearly perfectly reproduced by the model calculation. The spike mainly stems from those
exciton polaritons excited within x ^ ££ sc having a chance to reach the surface with one
step, whereas the motion of particles from deeper parts of the sample is more diffusive-like,
contributing to the decay curve at longer times. The agreement between simulation and
29
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Fig. 7. Monte-Carlo simulations of the FE-luminescence decay of solid xenon neglecting any trapping
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(T — 4.7 K). The photon energy of excitation for the lower set of curves was 8.86 eV (absorption
constant 104 cm "1). For the upper set of curves, the photon energy of excitation was 9.1 eY (absorption
constant 3 x 105 cm -1)

measurement for curves obtained with dramatically different penetration depths of exciting
radiation is a strong support of the applicability of the model in spite of its simplifications.
The scattering rate of the bottleneck exciton-polaritons can be deduced from the scattering
length and the group velocity, r s c = v % /Jg. c . At T = 4.7 K, we obtain r s c = 9.3 x 10 1 0 s l .
In other words, r s c > T. Under these conditions, the survival probability of a particle along
a scattering length could be written as (1 — rj£.Jv g ). Nevertheless, we took the expression
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one decade

time (ns)
Fig. 8. Simulations (full lines) of FE-decay curves from solid Xe, measured at different temperatures.
For details see text

given in Section 3.2 because then the model can also be applied to samples with a much
larger trapping rate.
Now we want to discuss the temperature dependence of the decay curves. First of all,
we tried to simulate them in the following way. All parameters were taken from the simulation
of the T = 4.7 K curves (Fig. 7) with two exceptions. The scattering length and the group
velocity were calculated from the T = 4.7 K values assuming scattering on acoustic phonons.
Table 1
FE-trapping rates T of solid Xe for different temperatures deduced from simulations of the
decay curves. The self-trapping rates rST were obtained with (2). rST imr has to be regarded
as an upper limit of the intrinsic self-trapping rate. For details, see text
T(K)
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With r s c cc T 3 / 2 and u g x T 1 / 2 ,
x T _ 1 . As a clear result, it turned out that the
temperature dependence cannot be simulated in this way. The decay at longer times is
insensitive to these changes but very sensitive to the values of r = r ST + r nr The
experimental curves are fairly well reproduced, taking fas a parameter. It is then of minor
importance whether the group velocity and the scattering length are fixed to their values
at T = 4.7 K or not. In the fits shown in Fig. 8, both quantities were adjusted to their
values at the respective temperature. Moreover, slight adjustments of the refractive index
were necessary for a quantitative simulation of the short-time part of the decay curves. The
agreement between the fits and the measured curves is very good. The T-values deduced
from the fits are collected in Table 1.
4. Discussion
4.1 Self-trapping rate and scattering length at low temperature
Concerning the dynamical behaviour of excitons in solid xenon, two of the quantities
involved in the simulations are of special interest, f = r S T + r n r , and J^ c . F mainly
determines the decay at longer times. The value is rather insensitive to changes of the other
parameters. The contrary is true for ü? sc which is mainly involved in the spike at short
times showing up for small penetration depths of exciting radiation. The spike depends on
the choice of the refractive index, too. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the interplay

n=3.4

a-10 4 cm

.fs

0

5

10

15

200

5

10

15

20

time (ns)
Fig. 9. Monte-Carlo simulations of the FE-luminescence decay of solid Xe at T = 5 K for fixed values
of the scattering length J^c (92.8 nm at 5 K) and for the trapping rate T (4.5 x 108 s '). In a) the
refractive index was fixed (n = 3.4) and the absorption coefficient was varied: (1) a = 10 , (2) 10 , (3)
104, (4) 106 cm-1. In b) the absorption coefficient was kept fixed (a = 104cm ') and the refractive
index was varied between n = 2 (uppermost curve) and n = 8 (lowest curve)
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between =^ c , n eff , and a in more detail. For this purpose, in Fig. 9, two sets of simulations
are presented for T = 5 K. In Fig. 9 b, the effective refractive index was varied, and all the
other parameters were kept fixed (r = 4.5 x 10 8 s~\^C sc = 92.8 nm at T = 5 K, absorption
coefficient a= 10 4 cm _ 1 ). All the calculated curves have been convoluted with the
experimental apparatus function. The larger the refractive index, the more pronounced is
the spike. This effect would even be more drastic for a better experimental time resolution
and 5-like excitation pulses. Fig. 9 a displays the dependence of the spike on the value of
a (r and
like in Fig. 9b, however, n e(f = 3.4). Similar trends are observed as in Fig. 9 b,
the value of a varies by orders of magnitude. A change of a by a factor of 2 which is
expected to be an upper limit of the data in [15] would hardly show up in the simulations.
It must be admitted that the strong influence of the value of n c f f can be balanced with
a different choice of the scattering length. Changing n by »10% is equivalent to a change
of the value of i? sc by a factor of 2. A 10% uncertainty of the refractive index seems to be
an upper limit. The value of £f sc has therefore an uncertainty of a factor of 2. In any case,
it is beyond doubt that the scattering length is equivalent to some hundred nearest-neighbour
distances.
The surprisingly large values of the scattering length pose the question concerning the
nature of scattering. Besides scattering on acoustic phonons, we have to take into
consideration scattering on impurities and defects. The gas used for preparation of the
samples contains about 30 ppm impurities (mainly other rare gases, 10 ppm oxygen, nitrogen,
etc.). Then, the average distance of the impurities is considerably smaller than the scattering
length. In the simplest case, we could ascribe the scattering length exclusively to impurity
scattering (Jž^ c = Äj c , imp ). In this case, with

ifsc, •imp = — >

(1)
V 1
1

no

an estimate of the average impurity scattering cross section yields a % 200 nm 2 , a value which
seems to be too high. Fugol [17] also showed that up to rather high impurity concentrations,
the scattering length due to scattering on acoustic phonons will be smaller than the
impurity-scattering length. In order to get more insight into the problem of impurity
scattering, measurements with an improved and controlled sample purity would be most
helpful. In the following discussion of the results, impurity scattering is neglected.
Next, we want to deduce the self-trapping rates from the experiment and the simulation.
Note, the simulation yields only the sum of the self-trapping rate and a rate of non-radiative
effects, r = r S J + r n r . Additionally, the simulation yields the relative number of excitations
that are transmitted into the vacuum, iV FE /iV 0 = a, and the relative number of excitations
that are lost during transport via self-trapping and non-radiative effects (it is tacitly assumed
that all self-trapped excitations show up in the respective luminescence bands). From the
data presented in Fig. 3, we obtain the time-integrated intensity ratio / F F./^STE ( = b) as a
function of temperature. Then a straightforward calculation yields

r ST =

1

a

b l -a

r.

(2)

The simulation shown in Fig. 7 yields a = 0.126. From Fig. 3 we take b = 0.35. The result
then is r S T = 1.85 x 10® s - 1 . This value must be compared with the corresponding result
°f [6], r ST = 1.5xl0 8 s _1 . Though the model in [6] was very crude, there is excellent
agreement concerning the self-trapping rates.
30
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In [6], we compared the measured self-trapping rates with theoretical values published
by Schreiber and Kmiecik [19]. Although there is good agreement between theory [19] and
experiment, this agreement should be taken with care. Ioselevich and Rashba [20] recently
pointed out that it is nearly impossible to calculate the self-trapping rates with sufficient
accuracy. According to their theory, the self-trapping rate can be represented by
r S J (T) = coB(T) exp [ —S(T)],

(3)

where S(T) is the temperature-dependent Hamiltonian action. At low temperatures, the
pre-factor B(T), the co-called enhancement factor, is given approximately by (EJa>) 312 , with
E b being the half width of the exciton band (450 meV [1]), and co the characteristic phonon
frequency. Taking the Debye frequency for to (Debye energy 5.5 meV [1]) and the
experimental value of f s x , one then obtains S % 19 at low temperature. This is an important
result because it demonstrates the applicability of the semiclassical theory of Ioselevich
and Rashba [20] which is only valid for S(T) > 1. On the other hand, it also clearly
demonstrates that a small uncertainty in S introduces a large uncertainty in the theoretical
value of the self-trapping rate. The theoretical uncertainty in S may be of the order of 2
[21], introducing an uncertainty in the theoretical value of F S J by many orders of magnitude.
4.2 Temperature dependence of the self-trapping rate
Decay curves of the free-exciton luminescence of solid Xe have been presented for various
temperatures in Fig. 4. From the Monte-Carlo simulations (Fig. 8), the trapping rates were
deduced (Table 1), and finally, the self-trapping rates were calculated as it was described
in Section 4.1. The results for F ST are included in Table 1. For T S 50 K, the self-trapping
rate is slightly increasing with increasing temperature. Above T = 50 K, however, it increases
dramatically. It turns out that the unexpected decrease of the decay rate with increasing
temperature which is obvious from Fig. 4, is not a property of the self-trapping rate itself
but of the branching between formation of self-trapped excitons and the formation of
long-lived centers, described by F nr .
In Fig. 10a, we reproduce a figure of the paper of Schreiber and Kmiecik [19] which
displays calculated self-trapping rates of solid Xe as a function of temperature. Different
curves are given. The parameter a jn , at each curve characterizes a different interaction mode
of the exciton-lattice system. At low temperatures, the trapping would follow the curve
with the highest a int . Additionally, we included the experimental values of r S T as crosses.
At low temperatures, the agreement concerning the temperature trend is satisfactory
(concerning the absolute value, see our remarks in Sections 4.1 and 4.3). At higher
temperatures, the theoretical rate increases much stronger than the measured values. In
view of the complexity of theory as well as experiment, the overall agreement is satisfactory.
In Fig. 10 b, the self-trapping rates are plotted in a linear scale and compared with the
theoretical predictions of Ioselevich and Rashba [20]. This comparison is not straightforward.
The authors discuss both the temperature dependence of the enhancement factor, B{T),
and of the exponent in (3) in the high and low temperature limits. At low temperatures,
the exponent approaches a temperature-independent value, whereas at high temperatures,
it approaches a value oc W/T with W being the barrier height (Arrhenius-type behaviour).
At low temperatures, the enhancement factor yields a temperature dependence of the form
(1 — 2T/co)~ 3 ' 2 with co being the characteristic phonon frequency, whereas at high
temperatures, a T 3 / 2 behaviour is predicted. For a detailed comparison with the experiment,
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xenon
B ~ 0.45 eV
u = 5.5 meV
A£ = -0.65 eV
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Fig. 10. a) self-trapping rates of free excitons in solid Xe, calculated for different interaction modes as
a function of T (reproduced from [19]). The points are results of the present paper (RST from Table 1).
b) Comparison between experimental self-trapping rates of free excitons in solid Xe with the theoretical
prediction of [20]. For details see text

the limiting cases are not sufficient because we obviously cover the transition from the low
temperature to the high temperature regime. Nevertheless, we tried to fit points with the
(1 — 2T/co)~ 3/2 law (full curve). The fit is satisfactory.
4.3 Non-radiative processes
From the results of Fig. 3 it is well established that the total luminescence intensity of solid
Xe increases by nearly a factor of 2 between T - 50 and 60 K. This unexpected result has
been checked with different samples [22], In the early paper of Kink et al. [4], an increase
around 50 K also shows up (summing up the contributions A and B in their Fig. 4a),
however, by far not as pronounced as in our work.
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This increase of the total luminescence intensity is a definite proof that non-radiative
competing FE-decay processes take place at low temperatures. One of the experimental
methods to get more insight into such non-radiative processes is thermoluminescence.
Indeed, in the case of solid Kr, thermoluminescence following X-ray excitation has already
been observed [23]. Solid Xe, doped with metal atoms, also exhibits X-ray induced
thermoluminescence [24], Preliminary data on nominally pure solid Xe, obtained following
primary excitation with the zeroth order of the SUPERLUMI primary monochromator,
yield thermoluminescence, too. The various thermoluminescence data underline that the
results of the present paper concerning the increase of total luminescence intensity around
50 K. make sense. They leave open the question whether excitonic excitation is responsible
for thermoluminescence.
Another type of experiment has to be mentioned in this context. Vaness [25] characterized
deep electron traps in rare-gas solids including Xe. Preferentially at low temperatures, these
traps are populated efficiently following primary selective excitonic excitation. At low
temperatures, they are stable for many hours. They were established with photo-electron
spectroscopic methods and in laser-stimulated luminescence measurements. The population
of such traps following primary excitonic excitation requires the separation of the electron
and the hole constituting the exciton which is improbable in the ideal lattice. Two different
mechanisms can account for the population of the electron traps, (i) impurity enhanced
ionization of the exciton and trapping of the electron at the respective impurity, and (ii)
defect-induced separation of the charge carriers. In the latter case, the electron may be
trapped at a vacancy.
Our data clearly establish once more that such processes take place and allow for an
estimate of the branching ratio between the radiative and the non-radiative FE-decay
processes. However, more detailed investigations are needed to establish the microscopic
mechanism of the non-radiative processes.
Another type of non-radiative process has to be mentioned here. Although our
experiments are carried out in an UHV environment (lower 10"8 Pa range), contamination
of the surface on a time scale of hours cannot be avoided. Such a surface contamination
leads to surface quenching of FE luminescence. As was described in [6], the quenching
processes obviously contribute to desorption of the contamination. Therefore, at the
illuminated spot of the sample, the FE luminescence persists even on a time scale of days,
however, with a reduced intensity. The quenching factor, y, is of the order of 1/2 (rough
estimate). Taking into account this quenching factor requires to replace b = / // E by
b = 7/FE/^STE- Consequently, (2) has to be replaced by
FE

ST

In others words, neglecting surface quenching means an overestimation of TST. With y = 1/2,
a more realistic value of the self-trapping rate is found in the upper 107 s" 1 range.
Even this value seems to be too high because at least part of the surface quenching of
FE luminescence may be due to surface trapping. In other words, the number iVSTE in the
parameter b is underestimated. The probability of surface trapping is unknown, therefore,
this effect cannot be taken into account quantitatively.
Another additional fact that reduces the self-trapping rate has to be mentioned in this
context. As was discussed in [6], two contributions to the broad luminescence bands around
7.2 eV exist, a band peaking at 7.05 eV, and a band peaking at 7.25 eV. These bands have
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already been observed by different groups [4, 5]. At least one of the bands (the band peaking
at 7.05 eV) arises from an exciton trapped at a lattice defect. In our sample, the intensity
ratio between both bands is of the order of unity. If we restrict the quantity rST to the
formation of the centres which show up in the 7.25 eV band (most probably independent
of lattice defects), we finally obtain a value for this "intrinsic self-trapping rate" r S T intr
^5 x 107 s~l. This value, which should only be taken as a rough estimate, is included in
Table 1. Thus, compared to [6], the more refined evaluation of the FE-decay curves with
the transport model yields a significantly lower value of the intrinsic self-trapping rate.
4.4 Scattering length and diffusion length
In several early investigations of the exciton dynamics of evaporated rare-gas films, exciton
motion was probed with photoelectron spectroscopy and with luminescence excitation
spectroscopy [1, 26]. The motion was characterized with a diffusion length, Ldiff = |/Dt (D
diffusion constant, i exciton lifetime). The values of Ldiff of solid Xe which were reported
in the early work ranged well below 100 nm. The diffusion length plays an important role
not only in the field of energy transfer phenoma, but also, e.g., in the field of electronic
sputtering from rare-gas solids [27]. It is therefore indispensable to discuss this quantity in
view of the new results of this paper.
The diffusion length can be calculated from the scattering length, replacing D in
Ldiff = |/Dt by D = \ v avci?sc, and taking the group velocity for uave. In doing so, we obtain
for solid Xe at T = 5 K at value Ldiff = 816 nm which is an order of magnitude larger
than the values reported so far. It is interesting to note, however, that a similar value has
been reported for solid Kr recently [28]. The Kr value was deduced from well annealed
samples. It thus turns out that this quantity sensitively depends on sample preparation.
5. Concluding Remarks

In the present paper, decay curves of the FE luminescence of solid Xe following primary
selective pulsed photoexcitation have been reported. The non-exponential FE decay was
interpreted in terms of a model for exciton-polariton transport to the sample/vacuum
interface, including phonon scattering and trapping. The decay curves were successfully
reproduced with Monte-Carlo simulations of the transport process. A new value for an
upper limit of the self-trapping rate in the lower 107 s -1 range was deduced. This value is
about five orders of magnitude smaller than the values obtained from early investigations
of the exciton dynamics in solid Xe [1, 26]. Similarly, new values for the scattering length
and diffusion length of excitons in solid Xe, exceeding the early results [1, 26] by an order
of magnitude, were established. The new experimental values of the scattering length are
in surprisingly good agreement with calculated values [17]. The new results are valid for
samples obtained from the gas phase at elevated temperatures under nearly thermal
equilibrium conditions, whereas the early results were obtained from thin films condensed
onto a substrate at low temperatures. It thus turns out that the exciton dynamics are an
extremely sensitive probe of the sample quality. Interestingly enough, FE luminescence is
already used to analyze the quality of, e.g., chemical vapour deposited diamonds [29].
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BJIHJIHHE 3KCHTOH-3JIEKTPOHHOrO
B3AHMOÜEHCTBMÜ
HA KHHETMKY 3KCHTOHHOH JIIOMMHECIXEHIXHPI
JI.AaeuKcoo, H.PeÜMand, B.B.P OCCUH, B.B .TpaenuKoe

HccJie^oBaH 3(})4)eKT AMHaMHMecKoro rameHHJi JiioMMHecaeHumi cBepxwMCTbix

anTaKCMajibHbix c/ioeB GaAs cJie^yiomMM MMnyjibcoM <{)0T0B036y>K^eHMJi. Ann o6-b~
HCHeHMJi 3(})<|)eKTa npe^/io>KeHa Mo^eJib, ocHOBaHHaü Ha B3aHMO,aeitCTBHJH ©kchtoHOB c ropHMHMH (|)0T0B036yjK^eHHbiMM 9JieKTpOHaMH. BbinOJIHeH paCMeT ÄHHaMHKH
3KCHTOHOB H SJieKTpOHOB IIOC;ie KOpOTKOrO HMIiyjTbCa <|)0T0B036y>K^eHHJ? c yHeTOM
3KCMT0H-3JieKTpOHHOrO B3aMMO^eHCTBHH. Pe3y^fbTaTbI paCMeTa COrJiacyiOTCH C 3KC-

nepHMeHTaJibHo oÖHapyateHHbiMH 3aBMCHM0CTHMH 3<j)(})ekta raiueHHJi ot aHeprHM bo3õyjK^aiomero KBaHTa CBeTa M HHT6HCMBHOCTM BosöyjKßeHUH.

IIpH (|)0T0B036y>K^eHHH nojiynpoBo.flHHKa CBeTOM c 3Heprnefi õojibine
innpHHbi 3anpeiueHHO0 30Hbi po>K.aaK>TC.H HepaBHOBecHbie HocHTeJin 3apü-

aa, KOTopwe npH hh3khx TeMnepaTypax nocjie aeteprethheckoir perfaKcaHHH CBÄ3bIBaiOTCiI B 3KCHTOHBI. 9KCHT0HHafl H 9JieKTpOHHaiI nOHCHCTeMbl
MOryT B3aHMO^eHCTBOBaTI> Me>Kjy COÖOH. lipu õojiblhhx HHT.eHCHBHOCTÄX

B03Õy>K^:eHHiI 3TO B3aHMO^eilCTBHe MO>KeT npHBO/ultb k 9KpaHHpOBaHHIO
9KCHTOHOB [1,2j. IIpH He CJTHIHKOM ÖOJIbIHHX HHTeHCHBHOCT-HX B036y>KZXehhh 3KCHT0H-9JieKTp0HH0e B3aHMo,neHCTBHe MO>*eT npHBO£HTb K pacce.HHHK) 3KCHTOHOB H 9JieKTpOHOB IIO CBOHM 30HaM H CymeCTBeHHO BJIHflTb Ha
nponeccbi aHepreTH^ecKOH pejiaKcaHHH. BepoüTHocTb B3anMOüeHCTBHü
BKCHTOHa C 9JieKTpOHaMH U>e-X MO>KHO OHeHMTb no (|)opMyjie [3]
w e _ x = 20ha x n e /ru e ,

(1)

rae a — öopoBCKHH paimyc aKCHTOHa, n h m — KOHixeHTpaiXHü h 9(f)(f)eKTHBHaü Macca 3JieKTpOHOB. BH^HO, MTO 3(J)<|)eKTHBHOCTb B3aHMOiieHCTBHiI
B03pacTaeT c yßejiH^eHHeM õopoBCKoro pa/myca ancHTOHa h yMeHbineHneM a4)(|)eKTHBHOH Maccbi ajieKTpoHa. B 3Tom CMbicjie noÄXoanmHM noJiynpOBO^HHKOBblM MaTepnaJIOM, B KOTOpOM £oji>KHO HpKO npOHB^JITbCil
9KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOe B3aHMOAeHCTBHe, npe^CTaB JI.fieTCJI GaAs, B KOTOpOM
a — 140 K, m = 0.06mo, h b to »e BpeMH skchtoh npw hh3Kmx TeMnepa
Typax CTaÖHJieH h haõjrioaaetc^ b cneKTpax (|>otojilOMHHecneHHHH [4]. x

x

e

e

e

B paõoTax [ 1,Si6 ] oTMenajiocb, hto 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpoHHoe B3anMoaeHCTBHe MO>KeT OKa3bIBaTb BJIHHHHe Ha (|)OpMy cneKTpa CTaUHOHapHOH 3Kchtohhoh JiK>MHHecn.eHn;HH GaAs. IlccJiezioBaHHJi cneKTpoB skchtohhoh
JIK)MHHeCHeHEI|HH GaAs B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT BHepTHH (f)0T0B030y>K.ZieHH.fl H
1470
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MarHHTHoro nojiü [7] n03B0JiHJiH nojiy^HTb np-HMbie aoKa3aTejitcTBa bjihühhü 3KCHTOH-9jieKTpoHHoro B3aHMo^eHCTBHJi Ha <J>yHKHHio 3HepreTHHeCKoro pacnpeaejieHHH skchtohob. OnpejieJieHHe BpeMeHH (f>a30B0H KorepeHTHOCTH 3KCHTOHOB MeTOÄOM HeTbipeXBOJIHOBorO CMeiHHBaHHH npH Me)K3OHHO0 nOÜCBeTKe HOKa3aJIO 3(|)(j)eKTHBHOe paCCeHHHe 3KCHTOHOB CBOÖOZlHbiMH 9JieKTpOHaMH [8]. TeM He MeHee npjiMoe HaÕJiFo^eHHe skchtoh3jieKTpoHHoro pacceüHHJ? b sKcnepHMeHTax no KHHeTHKe jiioMHHecneHnHH
npw HMnyjibCHOM c{)0T0B036y>K,neHHH npeacTaBJLHeT onpeüeJieHHbie Tpyahoc.TH. Reno b TOM, MTO b HeCTaHHOHapHOM 3KCnepHMeHTe SKCHTOHbl h
•ajieKTpoHbi OKa3biBaioTCii pa3.aeJieHHbiMH no BpeMeHH, TaK KaK skchtoHbi oõpa3ylOTCü nocjie sHepreTHHecKOH pejiancanHH (f)0T0B036y>K.zieHHbix

3JieKTpOHOB. Jlnnib b CBepXIHCTOM GaAs, b KOTOpOM BpeMÜ 3aTyxaHHH 3kCHTOHHOH JIBOMHHecneHHHH CpaBHHMO c HepHO^OM CJieHOBaHHH HMHyJIbCOB
({)0T0B036y>KZieHHii, yaajiocb Ha6jiK>,naTb B3aHMojieHCTBHe <f)0T0B036y>k,zie-

Hbix 3JieKTp0H0B c 3KCHTOHaMH, ocTaBHiHMHCü OT npeitbijiymero HMnyJIbCa

[9'10]. IIpH 3tom ha6jik>.najic,h 3(jx|)ekt jajihamhmeckoro raiuehhs skchtohHoro H3/iyMeHHfl ropfl^HMH 3JieKTpOHaMH.

Ile/ibio HacTOümeH paõoTbi üBJiüJiocb TeopeTH^ecKoe onncaHHe zwHaMHKH 3KCHTOHOB H SJieKTpOHOB HOCJie KOpOTKOrO HMHyJIbCa (j)0T0B030yJfCJXeHHfl c. yMeTOM 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOrO B3aHMO^eHCTBHiI ÄJIH OÖT^ÜCHehhü 3KcnepHMeHTaJibHbix ocoõeHHOCTefi 3(})(|)eKTa iijiHaMHHecKoro rameHHH
3KCHTOHHOH JiHDMHHeciieHHHH cBepxincToro GaAs.
1. 0kcnephmeht
JTHDMHHeciieHHHü B03Õy>Kziajiacb nepecTpaHBaeMbiM Jia3epoM Ha KpaCHTejie cTHpHJi-9 c HanaHKOH kphütohobhm Jia3epoM c cHHxpomoanHeH
moa ÜJTHTejibHOCTb HMnyjibca ({)0T0B036y>KaeHHii 5 ps, nepHoa cjie.noBaHHü 12.2 ns, nojiyuiHpHHa annapaTHOH (jjyHKHHH cncTeMbi perHCTpanHH
300 ps. CneKTpaJibHaü innpHHa jihhhh B036y>KaeHHH 0.7 meV. JIioMHHecixehhhü perHCTpnpoBajiacb mcto/iom BpeMfl-KopejiJiHpoBaHHoro cieTa (J)otohob c BpeMeHHbiM pa3peuieHHeM 300 ps h cneKTpajibHbiM pa3pemeHHeM ~ 0.1 meV npn TeMnepaType 1.7 K„ 06pa3Hbi npe.ncTaBJi.HJiH coöoh
CBepxHHCTbie cjioh GaAs, H3r0T0BJieHHbie MeTonoM ra3o<f>a3HOH anHTanCHH B XJIOpHÄHOH CHCTeMe. IIo OneHKaM, KOHneHTpanHÜ MeJIKHX npHMeceH
b hhx cocTaBJiüJia ~ 10 12 cm~ 3 [ n ].
D°,x j

PHC. 1. CneKTp ({JOTO^IOMMHECUEHUHM
o6pa3ua GaAs.

/„ = 2.4 W/cm2, aneprMfl B030y>KAeHMfl
1.554 eV.

1.512

E,e V

1.518
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t,ns

8
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PHC. 2. KWHETMKA SKCMTOHHOM JIIOMM-

HecueHiiHM GaAs npM pa3JiHMHbix ©Hep-

FHJIX B036Y>K^EHMJI.
1 — 1.525, 2 — 1.532, 3 — 1.539, 4 — 1.554,
5 — 1.565 eV. MHTeHCHBHOCTb B036yxcAeHHJi
2.4 W/cm2, flyHKTHp — HMny/ibc jiaaepa.

£,ns

8

12

PHC. 3. KNHETHKA 3KCMTOHHOM JIJOMM-

HecueHLtMM GaAs ripu pa3.fiHMHi>ix »Hepruflx B030y»caeHMJi.
1 — o.6, 2
6 — 12.7

— 1.5, 3 — 2.4, 4 — 3.8, 5 — 7.0,
W/cm2. 0HeprHfl[ B030y>«,aeHH.H
1.554 eV. riyHKTHp — HMny/ibc ,na3epa.

Ha pHC. 1 npe,ncTaBjieH cneKTp (|)OTOJiK>MHHecneHiiHH o6pa3n.a GaAs
npn MHTeHCHBHOCTH b036y>KaeHHii /ex = 2.4 W/cm2. Ha6jiio,naeTC.H hhtchcHBHoe M3JiyHeHne cboõojchbix 3KCHTOHOB (nojioca x). Ha pHC. 2 noKa3aHbi HMnyjiBCbi 3KCHTOHHOH JiioMHHecineHEtHH, 3apenacTpHpoBaHHbie B OÕJiaCTH H3JiyHeHHH CBOÕOZtHblX 3KCHTOHOB Ha 9HeprHH, OTMeHeHHOH CTpeJIkoh Ha pHC. 1, npw pa3Hbix 3HaMeHHüx aneprnH BcoõyacaeHHoro CBeTa.
Bojibiuoe BpeMH 3aTyxaHH.a JiFOMHHecneHHH ~ 5 ns hphbojiht k TOMy,
hto 3a BpeM-H Me>Kjay üByMü nocjieiiyiomHH HMnyjibcaMH B03Öy>Kj!ieHH>i
3KCHTOHHaH J1 lOMHHeCEteHIULH He 3aTyxaeT HOJIHOCTblO. IIpH 9HeprHHX
(J)0T0B030y>KjieHiiH, 3aMeTHO npeBbnnaFoiiiHX uiHpHHy 3anpemeHHOH 30Hbi
(Eg = 1.5192 eV), npHxoÄ onepeÄHoro HMnyjibca <j)0T0B030y>KÄeHHii Bbi3biBaeT õbicTpoe yMeHbiuenne HHTeHCHBHOCTH JiioMHHecneHHHH (npuBbie 3-5
Ha pnc. 2). 94>(|)eKT üHHaMHHecKoro rameHHH 3kchtohhoh JiK>MHHecn,eHhhh Hc*ie3aeT npw npn6jiH>KeHHH aHeprmi B03Öy>K.zxeHiLff k npaio sanpeuxeHHOH 30flbi GaAs (KpHBaji 1). B paõoTe [ 9 ] mm npe .zuic »KHJiH cnejiy1472

K>mee oõijÄCHeHHe Ha6jiio,naeMoro 3<{)<|)eKTa.

lipu

B030y>K.zieHHH cyme-

cTBeHHO Bbinie Kpafl 3anpemeHHOH 30Hbi po >K ,ziaK>TC.H ropjiHHe sjieKTpoHbi.
0KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOe B3aHMOüeHCTBHe npHBOÄHT K pa30rpeBy 3KCHTOHOB, T.e. K HX pacceHHKio H3 oöJiacTH pe30HaHca, B pe3yjibTaTe nero H
HaÕJiio/iaeTCH rameHHe JiroMHHecHeHHHH SKCHTOHOB. IIpH B030y>K.neHHH B
Kpaii 30Hbi poKiiaioTCJi xojiOÄHbie 3JieKTpoHbi H pa3orpeBa SKCHTOHOB He
npoHcxoÄHT. 3<|)(j)eKT yMeHbHiaeTCH H B cjiy^ae, noraa 3Heprmi (j)0T0B036y>KÜ;eHHbix 3JieKTp0H0B cjierna npeBbimaeT 3HeprHK> onTH^ecKoro <{)OTOHa

(KpuBan 5 ea pnc. 2).
IIpeiiJioJKeHHaH Mo/iejib npe/mojiaraeT CHJibHyio 3aßncnMOCTb OT HHTeHCHBHOCTH (|)0T0B036y>K.fleHHH, TaK KaK BeJIHHHHa 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOrO
B3aHMOaeHCTBHJI 3aBHCHT OT KOHHeHTpaiJHH 3JieKTpOHOB H 3KCHTOHOB. 3(|)(|>eKT ZCHHAMH ^ecKoro raiiieHHH 3 KCHTOHHOH JiioMHHecHeHHHH aeHCTBHTe/ibHO CHJIbHO 3aBHCHT OT HHTeHCHBHOCTH <|)0T0B036y>K.ZI;eHH.H (pHC. 3). 0.£Ha-

KO 3aBHCHMOCTb 3Ta HeMOHOTOHHa. MaKCHMaJIbHcUfl BeJIHMHHa raUieH^Ä AOcTHraeTC^ npn cpejiHHX HHTeHCHBH0CTHX B030y>KaeHHfl (~ 2.4 W /cm ). Ha
nepBbiö B3rJiHA 3 TO npoTHBopeHHT npezui0>KeHH0H Mo^ejiH. Pe3yjibTaTbi
pacneTa, npeacTaBJieHHbie B cjie;iyfõmeM pa3^e^e, D03B0JIHK)T ycTpaHHTb
Ka >«yui:eecii npoTHBope^He.

2. Teopmi
Üjtü pacneTa bpemehhoh 3abhchm0cth 3kchtohhoto h3jiyhehhü pacCMOTpHM /mnaMHKy 3KCHTOHOB H 3JieKTpOHOB OOCJie HMnyJIbCa (f)0T0B036y>KAeHHJI. IIpH (J)0T0B036y>KaeHHH BblHie Kpaü 30HbI pOJK^aiOTCil ropüHHe
3JieKTpoHbi h ^bipkh. sa/iana coctoht b Tom, HTOÕbi npoc/ie;j.MTb 3a npoHeCCaMH HX OXJia>KaeHHH, CBfl3bIBaHHH B 3KCHTOHbI, SHepreTHMecKOH peJiancaHHH 3KCHTOHOB K OÖJiaCTH pe30HaHCa H H3JiyHeHHü (|)otohob. BßHZiy
cjio>khocth 3a^a^h c^ejiaeM HecKo/ibKO ynpomeHHH. Bo-nepBbix, He 6yjxeia y^HTbiBaTb übipkh h hx 3HepreTHHecKyio pejiaKcannio. Bo-BTopbix,
npeZtHOJIO>KHM, MTO 3KCHTOHHaH H 3JieKTpOHHaH 3HepreTHMeCKHe 4>yHKHHH
pacnpeiiejieHHH MancBejuioBCKHe h cooTBeTCTByiomne 3<j)(J)eKTHBHbie TeMnepaTypbi ycTaHaBJiHBaioTCii öbicTpo. CJieaoBaTejibHO, 3aztana cbozihtcji
K BblHHCJieHHK) KOHHeHTpaHHH H 3(j)(j)eKTHBHbIX TeMHepaTyp 3JieKTpOHOB M
3KCHTOHOB: 7le, Ux, Te, Tx. b-TpeTbHX, npeHe6pe>KeM nOJI.HpHTOHHbIMH 34>(j)eKTaMH. H HaKOHen, öy^eM paccMaTpHBaTb o^moMepHyio 3a.zi.aqy, TaK
KaK junaMeTp oöJiacTH (j)0T0B03Õy>K.zieHHJi cymecTBeHHo npeBocxo^HT zih^)(f)y3HOHHbie .ZUIHHbl.
PaccMOTpHM HecTanHOHapHbie ypasHeHHfl HenpepbiBHocTH ajm KOHueHTpaiiHH n h HJioTHOcTeH SHeprHH 3/2 * k^nT

^= d , ^ - r , + g „
oz

3
2

dn{Ti
b

dt

(2)

ozz

_ 3
~ 2

>

d 2 n{Ti

dz 2

'

,
(

]

3 ^ecb

HHüeKC i npHHHMaeT 3HaneHHe e hjih x rjisi 3JieKTp0H0B h 3Kcmtohob
COOTBeTCTBeHHO, D{
K03<j)(j)HHHeHTbI ÄH({)(j)y3HH, R{ H G{ — CKOpOCTH
v
peKOMÕHHaHHH H peHepaHHH
R e = —

+7"e»

Ge = ^ex(0aexexp(-aex2r),

18 4>H3HKa TBepaoro Tejia, W» 5, 1994 r.

(4)
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Rx = — ,

Gx

(5)

= 7712,

RAE rt — BPEMEHA >KH3HH 9JIEKTP0H0B H 9KCHTOHOB; 7 — K03<fxf>HIIHEHT CBÄ3BiBaHHJi HOCHTejiefi B 3KCHTOHLI, saBHoimHH OT 3JieKTp0HH0H TeMnepaTyp B i [ 1 2 ] ; a e x — K09 (|)({)HII ;iieHT n o r j i o m e H H H B 0 3 Õ y > K . n a i o m e r o c B e T a ; g e x (t) —
HMnyjiLC BosöyjKzteHHii. CnopocTb AHEPRETH^ecKHX noTepb Si H njioTHocTb
MOIIIHOCTH BQ30y>Ka;eHHÄ P{ onpe^eji^ioTCii cjieayiomHMH Bbipa^eHHfiMH:

Sp

—

dE e

Tic.

dt

op

+

dEe

+

dt

dEe
dt

pe

+

dEe

dt

np,

ir

+

3
3
"f" 2 ^bte-r7le%(^e — ^x) "f" ~kfttere,

Sr- — Tl1

Px

(6)

= -kBTgeGe,

(7)

d£x\
~dt '/ ac

(8)

+

3. _ _
2 b
'

3
3
— 2^b7e-ine^x(7'e — -^x) 4" ~

(9)

^gxG

CnopocTH anepreTKqecKHX noTepb CKJia.z3biBaK>TCH H3 BepOÄTHOcTeö
pacceüHHü, ycpe/cseHHbix no MaKCBejuioBCKOMy pacnpe^ejieHHio (hhaeKcbi «op», «pe», «ac», N «imp» osHa^aioT npon;eccbi pacce.HHH.fi Ha OIITHnecKHX (|)OHOHax, nbesoBJieKTpHHecKoro H ae<j)opMan;HOHHoro pacceHmra
na anycTHHecKHX (j)OHOHax, Heynpyroro pacceHHHH Ha npHMecax cooTBeTCTBeHHo), oÖMeHa AHEPRNEH Meacjciy ajieKTpoHaMH H 3KCHTOHaMH (j -x —
KOHCTaHTa 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOrO B3aHMOjeHCTBHH, CM. IIpHJIOJKeHHe) H
peKOMÖHHanjra, yHocjimeH cpe/mtoio aHeprnio 3/2 • kBT{. 9HeprHH, nepenaBaeMbie 9JieKTp0HH0H H 3KCHTOHHOH nojicHCTeMaM BHCIHHHM B036y>KaeHHeM H B pesyjibTaTe nponecca 0Õpa30BaHHÄ BKCHTOHOB, paBHbi 3/2 • k&T g e
H 3/2 • kßTgx COOTBeTCTBeHHO.
HcKJIIOqaH Ui H3 npOH3BOÜHOH HO BpeMeHH B ypaBHeHHH (3), HOJiyHHM
cjiejiyiomHe ypaBHeHH# hjih TeMnepaTyp:
e

m _ De ( 9 2 n e T e
dt
n . V dz 2

d 2 n,
" dz 2

i (it)-

- T - ] + š ( T -- ^
(10)

dTx _ Dx ( d 2 n x T x
" T ^ ) ~ i (^)+7e-^(te-t,)+7g(m),
dt
n x V dz 2

(11)

YpaBHeHHH (2), (10), (11) aojDKHbi 6biTb aonojiHeHbi rpaHHHHbiMH ycjioBHHMH
dn e
n dn e _ „
=0
(12)

dz —

^ ~dz ~
e
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STe

dz

z=0

^

e

~

z=0

z=l

dTe = 0
2=/
dz

(13)

dx

ÕTh
^

dz

—

S^Tli

2=0

5

BT

D x -^ = ST x ( T X - T L )

3zi.ecb

S{ H STi

z=0

tlx — 0
,

(14)

Z—l

Tx = Tl

(15)

z= l

— CKopocTH noBepxHOCTHOH peKOMÖHHaiiHH

HoeTHoro 0XJia>KjieHHJi, / —

TOJIMHHA

CJIOH, Tl

aKTHBHoro

H

noBepx-

— TeMnepaTypa

peineTKH.

CpejcHHe cKopocTH 9HepreTHHecKHX noTepb Bc;ie,ncTBHe pa3JiHHHbix
MexaHH3MOB pacceHHHH 0npe.z1eJiJi10TC.fi BbipajfceHiuiMH H3 [13]

( f )

o p

=

[exp ( - ^ ) -exp ( - | g )

( 2

(16)
dEe\

32wVe 2 el i m 3 J 2 a(k B T e y> 2 T e - T L

dt /pe

2WhHlp

dEe\
dt /
dEe\
/ imp

dt

(17)

T*

S - 2 1 ' 2 E l m V i k a T , ) 3 ' 2 T e -T L
x 3 / 2 h*p
T„

~

x5'2NDa2DED(kBTe)"2

e x

(2m e )V2

(

v

P(

(li

ED

(

kBTe/

H £o —

rae Hüjlo — aHeprHH onraHecKoro (J)OHOHa;

.

•

)

1 9

BbicoKOHacTOT-

HcLH H HH3KOHaCTOTHaÄ ÜJI3JieKTpH^eCKaH npOHHHaeMOCTH; ei4

KOHCTaH-

Ta nbe3Q9JieKTpH^:ecKoro B3anMo.zieHCTBiifi; a — reoMeTpunecKHH cjsaKTop

(a = 0.4); p — nJioTHOCTb KpucTajuia; E\ — ae^opMaiiMOHHbiH noTemxHaJi
30Hbi npoBOüHMOcTH; Np, cld H E q — KOHneHTpanmi, õopoBCKHH paiXHyc
H pa3HHn;a 9HEPRNH b03öy>k,nehhoro h ocHOBHoro COCTOJIHHH aoHopa.
CpejiHJiJi CKopocTb aHepreTHHecKHX noTepb

3KCHTOHOB

onpeae-JLHETCÜ

Bbipa>KeHHeM [14]

dEx\
dt /

H-WE^mV^T*?'* T x -T l

.71r3/2/i4p

Tx

•

'

r^e M — Macca aKCHToaa, E c y — pa3HHna ,ae(|)0pManH0HHbix noTeHniiaJioB
30HbI npOBOZCHMOCTH H BaJieHTHOH 30HbI. Mbl C^MTaeM, 1TO JJ.JISI 3KCHTOHOB
npw HH3KHX TeMnepaxypax noMHHHpyk>luhm mexamomom ghepretiraeckoh
pejiaKcanmi JiBJiJieTCJi paccenHHe Ha anycTH^ecKHX (|)OHOHax.
KoHCTaHTy CBJI3bIBaHHJI HOCHTeJieH 3apjiaa B 3KCHTOH 7 MO>KHO onpeaeJiHTb na ocHOBaHHH pe3yjibTaTOB paõoTbi [15], npHHHMaji BO BHHMaHHe,
HTO 3/ieKTpoHHaji TeMnepaTypa OTJIHHAETCJI OT PEMETOHHOH

7

P a3HOCTHas

16 • 21/2m5,/2£12e6
= 3mpslkbtl (fcbte)

3/2
(21)

'

3ajwia, cooTBeTCTByioman ypaB HCHHJIM

:

(2), (10), (11) H

rpa-

HH^HblM yCJIOBHHM (12)—(15), peUiaJiaCb ^HCJieHHO.
IIpH 3TOM B Ka^ieCTBe B036y>KÄeHHÄ #ex(^) öpajica HMnyjibc rayccoBOH (|)opMbi c ninpHHOH
18*
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PHC. 5. PaccHHTaHHbie HMnyjibCbi aKCHTOHHOÜ JI10MMH6CE[eHQHH npH pa3JIHMHblX MHT6HCMBHOCTJIX B036y«^eHHÄ.

PHC. 4. Pacc*»rraHHwe HMNYJIBCBI SKC-

HTOHHOÜ JUOMKHeCH,eEHKM npH pa3JIMMHtix 3HaMeHHHX HaMajibHoft TeMnepaTypbl 3JieKTpOHOB.
T e (K): 1 — 10, 2 — 20, 3 — 30, 4 — 50, 5 —

. 1 — 0.5, Z — 1.5, 5 — 5, 4 — 15,,
5 — 30 W/cm2. HanajibHaji TeMnepaTypa
BJieKTpOHOB Tge = 50 K. IlyHfcTHpoM noK»3a-

9

80. HsTeHCHBHocTb B030y>KAeHHji 5 W/cm2.

riyHKTMpOM , nOKA3aHa HCn0J1b30B&HHäJI npH
pacMeTe annapaTH&A 4>yHKUHH.

Ha Hcn0Jib30BÄHHÄJi npH pacMeTe annapaTHan

<j>yHKUHJI.

Atp — 5 ps. ÜJIH MoaejiHpoBaHHH nepHojHHecKoro B030yjKaeHHÄ c nepHoHOM 12.2 ns BHMHCJIEHIIÄ npoaojiacajiHCB c HOBBIM HMny JIB COM B030y>KjneHiifi
ao Tex nop, noKa KomieHTpamni H TeMnepaxypH He cTajra nepHojopuHHBiMH.
BBIJIH Hcn0^b30BaHLi cjieayiomne napaMeTpu GaAs: Hulo = 36.7 meV,
£oo = 10.63, £0 = 12.56, c14 = 4.8- 104 cm"1/2^1/2*"1, p = 5.32g-cm-3,
E\ = 7 eV, art = 100 Ä, Ed = 4.4 meV, M = 1.2mo, Ecy = 9.8 eV. IlapaMeTpu, cooTBeTCTByiomHe 9KcnepHMeHTajiBHLiM ycjioBHÄM: Nd = 1012cm~3,
T l — 1.7 K, / = 10/x, aex = 104cm-1. IlapaMeTp T ecTB HanajiBHas TeM
ge

nepaTypa 9JieKTp0H0B, ycTaHaBJiHBaeMaji cpa3y nocjie <f)0T0B036ya<HeHiiH,
a 3Ha^HT, CBÄ3aHHan c 3HepmeH B036y>K.ziaiomero KBaHTa CBeTa. AHajroraHHBiH napaMeTp jwx 9KCHTOHOB MH B3JUIH paBHMM T gx = 36 K, HTO COOT-

BeTCTByeT pa3Hime aHeprira B036y>K.zieHHoro

H

ocHOBHoro

CÖCTOÄHHH

3K-

CHTOHa (MLI nojiaraeM, HTO BKCHTOH oõpa3yeTCH nepe3 B036y>K.n;eHH0e cocTOÄHHe). OcTajiBHBie napaMeTpBi BapBHpoBajiHCB, h pe3yjiBTaTBi npirae-

XteHBi ana cjie^yiomHX 3Ha*ieHHÖ: D = 10cm2/s, D
t = 10- ns, se = 5 • 10s cm/s, sx = s^e = st x = 0.
e

x
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x

— 5cm2/s,

re = 3.3 ns,

Ilocjie onpe^ejieHHJi KoopjiHHaxHBix m BpeMeHHLix 3aBHciiMocxeH
CneKTp 3KCHTOHHOH (j)OXOJIK)MHHeCHeHIIHH paCC^IHXBIBaeXCJI B COQTBeTCXBHH C BMpaÄeHHeM
(22)
3.necB Et — 3HeprH.a ^caa 3KCHXOHHOH 30HBI, a — K03(F)(F)HIIMEHT norjiomeHHH jiioMHHecrteHmm. PesyjitTHpyioimiH HMnyjiBc JiioMHHecHeauHH nojiyqaexca CBepTKOH paccHHxaHHOH BpeMeHHÕH 3ABHCHMOCTH H annapaxHOH
(jjyHKüHeH, BBiõpaHHoö B BH,ne rayccoBOH c nojiyimipHHOH 0.3 ns.

Ha pnc. 4, 5 noKa3aHM paccqHxaHHBie HMnyjiBCBi jnoMHHecHeHmiH ajisl
4>oxoHa E — Et + 0.1 meV H K03<f)(j)HHHeHxa norjioMEHHÜ a = 5 • 104 cm-1. KaK BHÄBO H3 pHC. 4, ysejiHHeHHe HanajiBHOH
xeMnepaxypu 3JieKXp0H0B npHBo;mx K HQJIB JieHHio H Bospacxamiio npoBaJia Ha $poHxe HMnyjiBca JHOMHHecneHHHH. C yBe;nrqeHHeM HHX€HCSIBHOCXH
B03Õy>KÄeHHH BejiHHHHa npoßajia MeHHexcH HGMQHOXQHHQ, jcocTHraH MaKCHMyMa npn ~ 5 W/cm2.
SHEPRHH H3JiynaeMoro

3. OöcyjK^eHHe
E[peÄJio>KeHHaH MojiejiB oõijJicHiiex ocHOBHBie 3KcnepHMeHxaJiBHMe npoHBJieHHÄ 3<|)<f)eKxa .UHHaMiraecKoro rauieHHH SKCHTOHHOM JiioMKHecixeEixHH.
YNEX 3KCHXOH-3JieKXpOHHOrO B3aHMOÜ,eHCXBHJfi[ npHBOÜHX K nOÜBJIGHMK)
npoßajia Ha cppoHxe pacc^HxaHHoro HMnyjiBca jiiOMHHecneHHHM. C ysejiHHeHHeM 3HeprHH B036Y»aai0mHx KBaHXOB csexa. B Birne Kpan SANPEMEHHOÄ
30HBI yBeJIHHHBaexcH HanajiBHaH xeMnepaxypa ajieKxpoHHoro rasa, MXO,
KaK HOKa3BiBaex pacnex, BBi3BiBaex ÖOJIBIUHH pa3orpes H cooxBexcxBeHHo

ranieHHe JiioMHHecHeHHHii 3KCHXOHQB. MO^e/IB OÖISÄCHHEX H H6MOHOXOH-

Hyio 3aBHCHMOCXB 3(})(j)eKXa OX HHXeHCHBHOCXH B036y»aeHHJI. üeHCXBHxeJiBHo, CHa^aJia c pocxoM HHXeHCHBHOCXH BOsöy^ÄeHHii yBeiiHHHBaexcs
KOHHeHxpaHHH 3JieKxp0H0B H 3KCHXOHBI öojiee 9<fxf)eKXHBHo pasorpeBaioxcR ajieKxpoHaMH, HTO npHBojmx K pocxy sejurauHBi nposajia. lipu ^ocxaXO^HO ÕOJIBHIHX HHXeHCHBHOCXüX B03Õy>KiTeHHil 3KCHXOH-3JieKXpQHHOe B3a-

HMOAEHCXBIIE noMHMo pa3orpesa SKCHXOHOB npHBOzmx K 6oJiee ÖBicxpoMy
OXJIAH<AEHHIO B AJIEKXPOHHOH nojdCHcxeMe. B pe3yjiBxaxe pasorpeB 3KCHXOHOB H ranieHHe JNOMHHECRTEHUHH npoMcxoÄHX na 6ojiee KopoxKHx speMeHax, H c y^exoM KOHE^MORO BpeMennoro paspeinem-m OHM nepecxaioT

HaÖJiiOÄaxBCH. Oöpamaex Ha ceöji BHmiaHHe xopomee cooxBexcxBHe Me>KÄy 9KCHepHMeHXaJIBHOH H pacneXHOH HHXeHCHBHOCXJIMH B03Öy>KiieHHÄ,
npH KoxopoH HaÕJiioaaexcii MaKCHMyM 3(j)(j)eKxa jtHHaMH^ecKoro rauieHHH.
OxMexHM, HXO 3KCHX0H-3JieKxp0HH0e BsaHMOnencxBHe npe.ncxaBJi.Hex
COÕOH HOBBIH MeXaHH3M 3HepreXH^eCKOH peJiaKCaHHH 3JieKXpOHOB. ÜeJIO
B XOM, ^XO 9KCHXOHBI KaK ÕOJiee MaCCHBHBie qaCXHHBI, 3(j)(j)eKTHBHee B3a-

HMoaeiicxByiox c aKycxn ^ecKHMH (|)OHOHaMH, xorzta KaK jijiü 3JieKxp0H0B
pacceüHHe Ha aKycxn^ecKHX <|)OHOHax no^xn ynpyroe. B pe3yjiBxaxe ne-

pe^a^ia aneprHH 3JieKxp0H0B BKCHXOHaM npH aocxaxoMHOH KOHHeHxpaunn

HOCJie/CHHX npHBOÄHX K 3(|)4)eKXHBHOMy OXJia>KiieHHK> 3JieKXpOHOB.

OöpaxHM BHHMaHHe Ha xo, HXO B pacnexe HCH0JiB30Ba^0CB HyjieBoe
CKOpOCXH nOBepXHOCXHOH peKOMÖHHaHHH 3KCHXOHOB. ÜeJIO
B xoM, ^xo npn ee ÕOJIBIHOH BeJiH^IHHE 3KCHXOHBI oxcyxcxByiox B6JIH3H noBepxHocxH K MOMeHxy npHxozta oHepe^Horo HMnyjiBca (|)0X0B036yH<zi;eHHH,
po>KHaioiiiero 3JieKxpoHBi B npHHOBepxHocxHOH oõjiacxn. TaKHM 0Öpa30M,

3HaneHHe JIJIA
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3KCHTOHBI H 3JieKTpOHbI OKa3bIBaK>TCÜ pa3HeJieHHbIMH B IipOCTpaHCTBe H

mx B3aHMO/iehctbhe he39(j)(jbekthbho. Pac^eT b 3tom cjiy^ae noka3fcibaet
oTcyTCTBHe npoBajia Ha (fjpoHTe HMnyjibca B036y>K^eHHJi. IIpe ;mojio>KeHHe O MaJIOH CKOpOCTH HOBepXHOCTHOH peKOMÖHHaHHH 3KCHTOHOB Ka>KeTcji peajiHCTHMHbiM jijiü CBepx^HCToro GaAs, b KoTopoM npHnoBepxHocTHoe
3JieKTpnHecKoe nojie, HBJiüiomeecii npHHHHOH jxHcconamiH 3KCHTOHa, HeBe-

JIHKO.
KoHe^Ho, ncn0Jib30BaHHbie ynpomeHKH MoryT öbiTb npHHHHOH HeKOToporo HeCOOTBeTCTBHfl TeopHH 3KCnepHMGHTa. OcoÕeHHO 3TO KacaeTCÄ
Hcn0Jib30BaHHiLMaKCBejiJi0BCK0H (|>yHKE[hh pacnpenejieHH.fi .zulh skchtohob.
CTporo roBop.H, cne^oBajio 6bi onpe/tejiHTB 3Ty ({jyHKrmio pacnpe^eJieHHÄ,
peuiHB KHHeTH^ecKoe ypaBHeHHe. HeyneT nojuipHTOHHbix 3<|)(f)eKTOB He no3BOJIHJI nOJiyHHTL j^OCTaTOHHO ÕOJIblUyiO 3a^:ep>KKy HMnyJIBCOB JIIOMHHeCu.eHiXHH, HaÕJiioiiaeMyK) b 3KcnepnMeHTe m cBJraaHHyio c 3 ({)(j )eKTOM «6yTbi/io^Horo ropjia» juin üojijipütohob. O^Hano nojiynpHHbie pe3yjibTaTbi
enojiHe nojiTBe^^aioT npaBHJibHocTb npejiJio>KeHHoro oö'büCHeHiifi HaÖJiroiieHHoro 9(|)(j)eKTa ztHHaMHMecKoro rameHHü skchtohhoh jiioMHHecneHmra.
ripu pacnete c^htajiocb, mto k03<Jx|)n:mieht ,#H(j)(f)y3iiH H e 3aBiicnT ot

a(j)(f)eKTHBHOH TeMnepaTypbi.

IIoÄOÕHbiH pac^eT 6biJi npoBezieH TaKJKe vl

jimhehhofi 3aBHCHM0CTH K03(f)(f)nmieHTa ^H4>({)y3PiM ot TeMnepaTypbi. b
3tom cjiynae ocHOBHbie ypaBHeHMü hmöfot 6ojiee rp0M03jXKHM bh,h, o ^Hano
pesyjibTaT 0Ka3aj1c .fi npHMepHo TaKHM >Ke, KaK h b npuBejieHHOM BapnaHTe.
TaKHM 0Õpa30M, 3KCHTOH~3JieKTpOHHOe B3aHMO>üeHCTBHe OKa3bIBaeT cymeCTBeHHOe BJIHüHHe Ha KMHeTHKy 3KCHTOHHOH JHOMHHecneHHHH. OÖHapy>KeHHbiM 3<J)<|)eKT üHHaMH^ecKoro rauieHH.fi škchtohhoh JHOMHHecnemiHH
CBü3aH c pa30rpeB0M skchtohob, ocTaBniHxc.fi ot npe^bimyuiero HMnyjibca
B03Õy>KiieHH^ BHOBb pOJKüeHHblMH ropjTlHMH 3JieKTpOHaMH. PaCHeT HHHaMHKH 3KCHTOHOB H 3JI6KTpOHOB HOCJie KOpOTKOrO HMnyJIbCa (j)OTOB03Öy-

>KüeHHÜ

C

yneTOM 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOrO B3aHMO.ZieHCTBH.fi HOKa3aJI HeMO3(f)(j)eKTa OT HHTeHCHBHOCTH B03Öy>KiieHHiI B COOTBeTCTBHH C 3KCHepHMeHTOM. IIpH ÕOJIbIHHX HHTeHCHBHOCTHX B03Öy>K/i;eHHiI
nOflBJIfleTCtf HOBblH 3<j)(f)eKTHBHbIH KaHaJI OXJia»meHHJI 3JieKTpOHOB 3a CHeT
MX paCCeflHHJI Ha 3KCHTOHaX.
HOTOHHyK) 3aBHCHM0CTb

PaöoTa BbinojiHeHa npn no,zmep>KKe PoccHHCKoro 4>oH^a {jjyH^aMeHTajibHbix nccjie^OBaHHH, npoeKT JV* 92-02-2373.

nPHJIO ^KEHHE

nponecc 3KCHTOH-3 JieKTpOHHOrO paCCeHHHü MOH<eT ÕbITb OHHCaH B
KoopimHaTHOH CHCTeMe ueHTpa Macc KaK ynpyroe pacceüHHe nacTHHbi
c. npnBeü,eHHOH Maccoii n = m e M/(m e + M) u BOOTOBHM BeKTopoM

q =

(M k e

- m e k x )/(m + m

e

) B noTemmajie B3anMojieHCTBH^, ycpe^HeH-

HOM HO BHyTpeHHeMy ÄBH>KeHHIO B 3KCHTOHe. n P H 3TOM CyMMapHblH BOJIHOBOH BeKTop k = k e + k x coxpaHHeTCü. CKopocTb oÕMeHa sHeprweH Me>K,ay

3JieKTpOHHOH H 3KCHTOHHOH HO^CHCTeMaMH, yCpe^HeHHaH HO HX MaKCBeJIJIOBCKHM pacnpe^ejieHHHM, MO>«eT õbiTb 3anncaHa B BH^e

rjxe cr

e

-x

— ÄH({)(})epeHi];HajibHöe ceneHHe pacceüHHü,

ket- h kxi —

HanaJib-

Hbie BOJIHOBbie BeKTOpbl B3aHMOJiefiCTByK)UXHX 3JieKTpOHa M 3KCHTOHa. HH1478
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TerpnpoBaHne NPOH3BOJAJITCII no BceM HanpaBJieHKHM NPHBE^eHHoro BOJIHOBoro BeKTopa q. 9HeprnH a E , KOTopaH nepejiaeTCJi BKCHTOHY, H
ycpe^neHHÄ () onncMBaioTC^ BbipajKemiHMH
x

kx = -q + „m

a= £r(klf - kit),
2M

J

f

<f>k =

M -f m (

(
E \ „ d3k r /
exp
exp
("srj f(2^

k,

d? k

J { - w ) (2^
(

E \

-1

(n .2)
(n.3)

3.necb K x j — KOHEHHBIII BOJIHOBOH BeKTop 3KCHTOHa B pe3yjibTaTe nponecca
pacceHHHJi; ycpe,HHeHne MOJKeT npoBojuiTbCJi no (JjyHKnHH pacnpejiejieHiui
Kan 3KCHTOHOB, TaK H 3JieKTp0H0B (cooTBeTCTByiontHH HHZieKC onymeH).

b KanecTBe ce^eHHfl pacceflHUH <J e

x

ncnojn>3yeM Bbipa>KeHne, nojiy-qeH-

Hoe äJIü pacceHHHH ajieKTpoHa Ha HeÖTpajibHOM .aoHope [ 16 ], TaK KaK 3(f)4>eKTHBHa^ Macca
TpoHa

^bipKH 3HaHHTeJIbHO

ÖOJIbUie 9(f>4>eKTHBHOH Maccbl

,„

5 sx

<re_x = - —.
7t Q
HaKOHen, nocjie npjiMbix BbiHHCJieHHH

Se—x

— 7 e— x ^ e ^ x ^

(^e

CnncoK

Tx),

9JieK(n.4

(ii.4) nojiynaeM
7e-x

= 40

ha.
M + mc

(n.5)

JiHTepaTypw
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bjihhhhc üono^hmttnbhoii

4)otobas6y>kflehhbix .nektp0h0b
skchtohhoto
hto
ochobhoto (n = kchtohhopo coctohhhh
TOHHbiM xapairrepoM 3HepreTHHecKoro cneicrpa SToro coctohhhh h oöycjiOB/ieHO yBe/iHsenHeM no/inphtohhoro
3atyxahm». Poct saTyxaHHH npn renepauHM 3/ieKTpoHOB abrabib.ietch npoueccavm pacce»hhh nojiaphtohob na
ropjiiHX 3jieirrpoHax b npouecce TepMajitnauHH nocjieaHHX. [lpn stom nponcxoanT HarpeB nojtnpHTOHOB. Uphhhhoh
H3MeHCHHH, oõnapyweHHbix b cncKTpax jik)MHHecueHL(HH, HBJiHercs oõparHbiH npouecc-narpeB 3/ieKTpoHOB h
Mcc.nea0BaH0
reHepauHH
3
Ha cneicrpbi
norjioiueHHB
jiiOMHHecueHUHH caepxHMCTbix oöpaauon GaAs npH T — 2 K. ri0Ka3aH0,
o6H;ipy>KeHHoe
yBeJiHHeHHe KoacjKjiHUHeHTa norjiomeHHH an»
1) 3
cBH3aHO c nonnpn-

h

oxjia>KfleHne ncmspHTOHOB.

shcprethieckhe coctohhhh skchtohob h cboõoahux ho-

cHTejien (|)opMHpyioT 3HepreTHHecicnii cneirrp ß pöjiac-ra
coöcTBeHHoro norjiomeHHH nojiynpoBPUHHicpB. OPN 4>OTOB036y5KfleHHH
.eJIH H SKCHTOHbl MOryT B3aHM0fleHCTB0BaTb Me>Kny cofSoü.
BsaHMOjiciicTBHe
xapaKTep. C OflHOH CTOpOHH, B03fleHCTBHe CBOÖOflHhlX HOCHTCjieü CMex
M05KCT H3MeH«Tb SHepreTHHecKnft cnemp nojiynpoBOflHHKa
(nojio5KCHHe Kpaa sanpemeHHOH 3
cujiy ocuHJUiHTopa SKCHTOHa
Tfl.). C apyroit crropoHH,
3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOe BSaHMOfleKCTBHe MO»eT npHBOtlHTb K
pacceaHHK)
3neicrp0H0B apyr Ha apyre npeaeJiax CBOHX 30H. 3KpaHHp0B3HHe OÕHHHO IipOHBJIHeTCH npH
ÕOJlbUIHX HHTeHCHBHOCTHX (j)0T0B036y>KHeHlW. B MaCTHOCTH,
cneicrpax norjiomeHHH sKparapoBaHHe
npraoiyrib
K
[1—3]. PaccesjieiaponioB zipyr Ha .apyre
npn yMepcHHtix
B036y
ß.o
nop
HccjieaoBajiocb npn H3yMeHHH cnempoB
necuenuHH
npoHBJiHJiocb
oco6en([)0pMbl nvtmiü H3JiyMeHHH OCHOBHOrO SKCHTOHHOrO
[4,5],
6
3Toro
[6,7], Ile
paoora
3KCHTOH-3JieiapoHHoro pacceHHHH Ha
cneicrpH noraomcHHH CBera.

hocht
3to

3a

hocht hbohkhh

skpahhpobahhn kyjiohobckoro b33hmo/ichctbhh
h

ohh, shepnm cbh3h h

skchtohob h

b

b

moikct
nojihomy hche3h0behhi0 3kcht0hhmx jihhhh
hhhc skchtohob h
npohbjwetch
hhtchckbhocthx
»aehhh.
chx
oho
juomhh
b ochobhom jihõo b
hocthx
coctohhhh
jih o b ocoöchhocthx khhcthkh h3jiymehhh
coctohhhh
^bio nanhoh
kb^hjiocb
nbmchchhc bjthhhhh

hccjiejiobajihcb tohkhc (~

B
paöoTc
500 nm)
KpHCTHJiJibi GaAs, KOTopwc noJiynaJiHCb nyrcM nojinpoBKH
n noc^cayiomcro XHMHnecKoro TpaBJieHHH m o6pa3U0B,
aHaJIOrHMHblX CBCpXMHCTbIM o6pa3UaM, HCII0JIb30BaHHWM B
paöoTax [6-8]. Cneicrpbi norjiomeHHH HccjienoBaxiHCb npn
T = 2 K.
cncKTpajibHoü no^oce "ripoÕHoro" rryMKa
cßcTa, DbtaejweMOH MOHOxpoMaTopoM MflP-12 H3 cnjiomH.gro cncKTpa naMnw HaKanHBaHiiH. Flonoca noflönpajiacb

b

4*
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hto6u cbccth k MHHHMyMy B036y>KaeHHc
h
ho
uhhhh
= h
haka

CBo6oflHbrx HOCHTejieft waaeK
ipMeparb
norjio
meHHH OCHOBHOrO (n
1)
BJ336y>KfleHHoro (n — 2)
3KCHTOHHKDC COCTOHHHH.
«JKa CBQÖOftHblX HOCHTejieÜ
ocymccTBJi.uiacb flByMH cnocoöaMH. B nepBOM cjiynae 0Ha
BbinojiHJuiacb c noMoiubio HenpeptipHoro rejiHH-HeoHOBoro
aproHotaoro Jia3epa (A = 632.8
514.5 nm).
tfanyneHHe 3
cirynac
c noMoiubio
CTaHaapTHoiS
cneira
B BTopoM cjiynae
HJiH renepaixHH HocHTejieÄ Hcn0Jib30BajicH HMnyjibC Jia3epa
Ha KpacHTejie juiHTeJTbHOCTbio 5 ps, a noJiyiunpHHa annaparaoft
[jcrwcTpauHH cocraBJiHJia 300 ps.
HMnyjibCHoe B030y)»cneHHe h penacipauHfl Hcn0Hb30BajiHCb
HaMH TaioKe
npn
npcMeHHÖH

hjih

hjih
peractphpobajiocb
^kttohob. o

b tom
mctoahkh

4>yhklijih chctcmk

h
hccjieflobahhh
khhcthkh
jiiomhhecuehiihh. haxahka hochtejiew nphboijht he tojibko

K H3MeHCHHI0 nponyCKaHHH, HO H K nOHBJieHHIO B OÕJiaCTH
3KCHTOHHUX pC3OHaHC0B JIIOMHHeCUeHUHH, HHTeHCHBHOCTb
KOTOpOH B
CJT
6bIJia CpaBHHMOH C Iv.iTeHCHBHOCTbio kraana nponyCKaHHH. flajiee HpeflCTaajieHbi
pe3yjibTaTbi H3MepeHHH "niicTorp" nponyCKaHHH, KOTopbie
BbiHHTaHHCM cnrnajia /
cyMMapHoro peracTpHpyeMoro cnrHa/ia.

HeKOTOpWX /MaHX

nojiynajihcb

bommhccuchuhh h3

hcxohhhm cnektpom

Ha pHc. 1 cneicrp 1 mmctca
nponycKaHHH, nouyncHHUM 6e3 jionojiHHTejibHott noacBCTKH.
CneKTp 2 nonyneH Tex
npn onHOBpeMeHrenepamiH HOCHrejieft HenpepbiBHbiM He-Ne-.aa3epoM
(HHTeHCHBHOCTb (JjOTOBOTÖyWflCHHH cx
3TOM CJiyMaC
paBHHJiacb /„ = 1 W/cm2). JJonojiniiTCJibHaH reHepauHH
HOCHTeneft cyujecTBeHHbiM ofipaaoM*
cneirrp nponycKaHHH. Xapaicrep H3MeHeHHH norjiomeHHH aua
B03Öy>KfleHHpr0
HHaMcrpaJibHO npoTHBonojio>KeH. B oöjiacTH ocHpBHoro
norjiouieHHc npn re
HepauHH CBoõoaHbix HOciiTejieH yßejjHHH
a
MaKCHMyMa BC36y>KfleHHoro
yMeHbiuacTCH.
AHajiorHHHbie peayjibTaTW nojiyMCHbi r;pn HMnyjibCHOH
noflCBCTKe.

hoh

1. 3kcqepmmehta/ibhbie pe3y^bratw
hactonmeh

TaKHM oopaaoM,

b

we vcjiobhhx. ho

(/ ) b

mchhct

h

coctohhhh
coctohhhk

ochobhoto

'bactch, b oöjiacth
coctohhhh cho
h
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1.0

0.8

OA

!1
i \

1.515

10

Time, uj

1.520

f, eV
PHC. 1. Cnemp nponyocaHHx TOKKOTO oõpasua GaAs 6e3 ( / ) H

npw (2) OJZHOBpCMCHHOH ZIOSaBOHHOfi (jxJTOrCHCpaUHH HOCHTMCfl.
CTpejIKa Eo COOTBCTCTByCT SHepFTfH HHa 30Hbl OCHOBHOrO 3KCHTOHHoro COCTOHHHH.

Ha piic. 2 npeflCTamieHa pa3Bepn<a bo bpcmchh bcjihmhhw
othoiuchhh CHiuana nponyCKaHHH c noflCBcncoft (7") k Bejihhhhc CHraana nponyCKaHHH 6e3 noncBcrxH (7). CnrHaji
nponycKaHHjr pcracTpHpoBajicn Ha fljiHHe bojihh, cootbctCTByiometi MaKCHMyMy norjiomeHHH ochobhoto coctohhhh.
H3 pHC. 2 BHflHO, hto npH HMTiyjII>choh nOflCBCTKe, KaK H
b cjrynae HenpeptiBHoft, nomomeHHe b oöjiacTH ochobhoto

COCTOHHHH B03paCTaeT.

C

hsmchchhhmh b
hsmchchhh h b

pocTOM HaKaMKH napany c
cneKTpc nponyCKaHHH npoHcxofljrr
cneKTpe
JHOMHHeCUeHIIHH HCCJieflOBaHHblX TOHKHX 06pa3U0B. Ha
pHC. 3 npencTaBJiCHW cncicrpN
H3 TOHKHX 06pa3U0B npH flByX 3H3HCHHHX HHTeHCHBHOCTH
Boaöynmaiomero
. Cneirrp 1 cooTBercrByer cncinpy
JHOMHHCCUCHUHH TOKKOTO o6pa3ua, nonyneH HOMy npH MHHHMajIbHO B03M0WH0Ä HHTeHCHBHOCTH nOHCBCTKH, Koma
HHKSKHx H3McneHHft B cneiope norjiomeHHH He HaöjuoflaeTCH. CneKTp, 2 nojiyneH npH /cx = 7 W/cm2, Koma
H3MCHCHHH B CIieKTpe nOrjIOUiCHHH BeCbMa CymeCTBeHHH.

jhomhhccuchuhh oahoto

cbctü

20

PHC. 2. BpeMCHHän 3ABHCHMOCTB OTHOIUCHHH CHrna/ia nponycKa-

HHH c noacBCTKofi K BE/IHMHHC CHRNAJIA
KH. UjTpHXOBOH /1HHHCM npCflCTaBJlCH

nponyCKaHHH 6C3 noncacTHMnyjlbC B036y)KHai01UCr0

Jiasepa.

PHC. 3 noKaairaaeT, HTO HHTCHCHBHOCTH IIOACBCTKH, cyuieCTBeHHO MeHHfonwe cneicrp norjiomeHHH, H3MeHHiOT aaMeTHblM 0Öpa30M H CneKTp JHOMHHCCUeHUHH. HeCMOTpH na
HeKOTOptJC OTJDTfflH (cBH3aHHHe B OCHOBHOM C yMCHbUICHHeM OTHOCHTCJlbHOft HHTeHCHBHOCTH H3JiyHeHHH CBSI33HHWX
3KCHTOHOB [9]) OÕlUeft <j)0pMM CnCKTpOB JHOMHHCCUCHUHH
TOHKHX OßpaSUOB OT (jjopMH CneKTpOB JHOMHHCCUCHUHH
TOJICTilX 06pa3U0B, HCCJieaOBaHHblX H3MH paHec [8], oßuUHC

33KOHOMCpHOCTH HSMeHCHHH CnCKTpOB JHOMHHCCUCHUHH C
POCTOM HaKaiKH OflHHaKOBbl. HaHÖOJieC npHMeMaTCJlbHOH
OCOÖeHHOCTblO 3T0TO H3MCHCHHH HBJIHCTCH B03HHKH0BCHHC
B OÖjiaCTH HH5Ke 3HCpi"HH

EQ (EQ

— 3HCprHH «Ha 3KCHTOH-

HOFT 30HbI OCHOBHOrO COCTOHHHH) HHTeHCHBHOTO flJIHHHOBOJIHOBOrO XBOCra JIHHHH nOJIHpHTOHHOtt JTIOMHHeCUeHUHH
(cneiap 2 Ha pnc. 3). IlpH MHHHMaJibHOft
STOT XBOCT
npaKTHHecKH orcyrcTByeT (cnemp 1). B TOJICTNX oöpa3uax
XBOCT npOHBJIHeTCH KaK "nOflCTaBKa" flJIH JIHHWtt D°X, D+X,

A°X, COOTBCTCTByiOUJHX
CneirrpajibHoe

H3JiyMeHHK> CBH33HHIJX 3KCHT0H0B.

nonokchhe jihhhH h3jiynchhh cdr33hhwx
®M3MKa TBepfloro Te/ia, 1997, TOM 39, N« 6
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3KCHTOHOB ÄJ1H KpHCTajlJIOB GaAs Ha PHC. 3 yKa3aHO CTpCJlKUMH. ConocTan^eHHc c ROJIOWCHHCM crpenoK noKa3biBaeT,
HTO NOFLBJJAJOMMICH c pocroM

l„

XBOCT JUTHHHOBOJIHOBOFO

nojiy^cHMH pacnoJiaraercH B cncirrpajibHott 06/iacTH, co-

OTBCTCTByiOIUCFi H3JiyHeHHIO CBH33HHUX 3KCHTOHOB. MTOÕM
HCKJIIOHHTb COMHCHHH, OÖyCJIOBJICHHbie B03M0/KH0H CBH3blO

paccMaTpHBacMoro

XBOCTU

c H3JiynaTejibHOH peKOMÖHHa-

UHCH CBH30HHbIX 3KCHTOHOB, Mbi npOBeJlH HCCJlCflOBaHHe
OpCMCHHÕti KHHCTHKH JTIOMHHCCUeHUHH OflHOrO H3 TOHKHX
oöpa3UOB, B cncicrpe jiioMHHecueHiiHH KOToporo npHcyT-

cTBOBa/ia oTHCTrtHBaji JIHHHH D X. HHTcrpHpoBaHHuft no
+

opcMCHH cneicrp jHOMHHeciieHUHH 3Toro oõpaaua, nojiyneH-

HUH npH HMNYJIBCHOM B030y>KneHHH) npeacraBJieH Ha BcraBKC K pHC. 4. CTpCJIKaMH Cl, b,C, d Ha 3T0fi[ BCTaBKe yKa3aHbI
TOMKH cneKTpa, ÄJIH KOTopwx HCc^EFLOBAJIACB BpeMCHHän
KHHCTHKa. HMnyjlbC JHOMHHecqeHUHH I Ha PHC. 4 COOTBCT-

nojinpirroHHoro H3JiyneHHH Ha anepraH E q
(cTpcjiKa u), a HMnyjibe 2 — KHHeTHKe H3JiyneHHH cBasan-

CTByeT KHHCTHKC
Horo 3KCHT0H3

D+X

(cTpejIKa c).

KHHCTHKa

H3JiyneHHH

B TOHKax, oTMeneHHMX crpejiKaMH b H d, npaKTHHecKH
HCOTJIHHHM3 OT KHHCTHKH pe30HaHCH0r0 HOJIHpHTOHHOrO
H3JiyHCHHH (HMnyjIbC /), H II03T0My COOTBCTCTByiOIHHe HM-

0

Time , tm

PHC. 4. «HHCTHKa HinyneHHn

8

1Z

an« paaHbix ynaerKOB cnempa

H3Mep*JiaCb BpCMeHHän

OflHOTO

no-

HCCJlCaOBaHHblX TOHKHX
o6pasuoB GaAs. Ha BCTaBKC npeacraBjieH cnetrrp JUOMMHCCUCHUHH o6pa3ua. CrpenKaMH yKa3anu yiacTKH cneKTpa, AJIH xoTopux
JlÄpHTOHHOfi JllOMHHeCUCHUHH

H3

3aBHCHM0CTb HHTeHCHDHOCTH HOnyjeHH*.

bo BpcMeHH
cootbetcrbyet õojimhhm bpemcham
HonynaTejibHoit pckomöhhsuhh, xapaicrcpHbiM asi« cbh33h-

nyjibcu Ha puc. 4 He npeflcraBJieHbi. 3aTHHyn>itt
ena«
D+X

h3jiyhehhfl

HUX

3KCHT0H0B [10). OflHHaKOBOCTb KHHCTHKH flJIH H3JiyHC-

HHH, COOTBCTCTByiOmero pa3HUM TOMKaM AJIHHHOBOJIHOBOrO

XBOCTa, H H3JiyHCHHH H3 OÕjiaCTH pe30Hauca CBHflCTeJIhCTByCT B nOJIb3y HX OflHHaKOBOrO npOHCXOatSCHHH.

2. Q6cy*ßeHwe pe3yribTaT0B
PeayjibTaTbi no H3MeHeHiuo norjiomeHHH npn reHepauHH

hbjijhotch aobojibho hcoöwihumh.

HOCHrejieit
B BunojiHeHHbix panee sKcnepHMetrrax aonojiHHTenbHaii noacBerca
cj>OTOHaMH c 3Heprnefl E > Ek npHBOflHJia He yBejiHMeHHio,
a yMeHbiueHHio norjiomeHHH oöjiacTH MaKCHMVMa
Horo 3KCHT0HHoro
3
Ha6jIK)flajI0Cb KaK npH

k

PMC.

3. CneKTpbi

JHOMHHCCUCHUHM TOHKOTO

o6pa3ua npH flByx

iHaicHHHx HHTeHCHDHOCTH BOTõyiKflaiouiero CBera.

©M3MKa TBepAoro Tena, 1997, TOM 39, Ns 6
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IIOCTH [ 1 - 3 ] , TAK H ripu MQNY.IFLUHH noniomcHHa Ha Majibix
nacTOTax cjiaõo HHTCHCHBHUMH NOTOKAMH (JJOTOHOB [11].
B DKcnepHMCHTax no (l)öTononiomeHHJO [11] naõiiioflaCM3H MOflyjIHUHH nponyCKaHHH OOtHCHHJiaCb H3MCHCHHCM
•j(|)([)eKTHBHOH rjiyÖHHu nomoaicHHH B pe3y;ibTaTC HSMCHCHHH npunoBcpxHOCTHoro nojia 3a CMCT nepe3apa«KH noaepxiiocTHbix ueHTpoB. H3MeHeHHc npnnoBepxHocTHoro nojia
xioBOJibHo MejuiCHHUH npouecc [11], H B HauieM cnynac OHO
upafl JIH MOMffiT OTBCHaTb 3a OCHOBHOH 3(j)([)eKT B03fleÜCTBHfl
nOflCBCTKH, nOCKO.HfbKy, KaK 3T0 BHflHO H3 pHC. 2, MaKCHMa/ibHan MoayjTauHH nponyCKaHHH npoHcxoflHT 3a KopoTKHC BpcMeHa, conocTaBHMbie c BpeMeHHbiM pa3pemeHHeM
ycTaHOBKH. CneayeT, OHHaKO, OTMenrrb, HTO cymecTByer H
fl/lHHH0BpeMeHH<iH KOMnOHeHTa B03fleHCTBHH IIOHCBeTKH Ha
cnerrp nponycKaHHa. Ha STO yKa3bmaeT OTJiHMHe BejiHHHHbi
T'/T OT CÜHHHUb! B npOMOKyTKe MOKfly HMnyjlbCaMH
B030y>KfleHHa. B aanHOH paõoTe MH He öyaeM oßcyacflaTb
McxaHH3M 3TOH fljiHHHOBpeMeHHÕH MOflyjiauHH nponycKaHHB. HTO iKe KacaeTca öbicTpoü KOMnoHCHTbi B03aeftcTBHa
noitCBCTKH, TO ocTaeTca npeanojioHCHTb, HTO oHa CBa3aHa
C BO3He0CTBHeM HOCHTeJiefl Ha 0Õl>e.MHbIH K03(|)(|)HUHeHT
NORJTOIUEHHA.

OcHOBHbiM napaMeipoM, onpenenaioiiiHM K03<jxJ>HUHeHT

SKCHTOHHoro norjiomeHHH,

HOB R.

ABJIAETCA

3aTyxaHHe

BblflejieHHOrO 3KCHT0HH0r0 pe30HaHCa B

SKCHTO33BHCH-

OT COOTHOUieHHH BejIITHHHH F H HeKOTOpoft KpHTHHeCKOH BEJIHMHHBI 33TyxaHHa Fc, onpenenaeMOH CHJIOH OCUHJIMOCTH

jiaTOpa paccMaTpHBaeMoro 3KCHT0HH0r0 pe30HaHca, cymecTByiOT FLUE ajibTepHaTHBHbie BO3MO>KHOCTH paccMOTpeHHa
CBOHCTB 3KCHTOHHOrO pe30HaHCa [12,13]. npH r < rt
HeoõxonHM yieT nojiapuroHHoro s^eicra. KostjxjmuHeHT
rior/ionieHira nojiapHTOHOB a npaMO nponopunoHajieH BeJIHHHHC 3aTyxaHHa r [14]
a = T/v,

(1)

rjje v — rpynnoBaa CKopocTb nOJiapHTOHOB. ECJIH F > r ,
3KCHT0HH H (j>OTOHbi B KpHCTajuie MoryT paccMaTpnBan>ca
KaK HE3ABHCHMBIE KBa3HHacTHubi. B STOM cjiynae JIHHHH
3KCHT0HH0P0 nOrjIOLUCHHH annpOKCHMHpyCTCH JIOpeHUeBCKHM KCHTypoM, H BejiHMHHa K03^{})HUHeHTa norjiomeHHH Ha
MacTOTe pe30H3Hca oöpanio nponopimoHajibna BCJIHHHHC T
e

(a(fib) ~ l/r).

Pe3yjibTaTbi, npeflcrraBjieHHHe Ha pnc. 1, c yrcTOM BbiuieCKa3anHoro 0UH03HaHH0 yKa3biBai0T Ha TO, HTO renepauna

H0CHTCJ1CH npHBOflHT K yBejIHHeHHIO 3aiyXaHHH 3KCHTOHOB.
fljia COCTOHHHH n = 1 peanrayeTCH nojiapHTOHHbifi nonxofl
r [8], H n03T0My reHepauna HOCHTeJiefl npHBOflHT K
B03paCT3HHK) KOScjxflHLIHeHTa nOrjIOffltHHH.,Qjra B036y>KaeH-

(F < r )

Horo cocToaHHa CHTyauna cooTBerrcByeT cjiynaio T > rt.

3TO H noHarao, nocKOJibKy CHJia ocuHJiJiaropa cocroaroia
n — 2 B 8 pa3 MCHbuie CHJibi ocumi/mTopa cocToaHHa
ii = 1, a ero 3aTyxaHHe 3a cneT BO3MO«CHOCTH ncpexona
b /( = 1 cyuiecTBCHHO 6ojibiue. B flaJibHefiuieM MM öyneM
anajiH3HpoBaTb anuib H3MeHeHHa, npoHCXOflauine B oöjiacTH
cocToaHHa n = 1, aua KOToporo cnpaBejuiHB nojiapHTOHHbifi!
noflxoa H fljia Koroporo B03M03KHa oueHKa napaMeTpoB,
onpeflcnaioiuHX BejiHHHHy 3KCHT0HH0r0 K03<t)())HUneHTa norjioiueHHa.

Jinn SKCnepHMCHTajlbHOft OUCHKH
3KCHTOHHOrO 33TyX3HHH

(Ar)

H3MeHCHHH BCJUIHHHbl

H3MH H3MCpCH3 BeJIHHHHa

H3MeHeHHH 3KCHT0HH0r0 norjiomeHHH na nacroTe,

cootdct-

n = 1. OKa3ajiocb, hto KostjxjjHLmeHT norjiomeiiHa npw /cx = 5 W/cm2
yBejiHHHBaerca H3 BejiHHHHy, psBHyio Aa = 0.5-104 cm .
ripH OLieHKe BejlHHHHbl Aa H3MH yHHTblBaJTOCb H3MCpCHH0C
cTByiomeH MaKCHMyMy norJiomeHHa

jihhhh

-1

H3MeHeHHC K03({K|>HUHeHT3 OTpSJKCHHH, KOTOpOC T3K)KC HMC-

ct MecTO npn noflCBCTKe. Hcrionbaya 3HancHne rpynnoBOH
CKOpOCTH flJia nOJiapHTOHOB HH>KHeH BCTBH Ha 3HCpTHH,
cooTBeTCTByfomeÄ MaKCHMyMy noniomeHHa, hsxoahm, hto
3aTyx3HHe b oöjiacTH pe30HaHca B03pacTaeT Ha BejiHHHHy,
paBHyio

Ar = 7.4 • 109 s-1.

BejiHHHHa

3aTyxaHHH onpeaejiaeTca BceMH
yxozta nOJiapHTOHOB H3 cocToaHHa c 3anaHHbiMH SHepraeft h bohhobum BeicropoM. CxeMaTHHecKH
npoueccbi, onpeaejiaroiime 3aTyx3H«e nOJiapHTOHOB, npeacT3BJieHbi H3 pnc. 5. OõbiHHo (cm., HanpHMep, [14,15]) npw
paccMOTpeHhh npoueccoB, onpeacjiaioiuHX T, yHHTUBajiHCb
npoueccbi yxojja b npyrue nojiapHTOHHbie cocToaHHa 3a cmct
3KCHT0HH0r0

npoueccaMH

Heynpyroro pacceaHHa Ha (j)OHOHax (aKycTHHecKHX (L4)

h onTHHecKHx {LO)) h ynpyroro pacceaHHa Ha npHMecax
(imp), a T3K>Ke npoueccbi 6e3bi3JiyHaTejrbHOil (nr) ™6enn
3KCHT0H0B (pHC. 5,fl):

r = rM + rL0 + riltip + rnr.
(2)
b03õy>kflehhe hochtcjich moa<et H3MeHan> Bee yxa3anhbie b ypaBHeHHH (2) napunajibHHe bejihhhhb) r. 3a cneT aHTHCTOKCOBbix npoueccoB
pacceaHHa Ha (})OHOHax (LA , LO ) (pae. 5, d), po;raaloumxca b xone sheprethheckoh pejiakcauhh cboöokhhx
B npHHunne nonojiroitenlhoe

+

+

HOCHTejiett, MOiyr yBejiHHHBaTbca 3HaneHHa Vio n F
OflHaKO HCn0Jlb30B3HHbie H3MH HeÖOJIbUIHe HHTeHCHBHOCTH
MoryT npHBecrra cymecTBeHHOMy
HeHHK) HHCejI 3anOJIHeHHH
nOflCHCTeMC [16], H
nosTOMy B3aHMO ieHCTBHe c
OHOHaMH Bpaa nn
õbiTb
npHHHHOÜ yBeJIHHeHHH r. ripH flOnOJTHHTCHbHOH reHepauHH
HOCHTeJiefl Moryr
06yCJIOBJieHHbie B3aHM0fleHCTBHeM
npHMCCaMH.
CTOpOHN, C pOCTOM KOHUeHTpaUHH )OT0BO36yHOCHTeJiefl npowcxoflirr HatMuiemie
3bi3JiyHaTejibH0ft raöejiH
BejiHMHHa nr
yMeHbiuaTbca
Hpyrofl CTopoHbi
B03pacT3Tb

b036y>kflehhh he

k
b ({)ohohhoh
(j>

/

h3mc-

. mo«et

menatbca h bejihhhhbi 3atyxahhh,
3kcht0h0b c
c oflhoh
(j
»caehhhx
uehtpob 6cskchtohob, h
r mtokct
.c
, mojkct
bcjthHHHa rimp* oöycjiobjiehhaa ynpyrHM pacceaHHeM skchtohob
Ha pa3JiHHHbix uempax, nocKojibKy nocjie ji0KajiH3auHH Ha
hhx hochtejieh ohh h3 ueHipoB 3axbata MoryT npenpauiaTbca b ueinpH ynpyroro pacceaHHa [8,17], OueHHTb
h3mehehne 3atyxahha 33 cneT B3aHMOfleftcTBHa skchtohob
C npHMeCJTMH npaKTHHCCKH HeB03MO)kho, nOCKOJIbKy HaM
HeH3BeCTHbI hh thü, hh KOHUeHTpaUHH UeHTpOB, OnpCflCJiaroiUHX BCJIHHHHbJ rnr H timp. MffiKHO JIHUIb CKa33Tb, HTO

noflxoflsmee jwa o6bacHeHHa sKcnepHMeHTajibHbrx pe3yjibTimp AOJIHCHO KOMneHCHpOB3TbCa COOTBCTCTByfomHM yMeHbineHHeM bcjuihhhh T nr, hto ct3bht noa
comhchhc oöbHCHeHHe Ha6jnoflaeMoro stJwJieKTa h 33 chct

T3TOB yBejIHHeHHe

B3aHMOaeftCTBHH C
IlpH reHepauHH

npHMCCHMH.
HOCHTejieft b nojiynpoBoaHHKe Bmiaa b

3aTyx3HHe nOJiapHTOHOB noMHMo psccMOTpeHHbix npouec

coB MoryT BHOCHTb TaioKe npoueccw yxona nOJiapHTOHOB
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Pnc. 5. 3HeprcTMHecKan unarpaMMa npoueccoB, OTBeTCTBeHHbix 3a 3aTyxaHHe nojixpHTOHOB. CruiouiHbiMH
üHcnepcnoHHbie KpHBbie nojiHpHToHOB, a nyHKTwpoM — napaöcuibi, cooTBercTByiouiHe 30He npoBouMMOcm

b apvnie COCTOHHHH 3a CMCT HenocpeacTBeHHoro pacceHHHH

nojiHpjiTOHOB Ha HOCHTejiHX.

B nepnoM npHÖjnmeHHH BejiH

MHHa cooTBCTCTByiomero 3aTyxaHHH MTOKCT 6brn> oneHeHa
KaK BepOHTHOCTb pacceHHHH 3KCHT0H3 (6e3 yHeTa nOJTHpH-

TOHHblX 3(|)(|)eKTOB) Ha HOCHTCJIHX [7,18]
r = 20ha x n/m,
rae

(3)

ct, — 6opoBCKHH pajwyc 3KCHTOH3, n H m — KOH-

UeHTpauHH H 3(}K])eKTHBHaH MaCCa HOCHTejIH. OopMyjia (3)
nOKa3blBaeT, HTO 3t})(j)eKTHBHOCTb B3aHMOfleHCTBHH B03paCTa-

CT c yBejiHHeHHeM öopoocKoro paflHyca H YMEHBUIEHHEM
3([)(])eKTiiBH0fi Maccbi HOCHTejIH. B
3KCHT0H3 FLOBOJIHO BejIHK (dx

GaAs öoposcKHH

pajjHyc

= 14 nm), a 3<f>4>eKTHBHaH

Macca ajicKTpoHa MaJia (mr = O.Oömo), OHa cymecTBeHHO
MCHbiüo 3(J)(1K:KTHBHOH Maccbi flbipKH

(m/, =

0.5mo). 3TO

npHBO/HIT K 3(|x|)CKTHBH0My B3aHMOfleHCTBHK) 3KCHTOHHOH H
3JicKTp0HH0ii noflCHCTeM

b GaAs, HaöJiroaaBuieMyc« paHee

JIMHHHMH

npeflcrraBJieHbi

CKopocra HS 3HeprHH,
MaKCHMyMy norjiomeHHH. B pe3yju>T3Te
nojiynaeM n = 1.5 • 1013 cm-3. 3TO BnojiHe pa3yMHoe
3HaneHHe KOHHempauHH
Hcnojib30BaHHbix HaMH HHTCHCHBHOCTeH H3K3HKH. fljTH /cx = 5 W/cm2 TaKaH KOHUeHTpa-

(1), (3),

B3HB BejiHHHHy rpyrrnoBOH

cooTBeTCTByiomeH

hjih

UHH 3/ieKTpOHOB COOTBeTCTByeT BpeMeHH 5KH3HH CBo6oflHbIX

SJieirrpoHOB, paBHOMy r = 1 • 10~"

s.

3TO

BpeMH 33MeTHo

MeHbUie BejIHHHHbl T, HCn0JIb30B3HH0H H3MH paHee

fljw T0J1-

CToro oöpa3U3. TaKoe yMeHbiueHHe o6ycJioBJieHO, OMCBHUHO,

yBejiHHeHHeM BJIHHHHH noBepxHOCTHOH peKOMÕHHauHH Ha
BpeMH 5KH3HH B TOHKOM 0Õpa3Ue.
TaKHM 00pa30M, npHBeaeHHbic oueHKH pa3yMH0 corjiacyioTCH c npennojrowcHHeM o TOM, HTO HaomoflaeMwe npn
reHepauHH HOCHTejieü H3MCHCHHH B cneiape norjiomeHHH
oõycjioBjieHU 3KCHT0H-3JieKTp0HHbiM pacceHHHeM.
BecKHM flOBOflOM B nojib3y Toro, HTO HaßjiionaeMbie B
3KcnepHMeHTe mMeneHHH cneicrpoB 3KCHT0HH0r0 norjiome

BpeMeHHÖfi KHHCTHKH 3KCHTOHHOH JIJO-

HHH CBH33HbI c 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHbIM paCCeHHHeM, a He

MHHCCUeHUHH npHMepHO npH TSKHX >Ke HHTeHCHBHOCTHX

C npOUeCCaMH B3aHMOfleftCTBHH 3KCHTOHOB C (j)OHOHaMH H

B OCOÕeHHOCTflX

(|)0T0B03Õy)KHeHHH [6,8], KOTOpbie HCnOJIb30BaHbI H3MH flJIH

npHMCCHMH, HBJIHCTCH H TO, HTO HH OflHH H3 3THX npO-

UOnOJlHlITCJlbHOH nOHCBCTKH.

UeCCOB He MOJKeT OÕbHCHHTb B03HHKH0BeHHe flJIHHHOBOJl-

OuCHHM, K3KIIM KOHUeHTpaUHHM 3JieKTpOH0B COOTBeTCTByCT H3MCpCHHOC 3H3HCHHC

AT,

CCJIH npeHnOJIOJKHTb,

HDBoro XBOCTa ii3JiyHeHHH, noHBJiHiomerocH npn reHepauHH
HOCHTeJiefl.

B TO

»cc BpeMH B paMKax MOflejIH 3KCHT0H-

HTO OHO nOJIHOCTblO OÖyCJIOBJICHO 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHbIM

sjieirrpoHHoro pacceHHHH noHBJieHHc XBOCTa HaxoflHT ecre-

B33HMOaeÜCTBHeM. JJflH 3TOrO BOCnOJlb3yeMCH (|)OpMyJI3MH

CTBeHHOe OÖlHCHeHHC.

®n3MKa
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CXCMaTHMCCKH npOUCCCbl pacCCHHHH, npHDOflHlUHC K
06pa30naHHK> XBOCTa, npeflCTanjieHbi Ha pnc. 5, b. Ha 3TOM
pucyHKC ann HamHflHOCTH HanajibnaH TOHKa ana npouecca
paCCCHHHH D 30HC npOBOflHMOCTH H HaHOJIbHafl TOHKa Ha
HtlJKHCÜ nOJIHpHTOHHOfl DCTBH COBMemeHbl B TOHKe
B
CBH3H C TeM, HTO D CHJiy 3aKOHa COXpaHeHHH 3HCprHH
3HaKH HJMeHCHHfl 3HeprHH nOJIHpHTOHOB H 3/ICKTpOHOB

np0THD0n0J10)KHbI, OCb KHHCTHHCCKOft 3HCpPHH SJlCKTpOHOD
Ha PHCYHKC HanpaBJiena BHH3.

PHC. 5 , b

HCHO NOKA3BMAET,

HTO B peayjibTaTe BSANMONEIICTBHH c sjieicrpoHaMH nojinpnTOHbi

MoryT HcnpcpbiBHbiM oõpaaoM aacejiflTb COCTOHHHH B

OÖJlaCTH CyiUCCTBCHHO HHHfe pe30HaHCa, (J)OpMHpyH TaKHM
00pa30M XBOCT JIHHHH nOJIHpHTOHHOfi JlIOMHHeCUeHUHH.

FIo-

CKOJIBKY 3acaneHHe ynacTKOB B oöjiacTH HH>Ke pe30HaHca
npoHexoflHT 3a CHCT pacceHHHH nannpHTOHOB, CKaruiHBaio-

UIHXCH B OÖJlaCTH PE30HAHCA, KHHeTHKa H3JiyHeHHH nOJIHpHTOHOB

B pa3JIHHHbIX YHACTKAX IIJIHHHOBOJIHOBOrO XBOCTA

AO^'/KHA 6bin> npHMepHO OFLHHAKOBOÄ, HTO H Ha6jiio,naeTCH
3KCnepHMCHTC.

B [6,7] nonasaHO, HTO

b

sjiempoH-SKCHTOHHoe pacceHHHe

M05KCT npHBOflHTb K CyilieCTBeHHOMy rameHHIO nOJIHpHTOHHOH JlIOMHHeCUeHUHH Ha paHHHX CTaflHHX 3HepreTHHeCK0H

pejiaKcauHH ropHHHx sjieicipoHOB. Ha pnc. 5,b 3T0My coOTBeTCTByioT npoueccbi, npeflcraBJieHHbie B BepxHeft Hacni
pncyHKa. 3TH npoueccbi conpoBoamaioTCH oxjiajKflCHHCM
3JlCKTp0H0B H pa30rpeB0M 3KCHTOHHOH nOflCHCTCMbl. 3a
(JjOpMHpOBaHHC flJIHHHOBOJIHOBOrO XBOCTa nOJIHpHTOHHOrO
H3jiyneHHH OTBenaer oõpaTHbiü npouecc-pa3orpeB sjiempoHOB H ox/iaacaeHHe SKCHTOHHOÜ noflCHCTeMH (HHJKHHH nacn,
pHcyHKa). HecMorpn Ha TO HTO 3TOT oGpaiHbiü npouecc
BecbMa aaMeTHO npOHBJiHeTCH B HaõmoaaeMbix cneKTpax
JlIOMHHeCUeHUHH, OCHOBHOe BJIHHHHe Ha BejiHHHHy 3KCHTOH-

Horo 3aTyxaHHH 0Ka3biBaeT, OHeBHjiHO, npouecc pa3orpeBa
3KCHT0HH0H nOflCHCTCMbl, nOCKOJIbKy njIOTHOCTb KOHeHHblX

COCTOHHHH FLIIH 3Toro npouecca cymecTBeHHo npeBbimaeT
njIOTHOCTb (jjOTOHOnOflOÕHMX COCTOHHHÖ B OÕJiaCTH HHJKe

pe30HaHca.
3<[)<|>eKTbI 3KCHTOH-3JieKTpOHHOrO pacceHHHH HrpaiOT, no-

npH 6oJibumx IIJIOTHOB03Öy>KneHHH, Korfla BJIHHHHC HA cneicrp SKCHTOHHOTO
norjiomeHHH 0Ka3biBai0T 3<|Kj>eKTbi 3KpaiiHpoBaHHH [1-3].
3KpaHHpoBaHHe yMeHbiuaer 3Heprnro CBH3H SKCHTOHa, npnDHflHMOMy, cymecTBeHHyio pojib H

ABTopw npH3HaTCJibHbi JT.M. OeaopoBy 3a npcflocTaBJienHccjienoBaHHÄ CBepxHHCTbie KpHCTajiJibi GaAs H
HJL HjIbHHCKOtt 3a H3rOTOBJlCHHe TOHKHX o6pa3UOB.

Hbic flJiH

PaooTa BhinojiHeHa npH noaacp>KKc PoccHücKoro i()OHfla
(J)yH/iaMeHTajibHbix HccjieaonaHHH

H MoKayHapoflHoro Ha-

yHHoro ({)OHfla.
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CTHX

BonH K yBejiHHeHHK) ero õopoBCKoro

paiwyca, HTO Hapany c

yBCJIHHCHHeM KOHUeHTpaUHH 3JieKTp0H0B npHBOflHT K yBeJIHHeHHK) BepOHTHOCTH

3KCHT0H-3JieKTp0HH0r0 pacceHHHH.

TaKHM 00pa30M, B oTJiHHHe OT paHee BbinojmeHHbix
3KcncpHMeHT0B npH noacBence 4>0T0HaMH, co3flaioiuHMH HO-

CHTCJIH, 06Hapy)KeH0 cymecraeHHoe yMeHbiueHHe nponycKaHHH CBeTa B OÖJiaCTH OCHOBHOTO SKCHTOHHOTO COCTOHHHH
KpHCTajinoB

GaAs.

HaöJHOflaeMWH

3<})<|>eKT

o6i>HCHHeTCH

pocroM BCJIHHHHM 3aTyxaHHH 3KCHTOHOB 3a CHeT HX pacCeHHHH Ha 3JlCKTpOH3X. OTJiHHHe OT BbinOJIHeHHhlX paHee
SKCnepHMeHTOB CBH33HO C TeM, HTO B HCnOJIb30B3HH0M
AHanaaoHe HHTCHCHBHOCTetf

noacBeTKH B HauiHx CBepx-

HHCTblX OÕpaauax aJIH OCHOBHOrO COCTOHHHH peaJIH3yeTCH
nOJlHpHTOHHblft nOflXOfl, B KOTOpOM yBeJIHHCHHe 3aTyX3HHH
npHBOflHT K pocry K03<j)(J)HUHeHTa

norjiomeHHH.
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The formation of free excitons in solid Xe from photogenerated electron-hole pairs was investi
gated with time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy. The initial kinetic energy of the photocarriers
was varied over a large range by an appropriate choice of photon energy of excitation. The decay
curves of the free-exciton luminescence yield a cascade-type behaviour. The experimental results
were reproduced with model calculations including thermalization via scattering on acoustic phonons and a recombination cross-section which depends on the actual carrier temperatures. Good
agreement between experiment and theory was found.

1. Introduction
The onset of optical absorption of solid Xe in the vacuum ultraviolet spectral range is
governed by excitonic excitations [1 to 4]. Recently, it was possible to resolve up to six
members of the exciton series in the reflectivity spectra of samples with high structural
quality [5]. The energetic positions of the excitons are well described by the Wannier
formula, E n = E g — Bin 2 (band gap energy E g = (9.298 ± 0.005) eV, binding energy B
= (0.94 ± 0.05) eV, both values at T = 5 K; n being the main quantum number).
Several methods to create excitons in rare-gas solids, and in particular in solid Xe,
have already been used, (i) direct photon excitation [i to 4], (ii) energy loss of either
excess electrons (external electron beam [6]) or of 'hot' photo electrons [7], (iii) crea
tion of electronic polaron complexes [7], and (IV) recombination of electron-hole pairs
[8]. The purpose of the present paper is a more detailed analysis of electron-hole
recombination. There is a general need to understand the microscopic mechanism of
electron-hole recombination because this is one of the most important steps in the
scintillation process of scintillators [9].
The lack of optical phonons in the atomic f.c.c. lattice is responsible for unique trans
port properties of (photo-) carriers. Thermalization of 'hot' electrons is slowed down
dramatically compared to other insulators and semiconductors. This was demonstrated
in, e.g., time-resolved transient conductivity measurements [10]. At T - 157 K, Sowada
1) Corresponding author. Tel.: 040-8998 2288, Fax: 040-8998 2787,
e-mail: georg.zimmerer@desy.de
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et ai. [10] observed a thermalization time rth = 4.4 ns. Taking into account that rth is
proportional to Tju0 (ju0 being the low field mobility) with fi0 proportional to T~3/2
(scattering on acoustic phonons), the thermalization time at T = 5 K is of the order of
20 ns (this estimate is rough because other scattering mechanisms like scattering on
defects and impurities speed up thermalization).
The low thermalization rates for hot electrons in rare-gas solids lead to unique prop
erties of the electron mobility as a function of an applied electric field. The mobility is
independent of the field strength only at low fields [11 to 13]. At a field strength of less
than 1 kV/cm, the electric field starts heating up electrons. For solid Xe, electrons gain
kinetic energy of the order of 10 eV at a field strength of less than 105 V/cm [14]. This
should enable the construction of solid Xe-VUV lasers which are driven by an electric
field [15].
In the present paper, a luminescence technique has been used for the analysis of the
dynamical properties of photocarriers. Solid Xe has a strong luminescence line at
hv = 8.359 eV originating from free excitons [8]. It is not only observed following pri
mary excitation of excitons themselves (photon energy of excitation, hvex < Eg) but also
following primary excitation of free electron-hole pairs (hvex > Eg). The temporal
behaviour of the so-called FE-line of solid Xe was analyzed for a set of photon ener
gies of excitation covering the range Eg < hvex < 10.8 eV. In other words, the initial
kinetic energy of the photocarriers has been varied over a large range. Varding et al.
[8] already showed that the decay curves sensitively depend on the initial kinetic ener
gies of the carriers. The purpose of the present paper is an analysis of the results of
Varding et al. The decay curves will be explained taking into account models for ther
malization via scattering on acoustic phonons on one side and recombination of elec
tron-hole pairs into excitons on the other side. The kinetics are so slow that the nano
second techniques in connection with repetitive synchrotron radiation applied by Vard
ing et al. [8] are well suited to observe thermalization and recombination of free car
riers. Although the experimental curves have already been published [8], they are in
cluded because otherwise comparison with theory would be obsolete.

2. Experiment
The experiments were performed at the SUPERLUMI station [16] of the Hamburger
Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at DESY. All decay curves shown in this paper
were obtained with a resolution interval AX = 0.25 nm in excitation and AX = 1.5 nm in
luminescence analysis. The basis of time resolution is the pulsed nature of synchrotron
radiation. At the storage ring DORIS in Hamburg, the light pulses have a FWHM of
130 ps. The number of photons per pulse was «105 excluding two-photon processes.
The measured FWHM of the pulses was 0.4 ns. The broadening arises from a convolu
tion of the temporal behaviour of the excitation pulse, the response of the detector and
of the electronics. Time-correlated single-photon counting was used. The photon detec
tor was a channel-plate detector sensitized with a Csl coating.
The crucial part of the experiment was the sample preparation. With the set-up de
scribed in [17], samples were grown under nearly thermal equilibrium conditions at
T = 118 K. The growing rate was «103 nm/min, the preparation time was up to 18 h. In
this way, bulk clear samples were obtained with a thickness up to ^1 mm. The back
ground pressure in the sample chamber was in the low 10 10 mbar range.
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3. Experimental Results
In Fig. 1, a time-integrated luminescence spectrum of solid Xe is reproduced [8]. It was
measured at T - 4.7 K, following primary excitation with hv = 8.86 eV. This is well
below the energy of n = 2 excitons (9.07 eV). In this way, electronic relaxation within
the exciton series is avoided. On the other hand, the chosen photon energy of excita
tion is sufficiently away from the photon energy of the FE-line at 8.359 eV. In this way,
the amount of scattered light from excitation spectrally overlapping with luminescence
is minimized (but — as will be shown below — not zero!). The spectral resolution inter
val was 0.08 nm.
Besides the pronounced FE-line, a broad, Stokes shifted band centered around
7.2 eV is observed. It arises from self-trapped excitons (STE-band) and will not be
discussed in this paper. The inset shows the decay curve of the spectrally selected FEline. The decay is non-exponential. The rise is compatible with the temporal resolution
of the experiment, however, scattered light from excitation may contribute to the mea
sured rise. Note, the spectral resolution interval of the monochromator-detector system
for the time-resolved measurements was much larger than for the time-integrated but
spectrally resolved measurements.
The decay curves of the FE-line following primary selective excitation at and above
the bandgap energy are displayed in Fig. 2. The parameter given in the figure is the
excess energy
^excess

=

— Eg .

(1)

The decay curve obtained with E excess = 0 deviates more from a single exponential be
haviour but is still of the same type than the one shown in Fig. 1. With increasing
^excess, the shape develops into a cascade-type behaviour. Moreover, the kinetics are
slowed down. The width of the narrow spike around delay = 0 yields the temporal reso-
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Fig. 1. Luminescence of solid Xe at T = 4.7 K, excited with synchrotron radiation (photon energy

8.86 eV). The inset shows a time-resolved spectrum of the FE-line at 8.359 eV. The figure was
taken from Ref. [8]
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Fig. 2. Decay curves of the FEluminescence line of solid Xe at
T = 5 K, excited with different
photon energies of excitation, hv e x .
The parameter given in the figure
is the excess energy, E ex cess =
hvex — Eg (£g is the band gap en
ergy). The dotted lines are meas
urements, the full curves are results
of model calculations. For com
parison purposes, the apparatus
function (open circles) is included
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lution of the experiment (scattered light). In contrast to the result in Fig. 1, in the
curves of Fig. 2, scattered light plays a more pronounced role because the time-integrated intensity of the FE-line is approximately an order of magnitude lower following
primary excitation of free electron-hole pairs compared to primary excitonic excitation.
The full curves in Fig. 2 are results of the model calculations (see the following section).

4. Model Calculations
The observation of FE-luminescence following primary excitation of free electron-hole
pairs clearly shows that free excitons are formed in electron-hole recombination. This
is by far non-trivial because in the past it was assumed that the holes are trapped with
in some ps and than capture electrons forming self-trapped excitons. The latter mecha
nism is not ruled out by our results, but it is at least not the only recombination pro
cess. Whether or not the self-trapped excitons observed following excitation of free
electron-hole pairs originate exclusively from self-trapping of free excitons or also
from the capture of electrons by self-trapped holes cannot be decided on the basis of
the results.
The description of the model requires a discussion of the initial conditions (kinetic
energies and spatial density of the photocarriers immediately following the excitation
pulse). According to energy and momentum conservation rules, at a given excess en
ergy the electrons and holes (effective masses me and m^) get an initial kinetic energy
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Ee and £h, respectively,

ee,„= **•' ^excess •
me + mh

(2)

The initial carrier density may be estimated from the absorption coefficient a (penetra
tion depth of the exciting light ~l/a) at the respective photon energy of excitation,
from the photon flux, and from the size of the focus of the exciting radiation at the
sample. The estimate is hampered by the fact that the literature values for a range
between «3 x 105 cm-1 [18], «5 x 105 cm-1 [19], and fslO6 cm-1 [20]. The absolute
value of reflectivity is uncertain as well. An experimental parameter, namely the width
of the strongly asymmetric focus (length = 0.4 cm, width = 0.02 to 0.04 cm) is also un
certain. Taking into account all uncertainties, an initial carrier density of the order of
1012 to 1013 cm-3 is estimated. As was shown by experiments on hot electron relaxation
in semiconductors [21], on a short time scale (far below the time resolution of the
present experiment), a redistribution of carriers which is attributed to carrier-carrier
interaction results in quasi-equilibrium electron and hole temperatures (Te and Th). For
semiconductors, the time required to establish Maxwellian-like velocity distributions is
estimated to be in the sub-picosecond regime [22]. The carrier density N0, established
during redistribution, is treated in our model as an adjustable parameter.
From this point on, energy relaxation of charge carriers is mainly going on due to
scattering on acoustic phonons, described by the deformation potential Ed. The aver
aged energy loss rate per electron (hole) in a Maxwellian distribution of temperature
r e (rh) is given by [23, 24],

dE,,h\ _
* / m

8 v2

E2dml'l

^3/2

/7v,h - Th
(3)

Here, q is the crystal mass density, q = 3.781 g/cm3 [4], k is the Boltzmann constant.
The value of Ed = 0.79 eV, was given by Ratner [25]. This value is different from the
one of excitons [4]. At the beginning, Ed was used in the calculations as an adjustable
parameter. It turned out that the calculations are not sensitive for Ed within the more
severe limitations to be discussed below. An important feature of the relaxation arises
from the m5'2 law. With rae = 0.35m0 (ra0 being the free electron mass) and rah = 2.1m0
[3, 4] it turns out that holes loose their kinetic energy at least two orders of magnitude
faster than electrons. Therefore, in the following we assume Th = 7L (lattice temperature).
The creation of excitons from charge carriers is a complicated many-body quantum
problem which in principle could be modelled by Monte-Carlo calculations [26]. How
ever, the information obtained from our experimental curves is not sufficient for a rea
sonable modelling. We treated exciton formation from electrons and holes with a sim
ple set of Boltzmann kinetic equations because the parameters involved have a clear
physical sense, and because it is possible to describe the processes in the effective tem
perature approximation, including all temperature effects in the cross-section and in the
relative velocities,

" e ' h = G{t) - o(T t ) ne«hVrei(Te),
dt

d/te>
~d7~
38

= o(T e ) n e n h v Tei (T e ) - R(t) .

(4a)

(4b)
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Here, n e , rch and n e x are the electron, hole, and exciton densities. G(t) is the generation
rate for electrons and holes. It is treated as 6-like. The shape of the apparatus function
(see Fig. 2) is indeed narrow compared to the kinetics under discussion. Starting from
initial quasi-equilibrium conditions means, G(t) describes the 6-like creation of carriers
with density N0. R(t) is the decay function of excitons. For R(t), we took an experimen
tal decay curve of FE-luminescence which was excited with a photon energy (9.29 eV)
just below the band gap value [8]. In this way, all further relaxation processes within
the exciton manifold including non-radiative decay channels, are taken into account.
The mean relative velocity of electrons and holes, vre|, is a function of Te. The time
dependence of Te was calculated from Eq. (3) via
Ui)=^Ui).

(5)

The set of equations is not complete. Capture of carriers in traps and, e.g., non-radia
tive surface recombination are neglected (see below).
The calculation of the cross-section a for electron-hole recombination is based on
the theory by Abakumov et al. [27] in which exciton formation is treated as a continua
tion of energy relaxation of charge carriers into the negative excess energy region, i.e.
into the bound states. Abakumov et al. assumed thermal equilibrium between holes
and electrons. In the present case, electrons and holes are clearly not in equilibrium. In
the Abakumov approach, the particle temperatures enter the final result only via the
distribution functions and particle velocities. The parameter describing the magnitude of
energy loss via scattering on LA phonons (energy loss rate per propagation length) does
not depend on the particle energy. Consequently, in Eq. (11) of the paper of Abakumov
et al. we can ad hoc modify the expression for the distribution f(E) for the pairs at posi
tive temperatures, replacing T3 by 7^/2^3/2 (Th = 7l, see above). Then it follows

16 y/2 e6e\
eJ

3\/3nh4

S

Q£3

m\

1

y^h ^kfl(kTe)2 '

Here, e is the electron charge, s is the sound velocity, s = 830 m/s (averaged value) [1],
and e is the dielectric permeability, e = 2.22 [4]. The model was solved numerically. The
results are included in Fig. 2 as full lines. The measured data are reproduced quite well.
N0 = 6 x 1010 cm-3 was obtained from the fits. This value is smaller by a factor of «20
to 200 compared to the density estimated for the excitation process itself. Note, how
ever, No represents the carrier density after redistribution by carrier-carrier interaction
[21]. As was already pointed out, the initial excitation volume has a thickness of the
o r d e r of IIa & 1 0 t o 3 0 nm. Then, even t h e m e a n free path of a carrier may exceed 1la
(an electron with a kinetic energy of 1 eV has a mean free path of the order of 60 to
600 nm for a scattering rate between 1013 to 1012 Hz). Moreover, as a consequence of
the transverse size of the excitation volume (length, width »l/a), the diffusion of car
riers can be treated as a one-dimensional problem. Under these particular excitation
conditions, carrier diffusion during redistribution establishing the electron and hole tem
perature may account for an expansion of the charge cloud into the bulk of the sample
thus enlarging the excitation volume.
Capture of carriers in traps and nonradiative surface losses may also contribute to the
difference between the initial excitation density and the value of N q . Concerning free
excitons, a crude estimate for surface quenching under the conditions of the present ex
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periment brought about a factor of two [8]. It is already included in the treatment as was
shown above. Detailed information on nonradiative surface recombination of free carriers
is missing for rare gas solids. Therefore, this quenching channel was omitted in the model.
Electron capture in deep traps was already observed in two-photon photoemission
experiments [31]. The peculiar temperature dependence of the luminescence yield of
solid Xe which is nearly constant up to T = 50 K but then increases is also an indica
tion of electron capture (electrons being released for T > 50 K). Up to T = 60 K, the
yield doubles [8]. Therefore, electron capture may contribute at least a factor of two to
the discrepancy under discussion.
In order to get more insight into the recombination dynamics in solid Xe, we present
in Fig. 3 the electron temperature (integration of Eqs. (4) and (5)) and the recombina
tion cross-section (Eq. (6)) as a function of time. The initial conditions correspond to
^excess = 1-45 eV (initial electron energy 1.24 eV, Te = 9590 K). The electrons never
reach thermal equilibrium with the lattice within the time interval of observation. As a
consequence of the strong variation of Te, the recombination cross-section yields an
even more pronounced variation over nearly four orders of magnitude. The other
curves shown in Fig. 3 will be discussed below.

5. Discussion of Some Assumptions
In spite of the simplifications, the results of the calculations fit the experimental results
quite well. Nevertheless, it is indispensable to discuss some hidden assumptions of the
model.
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(i) The calculation of initial kinetic energies according to Eq. (2) assumes a parabolic
band approximation. This assumption is valid only for small Eexcess. Moreover, due to
the fact that the valence bands of rare gas solids are narrow, the initial kinetic energy
of a hole is strongly limited. The total width of the valence bands (including both the
j = 3/2 and 1/2 bands) in solid Xe, e.g., is about 3 eV [3]. From the highest value of
^excess used in this paper, we obtain 0.207 eV as initial kinetic energy of holes. This is
within the possible range, however, the parabolic approximation may no longer be ap
plicable for such a value.
The estimate of an initial electron temperature Te from the initial electron energy is
an upper limit because the short period of redistribution includes energy exchange be
tween the electron and the hole subsystem. An incorrect initial Te mainly influences the
dynamical behaviour at short times in which the experimental data are uncertain due to
the scattered light superimposed.
Another complication arises from the fact that the effective-mass tensor of the holes
is strongly anisotropic [25, 28]. The upper valence band in the T-L direction of the
Brillouin zone has nearly no dispersion. This would give rise to a larger initial energy
for electrons than calculated from Eq. (2). Therefore, the initial energy distribution
between holes and electrons calculated from Eq. (2) is only a rough estimate.
(ii) A serious hidden assumption concerns the use of Eq. (6) which is valid for mo
bile holes and electrons. For rare gas solids, it is generally assumed that holes are selftrapped after creation within pico-seconds. Only for solid Xe, recent calculations by
Umehara [29] show that the self-trapped hole state may be metastable or nearly on the
stability boundary. In this context we would like to mention that the self-trapping prob
ability of excitons in solid Xe is very low. An upper limit for the intrinsic self trapping
rate, /ST,intrinsic ~ 0-5 X 108 s_1 was given in [8]. However, the self-trapping behaviour
of excitons and holes may be very different.
Nevertheless, we compared the cross-section given by Eq. (6) with the cross-section
for recombination of an electron with a positively charged center in a semiconductor
[30]. The result is included in Fig. 3. Again, the time dependence arises from the varia
tion of the electron temperature. The cross-section is remarkably lower than the one
calculated from Eq. (6). The ratio of both cross-sections (in Fig. 3) is nearly constant at
longer times. At short times, the ratio itself depends on time. Using the cross-section
for recombination at positively charged centers instead of the cross-section for recombi
nation of mobile holes in solving Eqs. (4a) and (4b) would mainly change the value of
the product /Vo,eiM),h ~ /Vq. An additional change of N0 would originate from the rela
tive velocity which is proportional to y/lj,u (ju is the reduced mass of free electronhole pair) in one case, and to y/ \/m e in the other case. Apart from the change of No,
mainly the rising part of the calculated curves would be influenced. This will be masked
by the scattered light (spike).
The choice between both types of cross-section is impeded by the fact that we ob
serve mobile excitons. In other words, recombination of electrons with self-trapped
holes being observed in the experiment results in a free exciton. This case is not
covered by the theory on recombination at a positively charged center [30].
In Fig. 3, we also included the calculation of the recombination cross-section as given
in [27]. In this case, thermal equilibrium between holes and electrons is assumed. The
deviations between this curve and the modified cross-section (Eq. (6)) are rather small
over the entire range of time. Therefore, our modification seems to be reliable.
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(iii) The bimolecular-type recombination as described by Eq. (4b) could be checked,
of course, with a variation of the excitation density over a large range. This is beyond
the present experimental possibilities at HASYLAB. The variation of the excitation
density which is compatible with the sensitivity of the experiment covers at most a
factor of two which is by far too small to perform a systematic study. The new VUV
free-electron laser under construction at HASYLAB [32, 33] will change the situation
drastically.

6. Conclusions
The recombination dynamics of electron-hole pairs in a wide bandgap material without
optical phonons have been investigated for the first time with time-resolved lumines
cence experiments. Free excitons have been used as a probe of recombination. The
initial excess energy of the carriers was varied over a large range, £excess » kTL. In this
way, rather slow thermalization of carriers via scattering on acoustic phonons comes
into play. In spite of many simplifications, it was possible to fit the experimental curves
with the results of model calculations taking into account exclusively acoustic phonons.
The evolution of the electron temperature as a function of time is the key for an under
standing of the strong variation of the recombination cross-section that governs the
observed kinetics. Good agreement concerning thermalization of hot photoelectrons
with earlier results obtained with other methods like electrical conductivity was found.
A quite natural extension of the measurements concerns the temporal behaviour of
the luminescence of self-trapped excitons in rare gas solids. In solid Ar, Kr, and Xe, a
fast STE luminescence band (lifetime of the order of 1 ns) originating from
—*
transitions of the molecular-type STE is known [1, 3, 4]. This band should be well
suited to study the recombination dynamics and in particular to answer the question
whether or not the free excitons are the only precursors of the self-trapped excitons.
Such experiments are in progress now.
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Abstract
The dynamics of exciton interaction with charge carriers in GaAs, excited by a CW light source
and subjected to collisions with free carriers, which are independently created by a picosecond
light pulse, is studied by a novel time-resolved dual channel modulated luminescence correlation
technique.
The dynamics reveals a decreased exciton generation rate at a higher temperature of chargecarriers, and a strong exciton scattering on hot free carriers that heats the excitons and effectively
quenches luminescence due to smaller exciton-photon coupling at an elevated temperature of
excitons.

In spite of an intense interest in excitons, some aspects of exciton dynamics are,
due to their complexity, not yet well known. The dynamics of the formation of
bound states, and more generally, exciton interaction with charge carriers, is
one of these aspects. In recent years, several works [1-9] have been published
on exciton formation and relaxation in quantum wells (QW), which have
greater exciton oscillator strength and binding energy compared to bulk
material. In bulk, experiments are made with materials with a large exciton-LOphonon coupling [10]. Only few experimental works address exciton creation in
bulk GaAs [11,12], From the theory, we know no comprehensive model with a
quantitative agreement. Therefore, every additional experimental feature could
contribute to the understanding about this.
The current work presents some experimental results on exciton luminescence
kinetics depending on simultaneously generated charge carriers' properties.
This work was initiated by a luminescence quenching effect, found by us
earlier, due to interaction between hot electrons and free excitons in bulk
undoped GaAs [11]. Excitons generated by previous laser excitations were
killed or heated up by the next ongoing laser pulse causing luminescence
quenching. The effect had a strong dependence on the excitation energy and
power.
Experimental
The sample was an ultra pure vapour phase epitaxy grown GaAs sample with
the residual donor concentration of about 10" !2 cm"3 [13].
1
40

Luminescence was excited by two light sources: a synchronously pumped
mode-locked cavity-dumped Styryl-8 dye laser and a semiconductor (diode)
CW laser. The optical pulse duration was about 5 ps with the repetition rate of
4 MHz and spectral linewidth of 0.7 meV tuneable at exciton energies and
above. The semiconductor laser had a fixed wavelength of 815 nm with the
linewidth of 0.1 nm (corresponds to the electron excess energy of 3 meV). The
excitation power intensity was about 0.01 - 1 W/cm 2 for the pulsed laser (time
averaged power) and 6 W/cm 2 for the diode laser. Photoluminescence was
measured at the temperature of 2 K. The semiconductor laser had a step-like
modulation of 50 kHz, thus being a quasi-CW light source for our time scales.
All the luminescence kinetics curves were recorded simultaneously into two
channels (corresponding to the phase of CW laser modulation) by a timecorrelated photon counting system. The temporal and spectral resolution of the
registering system was about 100 ps and 0.2 meV, respectively.
The chosen parameters of the modulation scheme of photon counting allow us
to eliminate the effects of dead time difference for each channel of photon
counting (the modulation frequency is higher than the photon count frequency)
and slow time-scale laser drifts. So we can directly and quantitatively compare
the luminescence intensities, depending on whether the diode laser is
illuminating or not.
To the best of our knowledge, no one has ever reported using such an
experimental set-up for investigating exciton luminescence. Modulation
schemes have been used for registering luminescence in the spectral domain
[4,9]. Our experimental set-up uses a similar idea as in ref. [4] in the time
domain and gives us a new dimension for registering the processes.
On the other hand, such an experiment is complementary to the Four Wave
Mixing experiments with a pre-injection of excitations [14, 15], but it registers
inherently incoherent luminescence.
Results
In Fig. 1, luminescence kinetics curves have been shown for three different
pulse intensities. The pulse photon energy is E g + 15 meV, well below the
optical phonon (E L0 = 36 meV) replica of the band ( E g - electron conduction
band energy). The solid line marks the temporal dependence of luminescence
when both (the diode and pulsed) lasers are exciting the crystal. The dashed
line marks luminescence for the case the crystal is excited only by the pulsed
laser.
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10mW/cm 2 (about 10 14 excited
electrons per cubic cm per pulse) a
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momentarily (below the temporal
resolution of the experiment) decreases
and afterwards slowly relaxes to the
stationary state. The integral of the
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integral of luminescence when exciting
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words, the excited amount of electrons,
being able to create one registered
exciton is able to "kill" 1.8 otherwise
registered excitons. The difference
kinetics is shown in the upper part of
Fig. 2.
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Figure 1. Experiment: temporal behaviour of
the photoluminescence of the sample for
excitation by the pulsed laser with (solid line)
and
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It is remarkable that no maximum
appears in the
tne kinetics, although
c - 1 W/cm . The incident pulse is depicted by additional excitations where injected
dots in part a.
by pulse. Where do the excitons
disappear? We can analyse whether the
excitons were permanently destroyed, or they moved only temporarily out of
sight -- thrown to somewhere up into their evolution track (heated or ionised to
charge carriers) -- and will later also take part in luminescence.
illumination in the case of three pulsed laser
intensities: a - 0.01 W/cm 2 , b - 0.2 W/cm 2 and
2

If the excitons were destroyed, we can calculate the exciton decay time in the
following way. The stationary number of excitons is determined by the balance
between the generation rate (due to diode-laser), and lifetime T x of excitons. At
the moment of the pulse an unknown process quickly changes the number of
excitons. Now the system approaches to the balance again, and, additionally,
new excitons, generated by pulse, will play a role in the luminescence.
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Figure 2. Solid lines: temporal behaviour of
the photoluminescence difference at a low
pulse intensity (0.01 W/cm 2 - upper part) and

Here N| and N 2 are the number of
excitons created by pulsed-laser-only
and by both lasers, respectively. G P , G s
are the exciton generation rates from a
pulsed and stationary source, R(I) is
'
the number of lost excitons depending
0,1
the pulse intensity I, 5(t) is the
delta-function. For the sake of
simplicity we use stationary value of
N 2 considering the number of lost
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solution gives us the number of
excitons, proportional to our measured
luminescence for either case:
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Subsequently the difference of the two measured luminescence kinetics should
give us a pure exponential curve. Consequently, we get exciton lifetime
extracted from all other processes. H(t) is the Heaviside function.
This idea holds in the zeroth order of approximation, assuming that the exciton
generation function from the pulse-excited charge carriers G P (t) does not differ
for different experiments (which means that the additional charge carrier
concentration, caused by pulse, is small compared to the stationary one). For
testing of the applicability of the idea we subtracted the luminescence curves,
corresponding to Ni, from N 2 . In the pulse intensity range of 0.01 mW to
0.05 mW the character of the difference kinetics does not change essentially,
indicating that using this idea at our lowest intensities is reasonable. The decay
time fitted from the difference kinetics (assuming excitons were destroyed) is
x=2 ns.
If the excitons were not permanently destroyed (a part of "lost excitons" will
return to the stationary state), then x fitted from difference kinetics is a function
of the exciton decay time xx and round trip time x r . In the simplest case, when
losses during the round trip are equal to the stationary exciton losses, we will
get r _1 = T~ ] + T~ L . But in any case T X >T. A qualitative analysis says that if
losses during the round trip are smaller than in the stationary case, then the
luminescence kinetics excited by both lasers will always have a maximum.
4

On the other hand, we do have independent data for exciton decay time
(measured on the same sample, where excitons were created directly by a laser
pulse at a low intensity), x x «4 ns. Due to an essential difference between x and
xx, we can conclude that the excitons, disappearing from the luminescence band
at the moment of an additional laser excitation, will be excited to a state with a
higher energy (a hot exciton or a free charge carrier pair) and will later return to
their previous state. The absence of a maximum in luminescence (at excitation
of both lasers) lets us conclude, that the averaged losses (both non-radiative and
radiative) at these upper states are bigger than in the stationary case.
At an intermediate intensity of 0.2 W/cm 2 (Fig. 1 b) when excited both by a
diode and pulsed laser, at the moment of pulse excitation the stationary
luminescence also decreases, but later the luminescence grows higher than the
stationary one. For the pulsed-only excitation, a steep rise of luminescence is
taking place followed by a slower component. In luminescence kinetics this
steep step-like or even spike-like behaviour is often attributed to an
experimental artefact (scattered exciting laser pulse), but in the current
experiment we do not see the feature on other simultaneously registered
kinetics - indicating to the real nature of the effect. We think that the step-like
behaviour may be caused by a small fraction of excitons created by a LOphonon mediated process (the initial hot distribution of the charge carriers
generated by photons with an excess energy of 15 meV may have a sufficiently
high-energy tail). The relative share of the step-like feature increases with the
pulse intensity, as it should be in a bimolecular process, thus, confirming the
interpretation. The LO-mediated exciton generation is important in GaAs QW
structures [3,7]. The Monte-Carlo calculations made by Selbmann et. ai. [16]
predicted an essential share of the LO-process in exciton creation also in bulk
GaAs. In our earlier experiment [11] we, as well as the authors of ref. [12] have
not seen a distinct evidence of the LO-phonon mediated exciton generation in
bulk GaAs. This may be caused by the fact that in the experiments of [11,12]
the excitation intensity is about an order of magnitude lower and the
bimolecular process (depending on the carrier concentration as n 2 ) had too
small probability. In our earlier unpublished measurements, we often saw this
spike-like behaviour, but attributed it to a scattered laser light.
The difference kinetics in the case of an intermediate pulse intensity is shown
in the lower part of Fig. 2. A two-component structure is clearly seen. At the
moment of excitation, a similar luminescence quenching is going on as in the
low-intensity case. Later, another component, roughly proportional to the
exciton luminescence signal, also reveals itself. We interpret the further
component as a contribution of a smaller exciton coupling with photons due to
an exciton temperature change (photons can be emitted only at k=0, at an
elevated temperature the share of such excitons decreases). The other
5
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component may be due to a changed exciton generation rate with an electron
temperature increase.
At a high pulse intensity of 1 W/cm 2 (Fig. 1 c), no initial decrease takes place.
Instead, at the first moment, a step-like rise in luminescence is found for both
cases. A striking fact is that the maximum luminescence intensity, if exciting
with both light sources, is lower than if exciting only with a pulsed laser. The
character of difference kinetics (not shown) does not change, compared with
the intermediate pulse intensity, except that the slower component reveals a
different (slower) form than the corresponding pulsed-only luminescence. This
seems to be natural, considering the bimolecular process of exciton formation
and the reduced exciton generation rate at a higher carrier temperature.
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Figure 3. A series of luminescence kinetics for different intensities of pulse excitation without
(left part) and with (right part) CW background illumination, a - 0.01 W/cm 2 , b - 0.03 W/cm 2 , c 0.05 W/cm 2 , d - 0.08 W/cm 2 , e - 0.12 W/cm 2 , f - 0.15 W/cm 2 , g - 0.3 W/cm 2 , h - 0.8 W/cm 2 and i
- 0.8 W/cm 2 . The excess energy of pulse excitation was 15 meV.

In Fig. 3, a series of kinetics depending on the pulse intensities are shown. At
higher excitation intensities another hole in the luminescence kinetics is
pronounced (at 12 ns delay). The second hole originates from the excitation by
a replica of the laser pulse (due to a imperfection of the cavity-dumper), which
has approximately 1.5% of the main pulse intensity.
For comparison, similar experiments were performed with the photon energy of
the pulsed laser tuned into the exciton energy zone and below the exciton
6

resonance energy. In the case of exciting excitons directly by the laser pulse, no
significant changes in the luminescence kinetics' shape, depending on the
background lightening, were found. In this case, however, the rise of the
luminescence is so fast that the quenching effect could be hidden under it. In
case of exciting the crystal below the exciton resonance the stationary
luminescence was totally unaffected by the presence of the pulsed laser. That
rules out the possibility of a direct interaction between a laser pulse and the
excitons created by the diode laser.
In Fig. 4, the number of lost excitations
(Niost) depending on N pu | sed is shown,
calculated by formula:
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is the integral of
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integral of luminescence when excited
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the dependence, but it is interesting to
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To model the interaction of charge-carriers and excitons including thermal
exchange, we used the following set of Boltzmann rate equations for particle
concentrations n and mean energies E (subscripts eh and jc denote charge
carriers and excitons, respectively):
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Here T g is the charge carrier
temperature at excitation and T B is the
temperature corresponding to the
Rydberg' energy of the exciton.
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Figure 5. Model calculations basing on
Boltzmann' rate equations (see text): temporal
behaviour of the photoluminescence of the
sample for excitation by the pulsed laser with
(solid line) and without (dashed line) CW laser
illumination in the case of different pulsed
laser intensities: a - low pulse intensity, b intermediate pulse intensity and c - high
intensity.

of a particle in all the scattering
processes on phonons (for charge
carriers we considered the deformation
potential and piezoelectric LA phonon
and polar LO phonon scattering, for
excitons deformation potential LA
scattering, the corresponding rates
were taken from literature [17,18]). y
stands for an exciton probability to
lose energy by colliding with a charge
carrier (we considered the thermal
exchange, not exciton dissociation).
For y we used the hydrogen-electron
h
collision efficiency y 0 = 20a 0 —,

me

taken from [19], multiplied by the
mean energy exchange fraction at
collision

y = 40aQ

2

171 „

'" g .
+ 772

h
m„ + 772.

ao is the Bohr radius of an exciton.
For bimolecular coupling constant G we used a formula from Ref. [20], which
we modified for the case when the temperature of the charge carriers differs
from that of the lattice. To our knowledge, this is the only model describing the
exciton creation cross section depending on (carriers effective) temperature (in
3D). In our calculations the essential feature was the temperature behaviour of
the cross section <r oc T~ ]5 , which follows from the acceptable assumption of
8

charge carriers Boltzmann' distribution. For 2D case in QW, the dependence
<7 oc T~ l is used by ref. [6].
In Fig. 5 the calculated kinetic curves are presented. The model qualitatively
explains the experimental features. At a low pulse intensity no maximum
appears in the luminescence with a CW background excitation. At a high
excitation the luminescence without a background CW excitation has a higher
intensity than the one with that. We could not find an opportunity for the model
to take into account the proposed LO phonon mediated exciton creation
mechanism, so the model does not reproduce the initial steep rise.
Comparison with the results of other authors
The results of our experiment are related to Excitation Induced Dephasing
(EID) experiments, made by Four Wave Mixing (FWM) techniques with a preinjection of incoherent excitations [14,15]. The authors of Ref. [14,15]
determine the excitons dephasing rate 1/T 2 depending on the concentration of
the additionally injected excitations. They indicate that exciton-free-carrier
scattering is 10 times as efficient as exciton-exciton scattering. As the FWM
experiment measures the phase-coherence dephasing, it says nothing explicit
about the energy (heat) exchange, the heat exchange in exciton-free-carrier
scattering is evident. Our experiment, measuring the incoherent part of the
secondary emission, thus gives some complementary information to FWM EID
experiments.
Robart et. al. [21] have also seen a significant energy exchange between the
charge carriers and excitons. They have even concluded a thermodynamic
equilibrium with equal temperatures and chemical potentials of the subsystems.
In a bulk crystal, we cannot apply the method of ref. 21 to check this idea.
To the authors' knowledge, the most comprehensive calculation of the involved
processes is published in Ref. [16] using the Monte-Carlo ensemble method for
solving Boltzmann' rate equations for coupled free-carriers and excitons. The
authors of ref. [12] report a good accordance of the experimental data with the
calculations (except for the calculations' conclusion about the exciton creation
through a LO phonon). In the theoretical consideration, however, no process
was involved for the charge-carrier-exciton heat exchange and for the exciton
dissociation depending on the charge-carrier distribution. Basing on our
experiment, and on the FWM results of [14], we note, however, that exciton
dephasing processes should play an important role in the experimental results
of Ref. 12 as well. These processes do reveal themselves in a less evident way,
retarding the onset of luminescence until the hot charge carriers are cooled
down.
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However, the Monte-Carlo ensemble' approach, used by the authors of Refs.
[12, 16], after including the thermal exchange between excitons and carriers, is
evidently a more appropriate method for trying to quantitatively fit the
experimental results.
Piermarocchi et. al. [8, 22], calculating exciton creation dynamics in QW, also
neglect the heat exchange effect while operating with hot charge carrier
distributions with quite a high concentration up to n=10 cm' (the
corresponding bulk concentration would be n=10 IH cm' 3 ). We think that one
should expect an essential influence of exciton dephasing on carriers.
Aschkinadze et. al. [4] have also investigated the exciton heat exchange with
charge carriers in GaAs QW. A very interesting result was obtained, revealing
exciton cooling by the carriers (although the carriers were initially generated at
a high temperature). We think that in their experiment the excitons, created
directly in the exciton band, had normally a higher effective temperature,
compared with the carriers' effective temperature establishing dynamically in
the process of charge-carrier generation and their energy relaxation.
Baars et. al [9], in their modulation experiment on exciton creation in GaAs
QW, have detected a broadening and blue-shift of the exciton line depending on
the excitation intensity of the charge carriers. They have attributed the exciton
broadening to exciton-carrier scattering and the blue-shift to a quantumconfined Stark effect. We think that if there is an effective exciton-carrier
scattering (as they propose), then the carriers may heat excitons as well, with a
blue-shift of the exciton line. Certainly, a detailed analysis of the origin of the
blue-shift is needed to establish the contributions of each process.
Summary
Exciton luminescence quenching in bulk GaAs was investigated using a new
experimental technique. This technique gives complementary information to
the FWM experiments with pre-pulse, studying excitation induced dephasing in
semiconductors.
The quenching effect consists of two contributions: a decreased exciton
coupling with photons due to an exciton temperature change and a changed
exciton generation rate due to an electron temperature change. The effect can
be explained qualitatively using Boltzmann' rate equations, if the exciton
heating by the charge carriers is taken into account.
The steep luminescence onset, often attributed to an experimental artefact, may
be an evidence of a LO phonon mediated exciton creation process.

10
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